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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The steric effect of a chemical reaction probes the dynamics of breaking 

the old bond and forming the new bond. The orientation of the reactant is used 

as an Input channel of the chemical reaction. Scalar quantities such as the 

reaction probability and the emission spectrum and vectorial quantities such 

as alignment of the rotational angular momentum as output channel. From the 

orientation and translational energy dependence of the reaction probability an 

angle dependent activation barrier can be deduced with an angle dependent line 

of centers model. This activation barrier, or anisotropic potential barrier to 

reaction, is used to give tentative explinations of the emission spectrum and 

alignment of the rotational angular momentum of the product. 

The reaction studied in this thesis is Ba + NpO •> BaO + N2· A small 

fraction of the BaO is formed In electronically excited states, mainly A l+ 

and Α Π . The photon yield, which is proportional to the total cross section, 

is used as a probe to study the reaction. Our optics-system is mainly 

sensitive to the short lived (τ • 350 ns) k'l+
 state. Molecules in the longer 

lived (τ = 9000 ns) A'
1
II state will travel out of the field of view within one 

fluorescence lifetime. Other features of this reaction are a large 

exothermicity of 4.1 eV, the reaction is direct and backward scattered, for 

p 

NpO molecules in the ground vibrational state a value of 27 A for the total 

reaction cross section is estimated, the chemiluminescent cross section is 

9.3% of this total reaction cross section and the reaction produces mainly 

photons around 490 nm with a FWHM of about 50 nm. 

The title reaction is investigated in a molecular beam machine in a 

crossed beam arrangement at single collision conditions. By using seeded beam 

techniques the translational energy of the NjO molecules can be varied. With 

an electrostatic hexapole along the NpO beam axis and an orientation field at 

the scattering center the internal state of the NpO molecule and the initial 

angle-of-attack between the two colliding partners can be studied. From the 

resulting chemiluminescence of the product not only the reaction probability 

but also the internal energy in which BaO is formed and the alignment of the 

rotational angular momentum of BaO are determined as a function of the 
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initial angle-of-attack and the collision energy. 

This thesis contains 8 articles which are already published or will be 

submitted for publication. Chapter 2 gives a review of the investigations on 

oriented molecules using electrostatic hexapole fields. Technical advances in 

state selection and orientation techniques and product detection are discussed 

including experimental complicating factors which influence the degree of 

orientation. New results on Ba + oripnted Ν,Ο are presented and first results 

on Ca + oriented CHgF are reported. 

Chapter 3 demonstrates the influence of the vp-vibrational bending mode 

(mode specific chemistry) of NpO on the chemiluminescent yield as a function 

of the collision energy. The chemiluminescent cross section for NjO molecules 

in the Vp-bending mode is approximately four times larger compared to NjO 

molecules in the ground vibrational state. The inf1 lence of the rotational 

level on the chemiluminescent cross section is smaller. The J=2 rotational 

level of the v
?
-bending mode has a reaction probability which is about 20% 

larger as the J»1 rotational level of the v
?
-bending mode of N2O. In this 

chapter a revised mechanism is proposed in which the vp-bending vibration 

provides the reaction promoting coordinate. The results are used to explain a 

temperature dependence of the cnemiluminescent rate observed earlier. 

Chapter 4 describes, for the first time, orientation measurements at 

different translational energies. The first moment, ο,/σ,,, of a Legendre 

expansion of the chemiluminescent yield is extracted as a function of the 

translational energy. With a simple angle dependent line-of-centers model an 

angle dependent activation barrier is determined. 

In Chapter 5 a new effect induced by orienting the NpO molecule is 

described. It is demonstrated that there is a "memory" of the initial angle-

of-attack on the reactant N2O by the alignment of the average rotational 

angular momentum of the product BaO . 

Chapter 6 gives experimental evidence on the direction of the dipole 

moment vector of NpO. The conclusion on the positive and negative end of N2O 

is reached by making the reasonable assumption that the BaO chemiluminescent 

yield is higher for a Ba atom facing the "0"-end of NjO compared to the "N"-

end of NjO when they collide. 

A third new effect observed is described in Chapter 7. It shows that the 

orientation effect is strongly wavelength dependent and this effect is more 

pronounced at a higher collision energy. By using energy balance before and 
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after the reaction a tentative explanation is given of the observed effects. 

Chapter 8 describes the steric measurements for two rovibrational states 

(ng-l.J»! and П2=1,J=2) of NjO as a function of the translational energy. The 

data is corrected for velocity spread by the effusive Ba beam, polarization 

effects and wavelength dependence of the photomultiplier and saturation of Si-

decoupling. A fourth new effect is observed i.e., the steric behaviour of the 

J=1 state differs slightly from the steric effect of the J=»2 state. By an 

angle dependent line-of-centers model anisotropic potential barriers to 

reaction for both states are estimated. It is also shown that present theory 

is insufficient to explain the observed results. 

In the last chapter the degree of polarization, or in other words the 

alignment of the average rotational angular momentam of BaO , is measured as a 

function of the initial angle-of-attack and collision energy. This dependence 

is a three vector correlation between (J,ν ,J'), where J is the rotational 

angular momentum of the reactant, ν the relative velocity of the colliding 

reactants and J' the rotational angular momentam of the product. The 

alignment of the product depends strongly on the orientation angle of the 

reactant and the observed effect is more pronounced at higher collision 

energies. 
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CHAPTER 2 DYNAMICS OF MOLECULAR STEREOCHEMISTRY V I A 
ORIEMTED MOLECULE SCATTERING 

David H. P a r k e r 
Chemis t ry Depar tment 

U n i v e r s i t y of C a l i f o r n i a , S a n t a Cruz 
S a n t a Cruz , CA 95064 USA 

Henk J a l i n k and S t e v e n S t o l t e 
P h y s i c s Dept . 

C a t h o l i c U n i v e r s i t y , Ni jmegen 
T o e r n o o i v e l d , 6525 ED Nijmegen 

The N e t h e r l a n d s 

ABSTRACT 

Crossed-beam reactive scattering experiments employing electrostatic 

hexapole fields to control the initial collision geometry of chemical 

reactions are described. New results are presented on the reactions of 

oriented NO with ozone and oriented N2O with Ba. Preliminary results are 

also given for the oriented CH3F + Ca -» CaF + CH3 reaction. Recent 

technical advances in state-selection and product detection are detailed. 

We discuss the effects of rotational coupling and nonzero impact parameters 

in changing the molecular pre-collision orientation selected by the 

hexapole fields to a different in-collision orientation at the moment of 

impact with the reaction partner. Uncoupling of t doubling in NoO at 

strong orientation fields is demonstrated via the observed reactive 

anisotropy. 

Steric effects are found to govern many aspects of the reactions 

investigated thus far. Strong correlations are observed of the reactivity, 

and product recoil, and rotational angular momentum distributions with the 

collisional orientation. These correlations ultimately provide information 

on the anisotropic part of the reaction potential energy surface. We 

conclude with a brief outline of possible future directions in oriented 

molecule scattering. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Investigation of the steric effect can be likened to an archeologist 

working in an ancient chamber (near Jersualem!) with primitive tools, 

trying to unearth a delicate mosaic. This steric mosaic is uncovered by 

experiments that avoid averaging in an atom-molecule collision over all 

angles of attack by the atom on the molecular framework. Two tools are 

available for preparing reactant molecules with controlled directions in 

space: electrostatic hexapole fields and laser photoselection. At present 

the only two schemes successful in detecting the outcome of oriented 

molecule scattering are surface ionization and chemiluminescence. In this 

text we describe experiments using hexapole fields and chemiluminescence 

detection for study of the steric properties of chemical reactions. 

Although hexapole orientation techniques were introduced many years 

ago by Kramer and Bernstein [1], until recently progress has been slow in 

their full utilization. These are difficult experiments to perform, and 

full interpretation of their results surpasses the present resources of 

reaction theory. Faced with these challenges one may wonder if the effort 

has merit. The answer, as we will try to convince the reader, is obviously 

yes. The rough outlines of the steric picture have been known for many 

years and are incorporated into almost all modern chemical concepts. As an 

example, molecular mechanic models [2], which promise to greatly enhance 

our understanding of many fields, especially molecular biophysics, embody 

steric factors as a basic premise. 

We concentrate on symmetric top molecules, with rotational quantum 

numbers J, K, and M where J is the total angular momentum, К the projection 

of J on the molecular symmetry axis, and M the magnetic sublevel, the 

projection of J on an applied field direction. In scattering experiments 

the applied field direction is set parallel (or antiparallel) to the 

collision approach direction so that M transfers to the projection of J on 

k, the relative velocity vector. 

Hexapole electrostatic fields focus via the first order Stark effect 

molecules whose product μ iKM is negative where μ -, is the permanent 

electric dipole moment of the molecule. By defining the reactive or 

"heads" end of the molecule parallel to r, the molecular axis, to convene 
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with the collision setup (at least for the examples considered in this 

article), r lies opposite to the dipole moment [/igitir] thus μ€^ is 

negative. The +K,+M or the -Κ,-Μ states, which have the same orientational 

preference, are deflected to the scattering center. Hexapole focusing by 

selecting J.KM orients the molecular axis. Laser photoselection can 

prepare single J,|KM| states, at fixed К the population may differ between 

individual |M| levels, a situation labeled alignment. Hexapole focusing 

provides both oriented and aligned reactants (i.e., even and odd moments of 

polarization) while photoselection prepares only the even moments. In all 

reactions studied so far except those of oriented CHClj the observed 

orientation effects are appreciable, especially compared to the effects 

seen for reactions of laser-aligned atoms or molecules. 

Bernstein and Kramer [1] introduced hexapole focusing in 1965, and 

Brooks and Jones [3] and Bernstein and coworkers [4] reported on alkali 

metal reactions with oriented methyl iodide in 1966. A number of revealing 

but somewhat qualitative experiments followed as reviewed by Brooks [5] in 

1976. More quantitative measurements began in the early 1980's, and are 

discussed in this text. There is lately a strong sense of excitement in 

orientation studies [6], brought out in a November, 1986 workshop in 

Jerusalem on the Dynamics of Molecular Stereochemistry from which this 

report is generated. We discuss here only experiments using the hexapole 

technique, the many successes of laser photoselection methods have been 

reviewed by Leone [7] in 1985 and in several articles in this issue. A 

review of oriented molecule scattering was given in 1982 by Stolte [8] and 

extended more recently in a technical treatise on the use of state 

selectors in scattering experiments [9] . 

Keeping pace with experiment are models that directly incorporate 

steric data to obtain orientation dependent opacity functions, and 

conversely, studies which generate steric opacity functions from realistic 

potential energy surfaces for reactions. Detailed examples by Janssen and 

Stolte [10] on modeling experimental systems including those discussed in 

this paper appears elsewhere in this issue along with papers by other 

authors including Levine and coworkers [11] on modern orientation models. 

We refer the reader to these other texts for a more complete discussion of 

steric models, and also to the related article by Simons [12] on 
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polarization of reaction products. Part II of this paper defines the basic 

goals of steric studies and describes some of the experimental 

complexities, especially impact parameter averaging. In part III we 

describe the apparatus and its present technical capabilities. Results of 

current steric experiments appear in part IV and a brief forecast of future 

directions concludes the paper. 

II. STERIC MEASUREMENTS: SIMPLE THEORY AND METHODS 

The collision geometry is one of many variables that determine the 

probablity of reaction [13]. By varying the relative collision geometry 

the reaction orientation dependence is obtained, this reflects the 

configurations that are able to pass the (steric-dependent) barrier of the 

potential energy surface towards products. Measurement of the directional 

properties of reaction products, especially from oriented molecule 

reactants, provides even more detail on the concerted motion reactants 

follow in traversing the surface saddle point into the product channel. 

Section IV describes such a directional measurement, in oriented N2O 

reactions with Ba. 

Figure 1 illustrates a quantitative steric measurement, derived [14] 

from data on the reaction of oriented CH-jI + Rb [15]. A space-filling 

model of CH-jI is shown superimposed on a polar diagram of reactivity (a 

polar steric opacity function) with Rb. Heads-on attack at the I atom 

yields full reactivity while steric blocking of the I atom by CH, appears 

as a 53 ± 2° cone of nonreaction. Remarkably, this subtends the same 

angle as the projection of the CHj van der Waals radius from the CH3I 

center-of-mass. Chemical intuition is confirmed (as in Fig 1) by the 

steric measurements reported so far. The predicted non-reactive end of the 

molecule is non-reactive to some extent, the idealized experiment maps out 

the size or steric factor of the blocking group. Indeed, oriented molecule 

reactivity data has been used in the reverse sense to experimentally 

determine the direction of a molecular dipole moment [16]. 

Orientation is a directional property of reaction, a central theme of 

D.R. Herschbach, recipient of the 1986 Nobel Prize in Chemistry. In a 

farsighted series of papers [17-20] Herschbach and his coworkers pointed 

out the important clues the measurement of directional or vector properties 
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Figure 1. Steric aspects of the CH,! + Rb reaction, showing the angle-of-

attack, Y , of the Rb atom upon ICH, (represented by a space-filling steric 

model within an ellips). The outer dashed figure is a "best-fit" shell from an 

ellipsoidal line-of-centers model for this reaction adapted from Ref. 1^. 
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offer in deciphering reaction mechanisms. Vector correlations recover 

dynamical information otherwise lost by the averaging over all possible 

azimuthal orientations (about k) of b, the collision impact parameter. 

Section IV surveys the vector correlations measured so far in oriented 

molecule experiments. Impact parameter averaging also smears the 

selected collision orientation at the moment of impact. We address this 

more experimental aspect in this section. 

II.A. Controlling the Angle of Attack 

Averaging, as in crossed-beam experiments, over b allows a change of 

7 , the initial angle of attack selected in the pre-collision region to γ , 

the in-collision actual angle of attack. With the applied orientation 

field set parallel to k, 7 is the angle between к and the reactant 

molecular axis, r, prior to reaction, 7
o
-0 describes a heads-on collision. 

At the moment of impact the trajectory is displaced by b from the line-of-

centers, leading to a different angle of attack on r. Deconvolution of 7 

requires introduction of a steric model, c.f. [10]. Dynamically, b affects 

both 1, the reactants' orbital angular momentum, and fl, the product recoil 

angle. Under certain conditions a direct one-to-one correlation of b and θ 

is predicted by extended optical models [21] for reactive scattering. 

At a given collision energy the total reaction cross-section, a*,, 

relates the opacity function P(b) and the product angular distribution 1(9) 

as 

a
R
 - ƒ* 2πΒίτιβΙ(θ)άθ - J™ 2>rbP(b)db (1) 

In some direct backscattering reactions such as CH3I + Rb, b and $ are 

approximately related by b - Rcos(fl/2) where R is an adjustable hard-sphere 

radius [14]. The results illustrated in Fig.l are for Rbl product detected 

at в -180, corresponding in this approximation to collisions taking 

place with b-0. While under this constraint the data may not fully reflect 

"R· Tr
 an<

* "Ό
 a r e e

q
u
i

v a
l

e n t
· 

Reactant orientation can be incorporated In the opacity function as 

P(b,cos7
0
). Figure 2 shows the simplest limiting behavior of a steric 

opacity function using a barrier V(cos7 ) (Fig 2c) deduced [10] for the 

CH3I + Rb reaction. Reactivity is evaluated at this barrier which 

surrounds the CH3I molecule as a shaded sphere of radius R. Only 
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P(b=0) 

Figure 2. Steno opacity functions, P(b
r
cosY ), for a barrier located at a 

sphere of radius Ft, showing limiting behavior for (a) zero impact parameter 

and (b) "heads-on" collisions. Panel (c) shows an angle-dependent barrier to 

reaction, V(cosY
r
), for CHjI + Rb [10], where Ύ 13 the angle-of-attack at 

reaction. From the parametnzation V(cosY ) = V
n
 + V-iCosY it can be shown 

г и 1 r 

that from E
t r
cos

2
Y

r
 à V0 + V1cosYr, P(0,cosY ) = 1 for cosY ä -0.644 and from 

b - R(1 - cos2Yr)^ that P(b,1) - 1 for b < 3.6ЧА (E
t r
 - 0.13 eV, V

0
 = 0.092 

eV, V, =• 0.059 eV and R = 4.76 A). 
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collisions with line-of-centers energy above the barrier react (P-l). The 

simple cases of "heads-on" and zero impact parameter collisions (at 0.13 eV 

collision energy) are isolated. With b-0 the line-of-centers energy is 

always 0.13 eV, thus in Fig 2a reaction stops at the cutoff angle 

corresponding to the cone of nonreaction of Fig. 1. For perfect heads-on 

collisions the line-of-centers constraint stops reaction before R is 

reached, as shown in Fig 2b. Less favorable orientations at large impact 

parameters approach closer to R, diluting the observed ап(соБ7
0
) steric 

dependence, by as much as a factor of two for some systems [10]. 

Bernstein, Levine [22,23] and other workers [10,24,25] have developed 

methods for deducing V(cos7 ) from steric data or from accurate potential 

energy surfaces, extending the simple modified line-of-centers model of 

Smith [26]. Measuring the steric effect as a function of the collision 

energy provides the most direct means of obtaining V(cos7 ), our first 

(one-dimensional) probe of the potential energy surface anisotropicity. 

Section IV describes a measurement of CTp(cos7 , E
t r
) f

o r
 the Ba + N90 

reaction. 

Factors besides b averaging may also alter 7 . The collision energy 

and reactant rotational angular momentum, j, together control the 

"disruption of favored orientation" [27], i.e., the rotation of the target 

molecule before collision. Fast collisions and low rotational energy 

lessen this effect. With oriented symmetric tops rotational precession 

about the top axis occurs rather than end-over-end tumbling, thus the basic 

steric effect survives but control of the azimuthal angle about the top 

axis is lost. Finally, forces such as dipole-induced dipole attraction 

operating over distances of a few angstroms could serve to "reorient" the 

molecule, enhancing the observed reactivity especially of the initially 

favored orientations [28]. A quantitative treatment of the actual torques 

induced during the collision will require a critical knowledge of the 

electron density distributions of the reaction system. Fast collisions 

again lessen the importance of "reorientation". 

II. В. Selection and Description of the Initial Angle of Attack 

Supersonic beams are usually employed in hexapole focusing experiments. 

As pointed out by Stolte et. al. [29] the low quantum states focused behave 
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P(cose)-r 

COS 0 

Figure 3. The probability of finding the molecular axis, r, at the 

precession angle, , with the electric field, È, for the (J,K,M) - (1,1,1) and 

(2,1,2) states. For the (1,-1,-1) and (2,-1,-2) states similar distributions 

are found (see text). The average angle is given by cose = (Γ·Ε) =- KM/(J(J+1)) 

and is 1/2 and 1/3 for (1,1,1) and (2,1,2) respectively. 
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nonclassically - they precess about a large average angle, and due to 

quantum effects about a large range of angles. Choi and Bernstein [30] 

have recently described in detail the classical and quantal characteristics 

of state-selected symmetric top molecules. Two single N2O rovibrational 

states are selected in the ̂ 0 + Ba reaction, the (1,1,1) and (2,1,2) J, i, M 

states (i is the vj bending vibrational quantum number), their range of 

precession angles are plotted in Fig. 3. The pre-collision orientation is 

wide-spread, velocity and angular spreads of the crossed beams further 

smear the range of attack angles. 

Molecular axis polarization for a selected J,K,M rotational state is 

described by a Legendre polynomial expansion [8] of the precession angle 

distribution as 

P
J K M (

C O S
T O > ' Ψ 1

 ^ C
n
(JKM)P

n
(cos7

0
) (2) 

¿ n-0 

where PJIJM i-3 the quantum probability distribution function and Ρ (C0S7 ) 

are the Legendre polynomials. Choi and Bernstein [30] have tabulated С 

coefficients for J,K,M values up to J-4. The J,K,M value determines how 

many moments are present in the summation, the (1,1,1) state for example 

contains only a Pi and a Pj moment, while many moments (of decreasing 

reliability) are available from a "hot" impurely state-selected source. 

The following experimental section describes the hexapole focusing 

apparatus - the only experimental method which controls the molecular 

orientation (odd and even moments) over the full range of angles of attack. 

Hexapole focusing complements the potentially very powerful intramolecular 

photodissociation method pioneered by Wittig [31], discussed elsewhere in 

this issue. This photodissociation technique does not vary the collisional 

orientation but does select the in-collision impact parameter and one 

average direction of attack. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL 

Figure 4 shows the oriented molecule reactive scattering apparatus in 

operation at Nijmegen. Note the length of the machine, a total of -2.8 

meters from nozzle source to scattering center! Such distances are 

required for pure state-selection, and practical only due to the -20 fold 
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СОг laser 

Figure 'J. The focusing machine of Nijmegen, as: absorption cell; ch: 

chopper; m: mirror; so: source; sk: skimmer; st: Stark-plates; de: laser power 

detector; ss: hexapole state selector; gf: guiding field; os : collimator of 

scattering region; o: barium oven; hf: harp field; 1. 1ц: lens-system; p: 

polaroid sheet; pmt : bialkali photomultiplier; cd: collimator of mass 

detector; lo: ionizer; qmf: quadrupole mass filter. 



gain in beam flux by focusing. Three components are distinguished: state-

selection and orientation of a molecular beam and the subsequent detection 

of reaction with a crossed atomic beam. 

III. A. State Selection 

Both pulsed and continuous source hexapole state selectors can produce 

oriented beams of molecules in single rotational states. Gandhi, et.al. 

[32] have recently described a pulsed beam hexapole focusing apparatus 

capable of focusing -10 molecules/cm of pure state-selected CHjCl. 

Bernstein and coworkers [33] present focusing curves in this issue 

generated by a pulsed-beam hexapole apparatus at UCLA. Fig. 5 shows 

focusing curves from the continuous-beam Nijmegen machine for CH.jF, CF^Br, 

and CFjH under similar nozzle conditions (translational temperature -10K). 

The prolate top CHjF (rotational constants A-5.28 cm" , B-0.085 cm ) shows 

nearly complete rotational cooling, only a few J,K,M states are populated. 

On the other hand, CFoBr, a prolate top with small rotational spacings 

(A=0.191cra , B-0.070cm" ) even at -10K has such a wide range of states 

populated that resolved state focusing is not possible since many states 

focus at the same rod voltage. Note that CF^H, an oblate top also with 

small rotational constants (A-0.919 cm" , C-0.188cm" ) does show a resolved 

focusing spectrum. Imperfect alignment of the field axis and beam axis, 

velocity spreads, and finite collimator size account for most of the 

individual peak width in the focusing curves. State dependent second-order 

Stark effects may also perturb the focusing resolution. 

A powerful enhancement of hexapole state selection is also illustrated 

in Fig. 5 where the laser pumping apparatus in Fig. 4 is used to 

vibrationally excite substantial fractions of a CH-jF beam to single 

rotational levels of the 1/3 C-F stretching mode [34]. The laser is tuned 

into resonance with CH3F by Stark fields and pumping of unfocusable M-0 

states into M-l levels is detected by an enhancement of the focused beam. 

The (1,1,1) 1/3=1 state selected in Fig. 5 focuses at the same rod voltage 

as the (1,1,1) 1/3-O state. A 66% increase in focusing is seen which should 

lead to easily detected contributions of vibrational energy in reactive 

scattering. 
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Figure 5. Focusing curves for 

CF
3
H, CF^Br and CH^F. The beam 

intensity enhancement at the mass 

detector, ΔΙ, by focusing with the 

hexapole divided by the intensity 

for the non-state-selected direct 

beam, IQ, is plotted as a function 

of the hexapole voltage, V. The 

upper horizontal axis indicates the 

corresponding average cosine of the 

angle between the molecular axis 

and the electric field inside the 

hexapole. For the lower focusing 

curve a computer simulated spectrum 

(solid line) is plotted along with 

the experimental points (closed 

dots). The open dots represent the 

beam intensity after populating the 

v, - 1, (J.K.M) = (1,1,1) state by 

pumping the v^, (1,1,0) state in 

Stark resonance with a COp^laser. 
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Figure 6. Artists view of the focusing machine (Figure 4) scattering region 
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rotator stage. 
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III.В. Orientation 

Hexapole fields focus and also orient polar symmetric tops or polar 

molecules which exhibit symmetric top-like behavior, including diatomics 

with electronic angular momentum such as NO, linear polyatomlcs excited In 

a bending mode such as N2O (i^-l) and even polar asymmetric tops, as 

described by Jones and Brooks [35]. With ^ 0 , J,K,M Is replaced by J,i,M 

where i is the bending mode quantum number, and in NO, К is replaced by Ω, 

the electronic angular momentum. In scattering experiments the electric 

field direction defining M is eventually set along k. 

At the end of the hexapole field an adiabatic transform is made from 

the six-pole field to parallel plate fields situated along the beam 

direction, overlapping the hexapole and scattering center assembly. The 

voltage gradients from one field to the next must be small compared to the 

spacing between Stark levels to avoid 'flips' in the selected quantum 

numbers [36] . 

In the scattering center the applied field is set along к by tilting 

the electric fields appropriately. These "orientation" fields must be 

uniform and of minimal bulk to avoid scattering disoriented molecules back 

into the reaction zone. Detecting chemiluminescence by viewing through a 

series of thin parallel wires ("harp fields"), shown in Fig. 6, placed 

symmetrically about the scattering zone proved most functional in studies 

of the Ba + oriented N Q O reaction. The series of wires are tilted 33° 

relative to the N2O beam and connected by a resistor chain to give a linear 

stepwise voltage gradient parallel to k. 

Three orientations are specified: i) Ettk, <cos7 >-0.5, favorable 

orientation, Ba approaches the 0 end of N2O, ii) Eîlk, <cos7o>--0.5, 

unfavorable orientation, Ba approaches the N end of N2O, and iii) Εχ 

к, <coS7 >-0.0, side-on orientation, Ba approaches the N2O molecule broadside. 

From the measured signals l(fav), l(unfav) and l(side-on), IQ, the signal 

corresponding to unoriented (but state-selected) molecules is obtained as 

l
0
 - l/6[I(fav) + I(unfav)] + 2/3I(sIde-on) (3) 

which can be used to normalize the oriented signals at different collision 

velocities. Eq. 3 is valid in chemiluminescence detection only if 
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radiation is collected over all directions in the absence of strong 

polarization and correlation effects. 

III.С Rotational Coupling Effects 

Most polyatoraics contain at least one atom with nuclear spin, I, which 

couples with J to give a total angular momentum F - J+I, J+I-l I
J
-I| 

rather than J. M becomes Mp, the projection of angular momentum on a 

chosen direction. Other electronic and vibrational motions can also couple 

with rotation [37], strongly affecting the purity of orientation. 

For example, i doubling in N2O and λ doubling in NO, serve to mix 

wavefunctions corresponding to + and - values of i or λ respectively. In 

NO the λ doubling effect is small compared to nuclear hyperfine coupling 

[38], but in N2O i doubling dominates hyperfine interactions [39] (1-1 for 

N, 0 for 0). Considering N^O first, an applied electric field acts via 

the first-order Stark effect [37] to decouple the I doublets, producing in 

the strong field limit a pure i=+/-l state. The nuclear spins are also 

fully decoupled from the molecular framework at this voltage. Because of 

the high hexapole field strengths, rotational decoupling is immediate, 

although J is assumed to remain a good quantum number. On leaving the 

hexapole fields the guiding (orientation) field voltage should maintain 

(saturate) nuclear spin and other rotational decoupling. 

Experimentally, low orientation field voltages are desired to avoid 

discharges and to allow rapid noise-free switching from parallel to anti-

parallel field directions for efficient signal averaging. The rotational 

properties of N^O are well-known from molecular beam electric resonance 

studies by Reinartz et.al. [39], allowing a prediction of the orientation 

field voltage dependence of <cos 7
0
>. Figure 7 plots the experimental 

dependence on orientation field strength (V/cm) of the steric effect, 
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lowering of N2O orientation due to recoupling of rotational motions at 

lower voltages appears as a smaller steric effect. 

Models of the field strength inside the harp region yield E(actual) in 

volts/cm-0.91 V(applied) in volts/3 for a 3cm long harp field. Following 

ref. 37, the resulting orientation <cos7
 0
> for Stark uncoupling of i 

doubled levels is given for the (1,1,1) J.i.M level as 
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Figure !. The decoupling of the ¡¡.-doubled level (1,1,1) as a function of the 

StjrK energy. The BaO cheinluminescent intensity of a "favorable" orientation 

minus an "unfavorable" orientation divided by non-oriented molecules is 

plotted versus the calculated electric field on the harp plates. The solid 

cjrve is fitted through the experimental points (Eq. 4) and has an asymptotic 

vdlje at Et ^ 0.10 eV given by the dotted line. 
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)-V2[l/(l + (qi/E
Stark

)
2
)

1/2
] (4) 

where q^ is the І doubled splitting and
 E

stark~
M
ef f

 E
actual

 w i , : h 

/i
eff
-^

el
iM/J(J+l) , the effective dipole moment. Substituting q^-23.75 MHz 

[39] and E
S t a r k

(in MHz)-0.0436E
a c t u a l

 (in volts/cm) yields the excellent 

fit (solid line) to the data. Fig. 7 is used to correct the Ba H-NjO 

reaction data for lower orientation field voltages. A similar calculation 

is mentioned by Jones and Brooks [35] in their treatment of oriented 

slightly asymmetric tops. 
о 

Nuclear hyperfine effects are dominate in NO. Since the ^-л/о 

electronic state is focused (j-3/2) [40], 1-1 yields four F(-J+I) states, 

F-3/2,1/2,-1/2,-3/2, further split by λ doubling which is lOOx smaller than 

nuclear spin coupling in NO [40]. Fortunately, a simple transformation 

from the high field (uncoupled) limit (~5kV) to zero applied fields is 

possible and a plot similar to Fig. 7 yields orientation as a function of 

the applied orientation field voltage. 

Altkorn, Zare, and Greene [41], treat nuclear spin coupling effects on 

molecules aligned via laser techniques. Studies of vibrationally excited 

laser-aligned hydrogen halide reactions with metal atoms [42] suffer from 

hyperfine coupling, which is mitigated by the Stark effect in hexapole 

orientation studies. Maintenance of hyperfine decoupling [43] as the 

focused molecules enter the orientation field region depends on the spin 

structure of selected species and is a topic of continued interest. 

III.D. DETECTION OF SCATTERING 

A number of steric studies of chemiluminescent reactions have appeared 

in the past few years, e.g., NO + 0
3
 [40,44,45], Ba + ^ 0 [34,46,47], and 

Ca + CH3F using hexapole orientation, or Ca + HCl [48] , and Xe + IBr 

[49] using laser alignment methods. In most cases the signal strength 

permits at best rough analysis by narrow bandpass filters, although in the 

laser excited Ca( P) + HCl (and CI2, CC1
4
) study [48,50] spectral 

resolution of the chemiluminescence was possible. One drawback to 

chemiluminescence is that several overlapping electronically excited 

product states may be produced. An advantage over surface ionization 

detection is that the full rather than the differential reaction cross-

section is sampled. 
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Chemiluminescence can provide Internal state information and the 

alignment of excited product molecules via polarization analysis. 

Polarized emission from BaO has been measured in the reaction of oriented 

N^O plus Ba using the apparatus shown schematically in Fig. 6. The 

configuration of lenses and diaphragm allows light to be collected only 

from the scattering volume in this crossed beam reaction, resulting in 

elimination by spatial filtering of chemiluminescence from long-lived 

(>10 με) excited states. Only the short-lived A( Σ ) state is detected, 

which avoids some of many ambiguities in the emission of this difficult 

molecule. 

Fig. 6 also shows a device for rotating a polaroid film polarizer by 

60° steps for repetitive measurement of the emission anisotropy, directly 

providing the angle and degree of polarization. This three-point scheme 

circumvents assuming the angle of k, which was found to coincide with the 

angle of polarization by calibrating the reference position of the polaroid 

sheet with the known Ba + bulk N2O polarization angle. An unpolarized 

light source produced by luminescent paint ("timex") shaped to the size of 

the scattering area was lowered into the reaction zone as shown in Fig. 6 

to confirm the lack of any polarization selectivity in the optics train. 

Results for this correlated reactant orientation - product alignment 

measurement are given in section IV. 

Laser induced fluorescence (LIF) has been used to probe the OH 

internal state distributions produced in intramolecularly oriented 

reactions of Η + CO2 [31]. Reactions producing alkaline earth halides are 

amenable to LIF using stable, high resolution cw dye lasers. LIF of 

nascent CaBr from the Ca + CF-jBr reaction using a cw laser has recently 

been observed [51]. CFjBr can also be oriented by hexapole focusing. Both 

LIF and laser ionization [52] provide information on the alignment of 

product species. With pulsed lasers, however, it is difficult to avoid 

saturation effects which can complicate the extraction of alignment 

information. Zare and coworkers [53,54] have addressed alignment 

determinations using LIF including the effects of saturation for several 

representative cases of product polarization. A more general treatment of 

saturation effects on alignment information from LIF has recently been 

presented [55]. Zare and coworkers have also described a general 
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experimental scheme for extraction of population and alignment data using 

(1+1) [56] and (2+1) [57] REMPI. 

Electrostatic fields can probe the orientation or alignment of 

products from unoriented reactants, with the classic example by Herschbach 

and coworkers on Csl from the reaction of Cs with CH-jI [58]. Hexapole 

fields have recently been used to roughly determine the orientation of CHF^ 

leaving a metal surface [59]. Laser ionization has been used in a similar 

study to determine the rotational alignment of N9 molecules scattered from 

Ag surfaces [60]. 

IV. RESULTS 

IV.A. Vector Properties. 

The oriented molecule reactions studied so far are "simple" atom 

transfers: A + ВС -» AB + С. For such systems four vector directions, the 

initial and final relative velocity vectors к and k', and the reactant and 

product molecules' rotational angular momentum vectors j and j' can be 

specified experimentally [20]. Measurement of correlations between 

different sets of these vectors can help to characterize the collision 

dynamics. A well-known example is the two-vector correlation (k,k'), i.e., 

the product angular distribution, I(fl), of Eq.(l), which helps distinguish 

direct and complex reactions or forward versus backward scattering [13]. 

Reactive atom-molecule scattering implies an azlmuthally unsymmetric 

"biréfringent lens" potential energy surface which induces anisotropics and 

correlations among k,k',j, and j'. With any scattering geometry k' and j' 

measured separately are azlmuthally symmetric about k, but measurement of a 

j, j', k' pair simultaneously with respect to к can regain information on 

the azimuthal asymmetry of the reaction. Herschbach and coworkers have 

measured the three-vector correlation (k.k'.j') in the reaction of Cs and 

CHTI and found a strong correlation of the k' and j' azimuthal orientations 

about к when k' and j' were determined simultaneously [58]. Basically, j' 

was found to lie preferentially perpendicular to the plane containing к and 

k', a behavior ascribed [58] to strong repulsion between the Csl and CH, 

reaction products. 

Table 1 surveys three-vector correlation measurements, all of which 

have employed inhomogeneous fields. This includes the above (k,k',j') 
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experiment which used a quadrupole field (second-order Stark effect) to 

determine the alignment of the (Csl) product at one scattering angle in a 

(k,k'),(k',j') simultaneous measurement. The three-vector correlation 

corresponding to the reverse reaction, (j,k
t
k'), has been measured for 

several oriented molecule reaction systems, with hexapole (first order 

Stark effect) orientation, of the reactant j with respect to к while 

product angular distributions, (k,k') were simultaneously measured. In 

addition, the three-vector correlation (j.k.j') has recently been measured 

using hexapole orientation of j with respect to к while product rotational 

angular momentum alignment of j' with respect to к was measured via the 

product emission polarization. In some cases such as К + CH^I no 

correlation was observed, in others such as NO + 0-j the orientation 

dependence reflects branching between two reaction geometries (known from 

the (k,k') measurement). The Ba + N2O reaction shows, however, a very 

distinctive (j.k.j') correlation. 

IV.В. Representation of Reactivity 

To deconvolute steric data a(cos7 ) is usually represented as a 

Legendre moment expansion about COS7 as 

<7(cos7
0
) - I ((2J+l)/(2n+l))a

n
C
n
P
n
(cos

7o
) (5) 

n-0 
where С is the nth expansion coefficient for the selected rotational state 

(Eq. 2), and Ρ is nth Legendre polynomial. Usually only σ-ι/ση and σ,/ση, 

the dependence on reactant orientation and alignment, can be extracted from 

the data. For a single (J,K,M) state the favorable, unfavorable, side-on 

and IQ, the unoriented signal, yield (e.g., for the 1,1,1 state) σι/ση -

(I(0.5)-I(-0.5))/ I
0
 and σ2/σ0 - 5(1(0.5)+I(-0.5)-2.OI

0
)/I

0
. If polarized 

chemiluminescence is measured, Eq 5 expresses a(cos7 ) 11 and a(cos7 )_L for 

polarization detected || and χ to k, individually. The two are normalized 

as a total collision cross section for chemiluminescence by 

<7(cos7
0
) - (T||(coS7

0
) + 2σ± (cosy0) (6) 

owing to the cylindrical symmetry about k. 

IV.C. Recent Results of Oriented Molecule Crossed-Веаш Scattering 

IV.C.l. Alkali Metals plus Alkyl Halide Reactions 

The reactions of alkali metals with oriented methyl iodide were 

reported over 20 years ago by Brooks and Jones [3] and by Beuhler, Kramer 
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Table 1. Survey of experimental directional property measurements for AB + 

С -» A + ВС reactions. к and к' refer to the initial and final relative 

velocity vectors, and j and j' to the initial and final rotational angular 

momentum vectors, respectively. 

Reactants Correlation Reference 

Cs + CH3I (k,k',j') [58] 

К + CF3I (J,к,к*) [80] 

Rb + CH3I (j,k,k*) [15] 

Ba + N
2
0 (j,k,j') [72] 

Table 2. Survey of quantitative steric measurements. 

Reactants Quantity
 a\/aQ σ2/ο0 Reference 

Rb + CH3I «^R^cnT
180
 )

 1
·

5 3 0
·

3
 i

29
l 

К + CF3I " R C C H T
1 5 0
 )

 2
·

8
 I

8 0
! 

(ί_ -30 ) -3.0 4
 cm 

NO + O3 £7
cl
 (0.71eV) 0.23 -0.06 [A0] 

Ba + N
2
0 ст

с1
(0.14е ) 0.65 [47] 

(0.08eV) 1.0 [47] 

Ca* + CH
3
F <7

cl
(0.30eV) 0.4 [this paper] 
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and Bernstein [4]. Large differences were found in production of KI or Rbl 

from heads versus tails collisions, a seminal observation since at the time 

it was thought that reorientation would equate all precollision 

orientations. More refined measurements in 1982 on the Rb + CH-jI reaction 

have been reviewed [8]. Fig. 1 is one result of a recent analysis of the 

scattering data [15]. These later experiments lacked single state 

resolution, collisional energy variation, and detailed product information 

but owing to the well-understood nature of this reaction [61] they are 

still quite informative. Classical trajectory studies sensitive to the 

methyl iodide orientation have been reported [62], along with simple 

modeling of angle dependent reaction barriers, e.g. Fig. 2c, for this 

system [10]. Reorientation during the collision has also been recently 

addressed for this system on a macroscopic level [28]. 

Coarse recoil distributions were also reported for oriented CH3I + Rb 

[15] and interestingly, σι/ση was found to decrease from 1.5 at θ = 

180° to -0 at вс m
 "90°. This may be due to a slight correlation of the 

recoil distribution with initial orientation, however, higher quality data 

is needed to further examine this aspect. The steric reactivity moments 

measured at the backscattering angle for this reaction at О.ІЗе colisión 

energy are listed in Table 2. 

IV.С2. Alkali Metal Plus Trifluoroalkylhalides 

Brooks has long emphasized measuring recoil distributions of products 

from oriented reactants, in studies of К plus a number of alkylhalides and 

trifluoroalkylhalides [5]. These experiments were sensitive to possible 

(j,k,k') correlations. As in the Rb + CH3I (k
r
k') measurements, product 

velocities were not obtained. Brooks et.al. [63] have also investigated 

the azimuthal steric-dependence [8] of К + CF^I by orienting the molecule 

along the direction of the detector instead of along k. Recently, they 

have reported refined orientation measurements using SI detection of the 

reaction of К with CF3I and СРзВг [64], (without rotational state 

resolution or variation of the collision energy). These systems are more 

challenging than the alkylhalide reactions in that two products, KF and KBr 

or KI, are possible (and not distinguished by SI), and in addition, the 

direction of the dipole and thus the heads vs. tails end of the molecule is 

not independently known. A convincing arguement settled both of these 
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LAB ANGLE 

Figure 8. (a) Laboratory angular distributions of reactively scattered KBr 

from К + Cf^tìr. (b) Laboratory angular distribution of reactively scattered KI 

from К + CFol. (o) heads orientation, (Δ) tails orientation. Inset nominal 

Newton diagrams show the lab angles where experimental intensity is maximum. 
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questions - KF is not believed to form, and the "heads" end is at the 

heavier halogen - the assigned recoil distributions are shown in Fig. 8. 

The lower panel plots the KBr product recoil distributions for К reacting 

with heads and tails oriented CF^Br and the upper panel plots the KI 

product distribution from reaction with heads and tails oriented CF-jI. 

In the К + CF-Л reaction there is essentially a zero steric factor, 

assuming the lab to c m . transformation leaves the integrated distributions 

intact, yet the difference in recoil between heads and tails orientations 

is stunning. Heads reactant orientations yield backscattered KI while 

tails orientations result in side-forward scattered product. This 

propensity is lower for the CF-jBr reaction, where the tails orientation 

yields less product, thus a higher steric factor. The CF-jBr reaction with К 

is intermediate in behavior between reactions with CF-jI and CH-jI. 

Invoking a "harpoon" mechanism (with cautions) this behavior was 

explained as a long-range electron jump to C F T I which is orientation 

independent. Following this jump the CF3I instantly dissociates and KI 

product forms along the initial CF-jI axis direction. The electron affinity 

of CF-jBr is substantially lower than that of CF3I (0.9ev compared to 

І.бе ), thus an electron jump to CF^Br is expected at much shorter 

distances where orientation with the Br end pointing towards the incoming К 

atom becomes more efficient. The recoil distributions and total reactivity 

are consistent with this simple harpoon mechanism. 

Two factors may lower the observed stereochemical behavior from that 

suggested by the initial orientation. First, these are reasonably large 

cross-section reactions (17 and 11 A for CF3I and CF^Br respectively) thus 

impact parameter averaging could dilute the steric effect. In addition, 

these molecules have substantial hyperfine structure which may lower the 

initially selected orientations of the low J molecules (the experiment 

employed a mild supersonic expansion) in the scattering zone. The strong 

orientation dependence seen in Fig. В is probably even more dramatic for 

optimally oriented reactants. 

IV.C.3. Oriented NO + Ozone - NO2 + O2 Reaction. 

Employing a beam of NO molecules focused by a hexapole in the O-J-M-

3/2 state, the steric dependence of the visible chemiluminescence yield, 

produced by NOo molecules by scattering with Oo gas at T-120K has been 
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Figure 10. Experimental geometry for the scattering box - photodetection 

system used to calibrate the sensitivity for NOj chemilutninescence detection 

in the N0 + О-, reaction. 
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investigated [АО]. The results at E
t
 -0.71 eV show reaction (see Fig 9a) 

for two types of approach geometry. The "heads-on" orientation, where the 

О end of the NO molecule points along к (cos 7
0
-l) and the "broad-side-

tail" orientation (cos 7 --0.3) appear to be the initial angles of attack 

yielding NO2 . 

In another experiment, at the "Los Alamos" laboratory, Valentin! and 

coworkers [45] measured the angle-velocity distribution of NOo, produced by 

the same reaction with a universal crossed-beam machine. By using seeded 

nozzle beams narrow velocity distributions of the parent beams were 

obtained. A c m . contour map has been constructed by performing a one-

Newton diagram transformation of the laboratory angle-velocity distribution 

using the most probable velocities for NO and 0,. The resulting c m . map 

for the recoiling NO2 product (Fig. 9b) shows that the reaction is direct, 

with two modes for reaction. A narrow backwards scattered NO2 peak and 

a broad sideways scattered NO2 lobe appear to be clearly separated [45], as 

is shown in Fig. 9b, which represents the original recoil distribution, 

slightly symmetrized. (The azimuthal symmetry of the c m . system around к 

is somewhat distorted by the limited accuracy of the one-Newton diagram 

transformation, and has been altered by slightly shifting the recoil angle 

of the backwards recoil peak). 

The bimodal structure of the reaction differential cross-section 

3 2 
d CTn/d udw

N
Q2 for the unoriented NO reactants in the c m . recoil map of 

Fig. 9b has been associated with the bimodal steric opacity function of the 

chemiluminescence plotted in Fig. 9a. The heads-orientation, COST -1, is 

believed [61] to yield backwards scattering, the broadside-tail 

orientation, cos 7 --0.3, sideways scattering. However, inspection of the 

steric opacity function [54] represented in Fig. 9a shows that 30% of all 

chemiluminescence from unoriented NO molecules comes from the peak at the 

heads orientation COS7 -1 whereas only 9.2% of all reactivity (as follows 

from numerical integration over the contours of Fig.9b) stems from the 

backwards scattered NO2 peak. This discrepancy is addressed and resolved 

in the appendix. 

IV.C.4. Ba plus oriented ^ 0 reaction 

Chemiluminescence from BaO produced in the highly exoergic reaction 

of Ba + N2O has been intensively investigated (see [46] for references). We 
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have detected BaO emission in reactions of Ba + single rotational states 

of N2O oriented by hexapole focusing. The dependence of this 

chemiluminescence on the internal and translational energy of hexapole 

state-selected but unoriented N2O has been studied [46], and indicates a 

small but significant contribution of rotational energy to the overall 

reactivity and a very large (factor of 4) contribution by the i/n bending 

mode. This reaction is believed to occur without an harpooning electron 

jump [46]. The translational energy dependence roughly confirms there is 

essentially no reaction threshold. 

Orientation studies have been reported that include the translational 

energy dependence of the steric effect [47] and the dependence of the BaO 

chemiluminescence polarization [72] on the N2O orientation. In these 

experiments an effusive Ba beam from a resistively heated oven (T-1000K) 

crosses at 90° a state-selected (J.i.M - 1,1,1 or 2,1,2) N2O beam produced 

by the hexapole apparatus of Fig. 4. Fig. 6 shows the emission collection 

optics which, as discussed in section III, are mainly sensitive to the 

short-lived A state emission (lifetime - 350 nsec). The "harp" 

orientation fields also shown in Fig. 6 provide the reference field 

direction for the "heads", "tails", "side-on" and unoriented collision 

geometries. Variation of the translational energy was carried out by 

heating the quartz nozzle source and using different mixtures of carrier 

gas. The degree of polarization was determined by the three-point rotation 

device of Fig. 6 for each collision geometry. 

Figure 3 shows the range of precession angles of the two states 

selected for study (1,1,1 and 2,1,2). Note the favorable geometry contains 

a sizeable fraction of unfavorable and vice-versa. In Fig. 11 the intensity 

of the favorable, unfavorable and side-on collisions, divided by I (Eq. 

3) , for non-oriented N2O, are plotted as a function of the average 

translational energy, Etr, for the (1,1,1) state. Results for the (2,1,2) 

state will be reported later [73]. More emission is produced by the 

favorable than the unfavorable orientation. As expected, the orientation 

effect decreases with increasing translational energy as the angle 

dependent barrier, V(cos7 ), is overtaken. A simple line-of-centers 

function for V(cos7 ) incorporated in an ellipsoidal steric model [10,47] 

provided a tentative fit to the data of Fig. 11 by assuming a cutoff angle, 
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Figure 11. BaO chemiluminescent intensity of a "favorable" orientation 

(<cosY
n
> ·= 0.5), a "side-on" orientation (<COST

0
> - 0) and an "unfavorable" 

orientation (<cosY > = -0.5) divided by the chemiluminescent intensity for 

non-oriented molecules, IQ, as a function of the average translatlonal energy, 

L·^, where COSY, is the average initial angle-of-attack on the ^ 0 molecular 

axis by Ba. 
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cos7
c
 (angle where the barrier to reaction becomes infinite, see Fig. 2c) 

of -0.6 ± 0.1. From the orientation effect we conclude [16] the sign of 

the N2O dipole is NNO", which was not previously settled. 

The dependence of σ-,/ση on the orientation field voltage was shown in 

Fig. 7 which is used to correct the data shown in Fig. 11 for lack of 

saturation. These data were also corrected for misalignment of the 

orientation field direction with к as the collision energy was varied. The 

chemiluminescence polarization was measured for the three experimental 

orientations and incorporated via Eq. 6 to give ff(cos7 ), the dependence of 

the perpendicular and parallel polarized chemiluminescence on the reactant 

orientation. The two curves are plotted in Fig. 12 where they are 

normalized to aQ—a«+2a±, the orientationally averaged cross section for 

total emission. The plot shows that for unfavorable orientations the 

polarization (Ρ-(σ|| - σι)/(σ|| +σι)) is small but increases for a favorable 

orientation. These two curves and the fact that a parallel transition is 

observed yield the alignment, P2(coS7 ), of the rotational angular 

momentum, j', of BaO as 

P2(cos7
0
)- -2[<r||(coS7

0
)-CTl(cos7

0
)]/[cr|(cos7

0
)+2CTi(cos7

0
)] (7) 

which is also plotted in Fig. 12. 

Apparently the reaction tends to have a preference to take place in 

the collision plane more strongly for the heads orientation. This is not 

kinematically induced as in the HX + A -• AX + H type reactions, even though 

the alignment is approaching the limit of Р^ --0.5 typically observed in 

the LH + Η systems [12]. For the tails orientations there is less 

preference to react in the plane, perhaps because passage along the 

sweeping (and vibrating in the i/o mode) N-N tail is required. The 

dependence of this correlation on the collision energy which should shed 

more light on this fascinating reaction will be reported later [73]. 

IV.С5. Ca plus methylfluoride reaction 

2 2 

Chemiluminescence assigned to CaF A( П) and B( Σ) is observed [34] 

when an atomic Ca beam in which a discharge is struck impinges on CH3F gas. 

We have recently succeeded in detecting this chemiluminescence by crossing 

a focused, state-selected (J,K,M=1,1,1) and oriented beam of CHoF (the 

focusing curve is shown in Fig. 5c) with a metastable Ca beam using the 

apparatus shown in Figs. 4 and 6. Modifications of the machine included 
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Figure 12. The measured steric dependence of a. .(.cosyn) and o_
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) 

divided by a
n
 = σ,, + Зи^, the orientationally averaged cross section for 

total emission, is displayed by the two solid curves. At the lower and upper 

horizontal axes Y
n
 is the initial angle-of-attack between the molecular axis 

of N2O and the relative velocity between Ba and ̂ O . The average alignment, 

P2(cosY ), of the angular momentum of BaO is calculated from these two curves 

(Eq. 7) and is displayed by the dotted line. 
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adding a discharge and ion deflection electrode over the effusive metal 

oven and high rejection narrow bandpass filters centered on the Δν=0 

vibrational bands of the A and В states (603 and 535 nm respectively) in 

the optics tram In spite of the strong Ca discharge lines these 

bandpass filters isolated the very low CaF chemiluminescence signals 

sufficiently to observe an orientation effect Preliminary analysis yields 

a value for O-^/OQ - 0 4 for this reaction at 0 30eV collision energy, 
2 

detected through A( П) state chemiluminescence 

1 * 

Ca( D) is believed responsible for production of CaF in the reaction 

with CHTF, in analogy with reactions of metastable Ca with CH-jCl, studied 

by Dagdigian and coworkers [74] Engelke [75] has analysed the nascent 

emission spectrum of CaF formed in reactions of Ca with FT, and Engleke 

and Meiwes-Broer have studied nascent CaF from reactions with HF, Fo and 

NF-j [76] using LIF CaF is a much better behaved emitter than N0^ and 

BaO , and the reaction mechanism may also be less complex The oriented 
•k 

CH-jF + Ca reaction may yield, hopefully, a straightforward analysis of the 

steric effect More complete details will be reported later 

V NEW DIRECTIONS AND SUMMARY 

A good deal of simplification will result from detection of ground 

electronic state products rather than the presently common chemiluminescent 

species, which almost always represent minor reaction channels TIF or 

REMPI of products from oriented reactants will provide especially valuable 

information on product internal states and polarization along with steric 

cross-sections A healthy increase (towards -500 Hz) in the repetition 

rates of pulsed tunable dye lasers may be necessary to make up for the low 

signal levels of oriented molecule experiments 

An exciting prospect of controlling chemical reactions via the steric 

effect has been suggested The reaction of Mg with BrCN is known [77] to 

produce two products - MgBr and MgCN BrCN when vibrationally excited in 

the i/2=l mode can be oriented using hexapole fields and by simply switching 

the orientation field voltage, selection of the product channel may be 

possible [78] Similar effects may also be occunng in the reaction of Xe 

with laser depletion-aligned IBr [49] 

Rotationally state selective hexapole focusing of the COo laser 

excited f-j-l vibrational state of CH^F (Fig 5) has been demonstrated [49] 
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Preliminary results for the reaction of Ca with the ground vibrational 

state of oriented and single rotational state-selected CH-jF were reported 

in section IV, the next step will be comparison of cross sections and 

orientation effects with the vibrationally excited beam. 

Other types of scattering processes involving oriented or aligned 

molecules are being investigated. REMPI studies of oriented NO scattering 

from surfaces are underway [79], and similar measurements of the 

orientation and alignment of molecules leaving a surface have been 

described. In addition, angular distributions of photoelectrons produced 

by vacuum UV ionization of aligned molecules have already been reported and 

similar studies of multiphoton dissociation probes of aligned molecules are 

in progress [78]. 

One conclusion of the few oriented molecule reactions studied so far 

is that the collision geometry strongly affects many properties of 

reaction. Correlations are already observed with orientation and both the 

product recoil angle and angular momentum alignment. These observations 

don't support the assumption of reorientation towards a unique transition 

state which then passes on to a unique recoil distribution. Chemistry is 

more complicated - the steric mosaic is not simple to uncover. Our tools 

are improving and with the growing number of clever hands brushing away at 

the cover, a better view will emerge. 
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Appendix 

That the detected fractions corresponding to the two reaction pathways 

in the NO + От reaction do not have to be the same can be understood by 

considering that in the Nijmegen chemiluminescence experiment, all kinetic 

energy was provided essentially by the NO-beara (k=«v
N
Q-2695m/s) and compared 
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with к, the O3 gas (T-120K) is practically standing still. This means that 

for this case the origin of the lab system is nearly coincident with the 

tip of the arrow of the ν vector in Fig 9b, i.e., the backscattered ΝΟτ 

products recoil in the laboratory much slower than the sideways scattered 

NOo . Thus, because of the rather long radiative lifetime of the NO2 

(T-100-200 /isec) the backwards scattered product will yield a larger photon 

signal than the sideways scattered products which escape more rapidly from 

the light collection zone. 

To investigate this explanation quantitatively an attempt has been 

made to calculate from the recoil map of Fig. 9b the fraction of 

chemiluminescence originating from the backscattered peak, IL /^ЬІ/' 

where Iv stands for the detected signals at the photomultiplier output 

(counts/sec). 

As a first step in this calculation the photon collection probability 

at the p.m. detector has been determined experimentally. The scattering 

box (see Fig. 10) has been replaced by a point light source, consisting of 

a green light-emitting-diode (LED). To prevent blinding of the p.m., both 

the gain voltage (now used in the analog current mode) and current through 

the LED are greatly reduced, resulting in a brown emission by the LED. 

This calibrating source was mounted on the tip of a slender rod which could 

be moved in the x,y,z directions by means of translation stages. The light 

collection zone appeared to extend 14mm,18mm and 4.2 mm in the x,y,z 

directions (see Fig. 10) respectively. The smaller range along the ζ axis, 

restricting the vertical dimension of the collection zone originates from 

the rectangular photocathode of the RCA C31034 p.m. tube. Its' long side 

was directed parallel to the horizontal x-axis (see Fig. 10). 

In order to determine the light collection efficiency quantitatively 

over the whole volume, the χ dependence (i.e., along the beam axis) of the 

LED-p.m. signal has been measured for 34 "Zaremba" integration points [65], 

probing the range of -6mm<z<6iiim, -20imn<y<20nmi. For all pairs of sampled 

(y,z) (Zaremba) points the collection efficiency of the LED appeared to 

possess a dependence on χ which could be characterized as having the shape 

of a symmetric trapezoid. The center position, χ , full width at the top, 

and at at half maximum and the maximum light signal at χ were obtained as 

the four characteristic parameters. The maximum light signals were 
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absolutely calibrated by comparing them with the signal obtained by placing 

the LED at the origin and adding a space angle limiting circular diaphragm 

(6itim dia) in front of the lens of our optical system (see Fig. 10). In 

this way a calibrated collection space angle of 2.8.10" Sr was obtained 

after interpolation between the "Zaremba" supporting functions for all 

points (x,y,z) within the scattering volume, allowing an estimate of the 

absolute light collection efficiency (equal to unity when the accepting 

space angle has its (unachieveable) maximum of 4π) . 

To simplify the remainder of the calculation we make use of the 

3 2 
cylindrical symmetry of the laboratory reactive cross-section, d «r/d Odv««« 

2 3 2 
" ^

V
N02^/

W
N02' ^ "/^ ̂ "N02· 1

п<
1

исес
* ̂ У the beam gas configuration. Thus 

we average over all azimuthal angles Φ in Fig 10 and define an absolute 

collection efficiency Р(
 )
г) for N0^ molecules originating uniformly from 

a "line" source consisting of the part of the x-axis within the scattering 

box, scattered over the recoil laboratory angle , and emitting a photon 

after a straight-line trajectory over distance r (see Fig. 10). 

Geometrically averaging over all possible recoil angles θ yields a maximum 

geometric collection efficiency 0.023 at r-0, of 0.011 at r-6.75mm and 

0.004 at r-17mm, and <0.001 at r>24mm. 

Returning to the reactive scattering process itself it is now possible 

to formulate an expression yielding the chemiluminescence signal I
a
v,

v
. with 

a indicating a region of backwards, sideways, or total reactive recoil, as 

detected by the p.m. from the Oi filled scattering box; 

I
h " •'"

d v
N02

d
*

d c o s e ( v
N02/

w
N02

) 2 d 3 < T
R/

d 2
"

d w
N02" tJ"

dl/E
і^ЬС") ] · 

Wmi'Ofl*·* drP
(

e
-

r)ex
P['

r
/

V
N02

T
i)-

I
NO

,
'03-

L
scat. 

0
 (Al) 

In this expression the scattering strength of the NO molecules entering the 

scattering box and Чоз • the number density of O3 molecules are 

proportionality factors to be considered later. From the contour maps in 

Fig. 9b one extracts in arbitrary units d tfR

a/d W^WNO2 a n d n lultiplying with 
о 

^ V N 0 2 / W N 0 2 ' a n d w^th 2ΪΓ to account for the integration about the 

laboratory azimuth Φ, one obtains an expression proportional to the 

laboratory flux of NOn molecules scattered with a velocity ν«02 and under 
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an angle θ. The internal energy E.
 t
 available for the NOo product 

molecule has been calculated by considering conservation of energy, 

E i n t - A D 0 + ( E t r - E ' t r > < A 2 > 

where, since disposal of energy into the 0^ product was not found [66], 

EJ
 t
 is set equal to the sum of the exoergicity, ΔΟ -2.08eV, and 

translational collision energy, E
t
 -0.61 eV, minus the disposed product 

recoil energy 

E
,

t r
-l/2w

N 0 2
m

N 0 2
(m

N 0 2
 + m

0 2
)/m

0
2. 

As the solid circle in Fig. 9 shows for most of the N0
2
 molecules one has 

•kit 

EJ
 t
>l.6 eV, i.e., highly excited N0

2
 is believed to be the main product. 

Donnely and Kaufmann [67] provide a simple empirical connection between the 

radiative lifetime, r. , induced by perturbative coupling in electronically 

excited states [68]. For E^
 t
>1.6eV we take lifetimes according (also 

slightly extrapolated to the blue) to [69] and calculate the frequency 

distribution of chemiluminescence (Eq. Al) to be a simple S-function, that 

is, all internal energy of the N0
2
 molecule is put into a visible photon. 

Another more realistic red-shifting model assumes the pattern of thermal 

emission, f ι {v) — (h/Vi)(v/v,) having Ъи, as the total available internal 

energy. For hi^ < 1.6 eV, no visible photon can be emitted. The resulting 

chemiluminescence spectra assuming the ν pattern of thermal emission 

agreed quite well with those observed [69] at somewhat lower values of E
t
 . 

Denoting »К") the quantum efficiency specified by the manufacturer of the 

red-near infrared sensitive p.m. RCA C31034 (η(ν)=0 for A>900nm) we are 

able to calculate the photon yield at the detector, i.e., /f J (v)f)(v)di/ 

equals the absolute detection efficiency of a photon hitting the p.m. and 

originating from an ΝΟΛ molecule produced with internal energy EJ. Now one 

can carry out the integration of Eq. Al numerically. As a result we 

obtained for the ratio of chemiluminescence originating from backwards 

scattering and total yield [70] of 25%, in good agreement with our 

experimental observation of 30% in Fig. 9b. 

Inserting the estimated Ι
Ν 0
, the density of O3, (4· 10 torr) and the 

interaction length - 3.8cm and the observed photon signal yields σ^ =0.003 

A , a surprisingly small value, supported also by the value obtained by 

Valentin! et.al. [71] for CT
R
. 
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Summarizing, cross - sections for the two very distinct reaction 

geometries indicated by chemllurainescence from oriented NO scattering are 

in quantitative accord with the yield of the two product distributions 

detected by recoil velocity measurements for the ground state (unoriented) 

reaction. Single rotational state selection with full control of 

rotational coupling was possible in the orientation study at one collision 

energy. Polarization of the chemiluminescence considering the beam-gas 

collision geometry is expected to be small and was not detected. The 

steric moments for this reaction, listed in Table 2, are reasonably large, 

considering the unoriented ozone collision partner. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE INFLUENCE OF THE INTERNAL STATE AND TRANSLATIONAL ENERGY 
OF THE MOLECULAR REACTANT UPON THE CHEMILUMINESCENT REACTION 
Ba + NjO - DaO* + Nj 
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Fvsiïth Laboratorium Katholieke Unnersiteit Sijme^en Toernooiteld, 6425 ED Nijmegen, The Netherlands 
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E mployng a hcxapole focuber to produce a beam of stale-selected N , 0 molecules ( л 2 = 1 . У - 1 / — l o r 2 / — 1) of variable 
translational energy. f~tr (0 08-0 16 eV), we have found the chemiluminescent cross section σΜν to be enhanced strongls up 
to a factor of 4, upon excitation ( π 7 = 1 ) of the bending mode of the N 2 0 molecule Revoking the commonly accepted ion-pair 
harpooning model we ргороье a revised mechanism in which the e2 bending vibration provides the reaction-promoting 
coordinate for overcoming the symmetry barrier to the breaking of the N N - O bond and the release of ground stale О atoms 
to form the Bau product A weak enhancement of σΑ^( n 2 = 1 ) is observed for the J - 2 rotational state compared to the J = 1 
stale of the N , 0 reaciani Our results have been utilized successfully to explain the temperature dependence of the 
chemiluminescent rate observed earlier Absolute cross sections have been extracted using a recent calibration 

1. Introduction 

Pioneering chemiluminescent experiments ex
ploiting a molecular beam for the reaction Ba + 
N 2 0 -» BaO* + N 2 have been carried out by Ot-
tmger and Zare [1]. The photon yield of its 
blue-green luminescence was found, unexpected
ly, by Jones and Broida [2] not to quench but to 
increase when the rare gas background pressure 
was raised To explain this intriguing phenomenon 
it was postulated [2-4] that the BaO product 
molecules are formed through an energetic meta-
stable precursor (i e the so-called reservoir state) 
of a hitherto unknown character and are subse
quently transferred by collisions to the light emit
ting Α ' Σ ' stale Motivated by this interesting 
behaviour a large number of experiments, eluci
dating various aspects, have been carried out dur
ing the last 15 years leading to the "case study of 
the Ba •+ N 2 0 reaction" Reviews are given by 
refs [2 5] and a survey of recent references can be 
found in refs. [6,7]. 

Although the detailed spectroscopy of relevant 
light emitting stales of BaO still remains a formid
able task [8,9], the nature of the predominant 

states, in which the nascent BaO molecules are 
formed, has been revealed recently by Hsu and 
Pruett [10] to be highly excited vibróme levels 
( ν = 20-50) of the electronic ground stale This 
conclusion was reached by analyzing the excita
tion spectrum which was obtained under single-
collision conditions by laser-induced fluorescence. 

That almost all of the exothermicity ( = 80%) of 
the reaction under study 

Ba + N 2 0 ^ BaO + Nj + (4 11 ± 0 09) eV, (1) 

was disposed into the internal energy of the prod
uct molecules was also the conclusion of an earlier 
study by Parr et al [11], in which the recoil 
velocity distribution of the BaO product was 
studied in a universal crossed-molecular beam 
machine Moreover, since the BaO molecules were 
found to be scattered predominantly in the back
ward direction, a direct rebound reaction mecha
nism [12] was deduced As an upper limit for the 
total reaction cross section oR, the Ba beam at
tenuation cross section for N 2 0 gas σ 1 , was de
termined by monitoring the strength of the chem
iluminescent signal [13-16] This yielded σ τ = 24 
± 1 A2 as the most accurate value [6] in accor-

0301-0104/86/$03 50 С Elsevier Science Publishers В V. 
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dante with a hard-wall type rebound reaction 
mechanism 

I he spectral distribution of the chemilumines-
cente produced under single-collision conditions 
was measured originally in the blue green region 
[13] and recently in the far red [6] The strong 
rotational excitation of BaO apparently suppresses 
the occurrence of sharp features such as band-
heads An accurate analvsis and simulation is un
fortunately still unavailable 

Although a pholographical observation [16] of 
the angular distribution of the chemiluminescence 
indicates that a considerable fraction of all the 
BaO* molecules is produced in the long-lived 
(τ = 9 ± 1 μs [17]) Α' 'Π stale, the chemilumines
cence observed in other beam studies [1,6,13-15] 
is believed to originate predominantly from the 
shorter-lived (τ = 350 ns [18]) Α'Σ ' stale This is 
due to loss out of the field of view of the optical 
light collection system before the occurrence of 
radiative decay of the long-lived state Under these 
conditions. Cox and Dagdigian [6] were able to 
measure the absolute quantum yield for chem
iluminescence, Φ =5 σ,,,,/σ, = 9 3 ± 3 4% (the total 
collision cross section for chemiluminescence is 
indicated bv us as σΑ„), and to estimate moreover 
the vibrational distribution of the Α ' Σ * slate, 
which is found to be peaked around v' = 4-7 

The dependence of σΑ„ upon translational and 
internal reaclant energy has been investigated by 
Wren and Mcnzmger [14,19,20] by using N ? 0 / H e 
beams with variable seeding fractions and no¿¿le 
stagnation temperatures, T0 The £ l r dependence 
( 0 1 0 4 eV) of a,,, for vibralionally cold N 20 
molecules (Tn = 281 K) turned out to have a maxi
mum at £,r = 015 cV followed by a monotonie 
decline The influence of the reaclant internal 
energy upon σΑ>, was investigated by measuring 
the influence of raising Γ0 Especially at low £,r 

( = 0 15 eV), a strong increase of σΑ„ at higher 7J, 
values was observed, ie ohl, (7^ = 499 Κ)/σΑ, 
(Γη = 281 К) = 3 At higher Eu these increases 
become appreciably smaller This behaviour of 
course cannot be explained with the earlier-
mentioned simple rebound reaction mechanism 
Wren and Menzinger [14] explained the increase 
of ahl, with T0 as being promoted by the vibra
tional bending mode (i'2 = 589 cm ') of NjO, 

which is increasingly more populated at elevated 
Tu They proposed that the reaction occurs through 
an ionic intermediate Ba + Ν,Ο ->Ba* + N , 0 
-* BaO* + N, Since the vertical electron affmitv 
of Ν,Ο was found to increase strongly with the 
bending angle [21], c2-excilation was considered to 
be a specific promotor of reaction 

In their attempt to relate quanlitalivel> the 
observed r0-dcpendence of σΛι to a specific de
pendence on vibrational reaclant levels Wren and 
Menzinger [14] could not reach a satisfactory fit 
Accepting the assumptions of absence of vibra
tional relaxation and no dependence of reactivity 
on the rotational stale of N,0 the data imply that 
high levels of the ^-vibrational mode («2 = 
2 3, ) arc responsible for the increase of ah, 
with Γ,, 

It is the goal of our study to elucidate the role 
of the «2 = 1 level in the /(|-dependencc of σ^ by 
employing state-selected beams of Ν,Ο molecules, 
and to discuss the implications for the studies 
mentioned above 

The remainder of this paper is organized as 
follows In section 2 the experimental arrangement 
is described Section 3 presents the experimental 
methods and results Finally in section 4 a discus
sion focused upon the inlerprelalion of the mea
sured specific energy dependence of the chem-
iluminescent cross section oAl„ concludes the paper 

2. Experimental arrangement 

2 I Oullinc of the machine 

Previously [22-25] our focusing and scattering 
apparatus has been described in detail Here a 
short description concentrating on the modifica
tions will suffice 

As schematically shown in fig 1, a supersonic 
beam of N 2 0 molecules, emerging from a nozzle 
source, so, is slate-selected by an electric hexapole 
field, ss It focuses the beam trajectories of the 
desired slate upon the entrance of one of the two 
extractable collimators, cs ( 0 = 2 0 mm) or cd 
( 0 = 2 0 or 10 mm), which are situated in front 
of the scattering region and a home-built universal 
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Fig 1 SthLmjlic view of the molecular beam machine sizes in mm The following abbrevialions have been used so NjO source 
0 = 110 μπι sk 2 skimmers 0, - 1 0 mm 0-, = 1 75 mm ss eleanc hexapolt sidle scleuor th chopper 30 Hz vs velocily 

selector A t / t - 5 % cs colhmalor scattering chamber 0 - 2 O m m о barium oven T-1000K. с 3 slit collimators 2 x 1 0 mm3 

wh Woods horn bd banum detector /,/2 two asphencal lenses 0 , , = 60 mm / , / 0 , - 0 6 5 / 2 / 0 2 - 0 7 0 pmt bialkali 
pholomultiphcr 0 - 9 mm cd collimator detector chamber 0 - 1 Oor 2 0 mm ю ionizer qmf quadrupole mass filler 

detector, to, with an Extranuclear mass filler 
placed 2 7 m and 3 42 m downstream along the 
beam path, respectively The inner radius, /•„, of 
the hexapole state selector (as before equal to the 
diameter of the stainless steel rod-electrodes) has 
been enlarged to 7 mm, permitting a larger solid 
angle of selected N 2 0 molecules to be focused In 
this configuration a maximum voltage between 
neighbouring rods of = 50 kV can be maintained 
without sparking As before [24], our 1 665 m long 
hexapole wobbles in a periodical motion (2 5 H/), 
resembling, a square wave and modulating the 
center of the focused beam over a distance of 
displacement of 2 4 mm at the scattering collima
tor cs, in front of the scattering region Moreover, 
to modulate the full (unfocused) N 2 0 beam for 
phase sensitive detection, a rotating blade chopper 
ch (40 Hz), can be operated at the exit of the 
hexapole A self-calibrating slottcd-disk velocity 
selector [22], vs, can be lifted swiftly m or out of 
the beam path of the N 2 0 molecules, without 
disrupting the measuring process in a controlled 
motion regulated by compressed air 

2 2 Comlition? of the Ν,Ο beam 

Because of the small deflection which can be 
exerted on the state-selected molecules by the 
hexapole focuscr, the distance between the noz7le 
source and the scattering region has to be large 
(2 84 m) In order to produce an intense N 2 0 
beam to overcome the lack of strong chem-
iluminesccnce, the source-vacuum compartment is 
pumped by a baffled 3000 </s (Leybold Di 
3000/6) diffusion pump which is backed by a 500 
m 1/h rootspump and a 60 rn'/h forepump in 
series Under conditions similar to those of Wren 
and Menzmger [14], the Ν,Ο (seeded) supersonic 
beam emerges at room temperature through a 
quartz nozzle, so ( 0 =110 μιτι), having a constant 
stagnation pressure, P0, of 300 mm Hg In table 1 
the compositions of six seeding mixtures em
ployed in this study, covering a velocity range of 
500 m/s < o N 0 < 1000 m/s, are given together 
with the parameters of flow velocity υ,, speed 
ratio S = vi (2Ar | /m N 0 ) ' 2, and translational 
beam temperature Tj 
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Table 1 
С onditions of the Ν-,Ο beams At stagnation temperature T0 -• 296 К and pressure P() = Ì00 mm Hg the flow vclocuv ( s speed ratio 
Ç and beam temperature Τ have been determined with the slotted disk velotiiv selector The values for Tf , and the upper limit for 

7*^ have been obtained from foeusmg curves The upper limit for / V l b of mixture (iv) has been obtained bv assuming Tr t = Γ In 

the саье of mixture (v) no focusing curves have been taken beeause the N>0 molecules were loo fast to sute select with the hexapole 
mslalled 

No 

(0 
( N ) 

(III ) 

(IV) 

(v) 

Mixture 

10% N 2 0 / A r 

100% N 2 0 
50% N 2 0 / H e 
30% N 2 0 / H c 

20% N 2 0 / H e 

'v 
( m s - 1 ) 

556 ± 4 
619 + 4 
758 ± 4 
871 ± 4 
977 ± 4 

S 

143 
9 2 

115 
132 
142 

τ
ικ) 

4 0 ± 0 5 

1 2 0 ± 1 0 

1 0 5 + 1 0 

11 5 + 1 0 

125 + 1 0 

Γ, 

3 0 ± 0 5 
1 0 5 ± 1 5 

8 0 + 1 5 

-

Г. h 

( K ) > 

207 ± 4 

203 ± 22 
2Ü8+1I 
244 ±23 

2 3 The scattering region 

The oven orifice ( 2 5 x 5 0 mm2) from which 
the Ba beam effuses vertically upwards is located 
5 cm below the intersection point ( = scattering 
center) with the N 20 beam (see fig 1) The Ba 
oven itself consists of a top and a bottom cham
ber To prevent clogging, the top chamber was 
always 50 К higher in temperature than the bot
tom-stock chamber which was kept at Г = 1000 К 
to provide sufficient vapour pressure (/"„..(oven) 
= 10 2 mm Hg) An operation time of typiuilly 
30 h (without clogging) could be achieved by 
loading the oven with 5 g Ba Background light 
which could add large contributions to the weak 
chemiluminescenl signal at the photomultipher, 
was suppressed as much as possible To avoid the 
usual light emission produced by the heating ele
ments, which are hotter than the oven, the cylin
drical stainless steel oven was provided with a 
tapering groove around its ouler surface in which, 
to ensure good thermal contact, a thermo-coax 
wire ( 0 = 1 0 mm, with cold ends) had been 
pressed and used as the healing element A tight 
copper tube (1 mm wall thickness) was slid over 
the cylinder surface covering the thermo-coax 
windings to ensure a uniform temperature More
over the black body radiation, emitted from the 
oven orifice, was carefully colhmated together with 
the Ba beam itself by three slit shaped collimators 
(2 X 10 mm2), mounted on lop of a water-cooled 
copper screen surrounding the oven The first 
collimator was mounted 17 mm from the oven and 
the distance between sequential collimators was 

made equal to 7 5 mm A divergence of 3° X 18° 
resulted for the Ba beam at the scattering center 
which could be determined experimentally by in
spection of the Ba deposit on the inner parts of 
the Woods horn located above the scattering re
gion (see fig 1) This horn which also served to 
minimize the background light, had a small hole 
drilled in its lop to permit detection of the Ba 
beam flux by means of a digital film thickness 
monitor (Kronos) bd, placed above it The light 
of the chemilummescence was collected by imag
ing the scattering center onto a diaphragm (10 X 32 
mm2) enlarged two limes by an asphencal lens 
( 0, = 60 mm, / 1 / 0 1 = 0 65) and aflerwards again 
two times demagnified by imaging on the blue 
sensitive photomultipher cathode ( 0 = 9 mm, 
EMI 9789 bialkah) by almost the same type of 
asphencal lens ( 0 2 = 60 mm, /2/02 = 0 70) In a 
typical experiment the background light turned 
out to have an intensity about an order of magni
tude smaller than the thcmiluminescent signals 
The photon signals have been measured with a 
digital lock-in counting system (Ortec Brookdeal 
5C1) which is connected to an (Apple II) micro
computer to handle the data 

3. Experimental methods and results 

3 J Translational energy dependence of the 
chemilummescence for non itale selected Ν,О 
molécula 

From the measurement of the BaO* light yield 
(1 e photomultipher signal/mass spectrometer 
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N 2 0 beam signal) as a function of the N 2 0 veloc
ity (iiN,o w a s tuned with the velocity selector) for 
a fixed seeding composition, the dependence of 
"r"/!.· upon £ l r was obtained To extend the range 
of translational energy, but to avoid measure
ments at the tails of the N 2 0 velocity distribution 
(where intensities are low and velocity deconvolu-
tion through the velocity selector becomes neces
sary) several seeding mixtures [see table 1, (ii)-(v)] 
with overlapping velocity ranges have been used 
to span the full range of the dashed curve in fig. 2. 
Moreover, in fig. 2 ol¡y has been plotted as a 
function of the averaged relative reactant velocity, 
ντ. As was shown by Bernstein [26] vr is calculated 
simply by the senes expansion 

ϋ, = ' Ч о і 1 + 0 - 7 5 ( a B a A N 2 o ) 

-0.0544(«D a / ( ;N ¡ o)3 

-0 .3115(a D a A N j O ) ' 

+ 0 . 1 5 6 9 ( « В а Д Ч о ) 5 ] , (2) 

where a B a = (2А:Г В а /т В | і )
1 / 2 stands for the most 

probable velocity of the perpendicularly imping
ing effusive beam of Ba atoms (aRj = 348 m/s for 
our typical value of TB¡¡ = 1000 К). 'I he average 
reactant translational energy, which has been indi
cated at the uppere horizontal axis of fig 2, can be 
calculated in an even more straightforward way 

with 

í» S ('"N2OmBa)/("'N20 + »"B.) 

and 

Confirming the results at T0 = 281 К of Wren and 
Menzingcr [14] perfectly^ a broad maximum for 
oft„ has been found at £, r = 016 eV. Moreover, 
again in agreement with ref. [14], σΑ„ (7"0 = 296 K) 
has been found to remain within 80% of its maxi
mum value in our translational energy range 
(0.07-0.22 eV). 

E t r l e V ] 

<J h v 010 O K 01B 0 22 
(arb u) — ' ' ' ' 1 ' r-

/A 
j / 

n2=1,J = 2 

п г = 0 

\ ·. direct beam 

il · · 

w 

* .-̂ v̂ " *&bL· 
*~t 

700 900 1100 
Vf (mis) 

Fig 2 The chenuluminesccnt cross seclion. σ^,, as a function 

of the average relative velocity, ϊγ [calculated with (2)], and the 

average translational energy. £ l r [calculated with (3)) The 

( ) line represents the o^^ of the non-stale-selected direct 

beam The ( - - ) and ( · ) lines are hand drawn curves 

of the allt for N 2 0 molecules in the ( n 2 = l, ./ = 1) and 

( n 2 - » l , J - 2) state, respectively The ( ) line is 

calculated by (5) and gives the σΑ, dependence of N2O mole

cules in the (лд = 0, low J) state The seeding mixtures used 
are indicated by the points as φ (ι) (10% Ν2Ο/ΑΓ). · (11) 

(100% N 2 0 ) , A (in) (50% N 2 0 / H e ) , Δ (ιν) (30% N 2 0 / H e ) , and 

• (v) (20% N 2 0 / H e ) 

3.2. State selection of Ν,Ο molecules m the first 
excited level of the bending mode 

and л 2 = 1 vibrational levels of the bending mode 
( г = 589 c m " 1 ) has been investigated in detail by 
Reinartz et al. [27]. At practical field strengths, a 
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linear (quadratic) Stark effect has been found for 
rotational states of the и, = 1 (и, =0) vibrational 
level. At the stagnation condition of room temper
ature = 10% of all the molecules are found to 
occupy the twofold degenerate n ; = 1 level ther
mally. The linear Stark energy of an N 2 0 molecule 
is given by 

E^-^AlM/AJ+l)]E. (4) 

Here μ,., is the electric dipole moment of NjO in 
the η = 1 state (μ,, = 0.173 D [27]). The quantum 
number J indicates the total angular momentum, 
M the projection of J upon the direction of the 
external E field and / the vibrational angular 
momentum around the molecular axis. As ex
plained in refs. [23,25], molecules in slates with 
μ^ΙΜ < 0 can be focused by a proper choice of the 
voltage, F, between the hexapole rods. The focused 
molecules are delected as the so-called "wobbled" 
beam intensity Δ/, which is a lock-in signal resull-
ing from moving (at 2.5 HL (sec section 2.2) as an 
essential square wave modulation) the far end of 
the hexapole field axis back and forth ihrough the 
detector orfice [22,23]. The on-axis position of the 
hexapole field yields detection of sharply focused 
molecules together with a background from weakly 
focused and unfocused molecules. The off-axis 
position yields only the background Consequently 
the difference Δ/ yields the signal due to sharply 
focused molecules. As a typical example of 
achieved state selection, in fig. 3 we have plotted 
Д/// 0 obtained for mixture (i) (see table 1) which 
was filtered through our velocity selector ( Δ Γ / Ι ; = 
0.05 fwhm at the peak velocity ο ν . ι 0 = 556 ms ' 
as a function of ihe hexapole voltage V. As shown 
by dividing Δ/ by /„, the unfocused intensity at 
V= 0, an appreciable enhancement, up lo a factor 
2.4 in fig. 3, due to focusing has been achieved. 
Because, according to eq. (4) the product ¿ cos θ 
with cos θ = IM/J(J + 1) determines the Stark en
ergy and since the electric field and its gradient 
inside the hexapole are all proportional to V, the 
focusing trajectories for a particular (J, I, M) 
state are determined solely by the value of У cos Θ, 
i.e. the focusing of the (7, /, M) = (2, 1, 2) state 
wuh cos θ= 1/3 will require К to be a factor 1.5 
higher than for the focusing of the (J, I, M) = 
(1,1,1) state with cos 0= 1/2. Thus after the 
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Fig 3 Focusing curve of beam (ι) having j seeding composi

tion of 10% N : 0 / A r The enhancement of Ihe intensity on the 

detector. Δ/, by focusing with the hexapole divided by the 

intcnsily of the non-sldle-selcclcd (V = 0 IcV) direct beam. /0. 

is displayed as a function of the hexapole voltage, V At the 

upper hon?ontal axis the corresponding average cosine of the 

angle between ihe molecular axis of N 2 0 and ihe eleclnc field 

inside ihe hexapole, cos β— IM/J(J 4- 1), has been indicaled 

The dols are experimental points while Ihe solid line represents 

a focusing curve simulated by a computer program [28] The 

individual resolved rotational slates are given by (J, I, M) 

(1, 1, 1) focusing peak has been identified in fig. 3. 
its accompanying peaks at cos θ= 1/3. 1/4, 1/6, 
can be attributed respectively to the focusing of 
the (2, 1, 2), the (3, 1, 3) and the pair (2, 1, 1) plus 
(3, 1. 2) states. Since the focusing force scales with 
V cos θ one expects in a plot of Δ/ versus log V 
all focusing peaks belonging to a single value of 
cos θ to have the same width as has been observed 
indeed (e g. fig. 3). 

Using a computer program (to be described in 
ref. [28]) the expenmenlal focusing curve has been 
simulated. Hereto the earlier measured (see table 
1) velocity distribution of mixture (i) had to be 
unfolded over the transmission function of the 
velocity selector. The resulting width of the focus
ing peaks, which has been found to be sensitive to 
the actual velocity width of N 2 0 molecules, was 
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calculated to be in perfect agreement with the 
observations in fig 3 The relative height of the 
focusing peaks can be taken to be proportional to 
rotational state populations from the ratio of the 
two strongest peaks, (1 1 1) and (2, 1, 2) a rota
tional temperature of 3 0 ± 0 5 К has been de
duced The vibrational temperature is directly re
lated to the fraction of n , = 1 molecules in the 
beam and can be estimated by comparing the 
absolute value of the focused intensity of the 
(1 1, 1) peak with a theoretical prediction The 
best fit to the experimental values of fig 3 was 
obtained assuming Г іЬ = 207 + 4 К However this 
vibrational temperature has to be considered as a 
lower limit only In this calculation the hexapole 
field has been assumed to have an ideal gradient 
up to /•„, Ihe geometrical inner radius The nozzle 
source has been taken to have a virtual diameter 
[29] equal to zero Non-ideal conditions tend to 
lower the maximum of a focused peak and it is for 
Wis reason that we consider the fitted 7"vlb as a 
lower value 

The mismatches with theoretical positions al 
the various values of cos θ in fig 3 can possibly be 
brought about by a perturbing non-linear Stark 
effect [28,30] The weak broadening of the focus
ing peak at cos 6= 1/6 however could also be 
induced by an effectively lagging behind of the 
actual hexapole voltage, V, due to leak currents 
between the hexapole rods near the limit of our 
high-voltage range The small negative dip of 
M/IQ at V=9 5 kV has been caused by the fact 
that the optical and symmetry axes did not exactly 
coincide When special care has been taken to 
make these two axes coincide, the negative dip has 
been found to disappear [28] 

As described above for mixture (ι), the state 
distributions of beam mixtures (u) (iv) have also 
been analyzed with the hexapole and the results 
arc displayed in table 1 Гпя = Tf has been ob
served in all cases 

J J Companion of Ihe chemilummescence for 
чшіе selected (n, — 1, J = I) and non-stale selected 
(n, = 0, IOH J) Ν,Ο molecules as a function of E,r 

During these experiments the velocity selector 
has been moved out of the beam path to allow the 

full Ν,Ο beam for maximum signal and to permit 
rapid switching between various mixtures having 
different Ν,Ο velocities Although the removal of 
the velocity selector has introduced some broad
ening of the velocity distribution, the focusing 
peaks of states selected for reactive scattering 
remained separated So the wobbling at ap
propriate V ensured complete on-off modulation 
of the selected state As the first step the wobble 
signals Δ /of the ( J Ι, M ) = (1, 1, 1) and (2 1 2) 
states have been measured at the mass spectrome
ter detector and compared with the intensity of 
the unfocused direct beam, /„ As the next step 
the collimator cs in front of the scattering center 
has been inserted exacllv on the beam axis Then 
the hexapole voltage V is raised by a factor ι 23, 
with respect to the original focusing value to move 
the sharp spot of the selected state from collima
tor cd towards cs (see fig 1) Finally the chem-
iluminescent signals, Δ/Α„, obtained for the volt
ages focusing the ( J, I M) = (1,1 1) and (2, 1,2) 
stales are measured and compared with those /,,„(, 
for the unfocused (V = 0 kV) Ν,Ο molecules After 
this similar ratios are again measured on the mass 
spectrometer when the collimator cs has been re
moved and the hexapole voltage lowered by a 
factor 1 23 etc These measurements have been 
carried out for the mixtures (i)-(iii) and the 
(1, 1, 1) selected stale solely for mixture (iv) Since 
there are no electric guiding fields at the scattering 
region, nor homogeneous guiding fields near the 
hexapole exit (as seen by the N 2 0 molecules) one 
cannot expect the N 2 0 molecules to be oriented at 
the collision process From the measured ratio of 
stale-selected and non slale-selected beam fluxes 
passing through collimator cd, (Λ/// 0 ) ι α , one 
wants to calculate the similar quantity (M/Ia)^ 
which applies to the fluxes through cs into the 
zone of reaction These two ratios are not identical 
because of geometrical differences in acceptance 
angles for (un)focuscd beam molecules trans
mitted through ed or cs With our focusing com
puter program [28] this geometrical factor (and its 
estimated error) has been calculated, ( Δ / / ^ ) ^ / 
(Δ///„)„ = 1 29 + 0 04 and was found to be in
sensitive for both the selected state and the veloc
ity distribution of the employed beam mixture 
From the ratios of photon (//,„//A„o) a n d mass 
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Tabic 2 

The effect of stale selettton of the bending modi. ( η -» = I J = 1 

or 2) at various iranslalional energies Here oA j stands for the 

chcmilumincscent cross section for the indicated mixture in the 

absence of slate selection The chemilummescent cross section 

of a stale selected beam is defined as ак {η У) 

No Mixture Г Д е ) σ4 (1 1)/ο4„ σ4 μ(1 2)/"*, 

(Ο Η)% N 2 0 / A r 0 OSO 3 27 ± 0 2 3 7 ± 0 2 

(и) 1 0 0 ? \ 2 О 0093 3 5 0 ± 0 2 4 2 ± 0 1 

(m) δΟ'ΪΝ,Ο/Ηο 0126 1 9 8 ± 0 1 2 1 S ± 0 2 

(iv) 20%N,O/Hc 0158 1 7 0 ± 0 1 

spectrometer signals (Δ1/Ι0)κα one obtains di
rectly [23] o 4 ,(n 2 = l, V)/a, r = 129 (Δ/Λ,/ 
^ ^ o V Í ^ ' / A ) ) ^ and after multiplying by the value 
of σΑ>, obtained in section 3 1 one obtains the 
velocity dependence of θι,Λη2 = 1 •')· plotted in 
fig 2 A strong vibrational enhancement accompa
nied by a weaker rotational effect is observed 

The velocity-dependence of σΑ,(η 2 = 0), the 
chemilummescent cross section for non-slate-
selectcd N 2 0 molecules in the vibrational ground 
state has been estimated using the relation 

о*Л''2 = 0 ) = в * . - / » , . і [ 0 » Л п 2 = 1 ) - 0 * . ] ( 5 ) 

where ƒ, _,, the fraction of molecules in the n2 = 1 
state, has been taken as the lower limit obtained 
from table 2, the rotational effens have been 
suppressed by setting о,,Дл2 = 1) = max[aAl,(l, 1), 
«VU. 2)] As fig 2 shows, the difference between 
<ΆΛ"2 = 0 ) a n d "(,„. assessing the effect of vibra
tional excitation of the unfocused beam turns out 
to be small 

4 Discussion 

We have found that the first excited state of the 
bending vibration of N 2 0, л 2 = 1 enhances 
strongly the chemilummescent yield We conclude 
that our results (see fig 2) are in qualitative agree
ment with the three-state model, 2c, of Wren and 
Menzingcr [14] (dashed curve of their fig 4) In 
hindsight the problems encountered by Wren and 
Menzmger [14] trying to obtain a reasonable fit 
for the 70-dependence of aH, with vibrational-

stdte-dependent cross sections can be attributed 
to the unanticipated ./-dependence of ah„(n2 = 1) 
observed by us and to a possible enhanced vibra
tional relaxation at the low temperatures present 
in a nozzle expansion (e g refs [31 32]) 

The rather weak dependence of σ Λ ι ,(η 2 -1) 
upon У, as presented in fig 2 is not uncommon 
for other chemical reactions [33 34] Similar effects 
could also be present for а1^(пг — 0) Since the 
rotational states occupied in the unfocused n2 — 0 
beam are also low (7m J K = 2 5) we conclude that 
the main source of enhancement of σΑκ is due to 
vibrational excitation At this stage of investi
gation we will refrain from interpretations of the 
/-dependence of σΛ, 

Wren and Menzmger [20 14] explained the 
strong enhancement of σΛ, by excitation of the 
bending mode, n 2 = 1, 2, by proposing that the 
reaction mechanism is initiated by an electron 
jump Ba + N 2 0 -» Ba *• + N 2 0 -» BaO* + N 2 

Invoking this mechanism a potential surface for 
the resembling reaction between Mg + N 2 0 has 
been constructed [35] The lyvibralion was argued 
to be a reaction-promoting coordinate because of 
the increase of the N 2 0 electron affinity, FA with 
the bending angle [21] A striking demonstration 
of this phenomenon was given by Chantry [36] 
who observed an increase by three orders of mag
nitude of the dissociative attachment rate of 
thermal electrons (e + N,0 -» N, •+ O") upon 
raising the vibrational temperature from 350 to 
1000 К The crossing radius at which an electron 
jump will occur can be estimated [12] simply by 
Rx = 14 35 eV Α / Δ £ 0 with Δ £ 0 = IP - EA, where 
IP = 5 2 eV is the ionization potential of Ba Sub
stituting EA = - 2 2 eV for the vertical electron 
affinity of N 2 0 ( л 2 = 0) yields Я , = 17 À Го 
obtain an increase of the electron jump cross 
section by a factor of 2 (i e Я, with 2 I / 2 ), one has 
to raise the vertical electron affinity with 2 7 eV to 
a value EA = 0 5 eV Such an increase can be 
achieved by bending the N 2 0 molecule over more 
than 45° into its state of maximum EA [14] The 
classical amplitude of the bending motion yields 
»N 2O (/!2 = 0) = 7 7° and 0 N O (#.2 = 1) = 13 3 0 , 

so that the electron jump mechanism is deemed to 
be inadequate in explaining the observed increase 
of σ4>, from л 2 = 0 і о л 2 = 1 
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EmtleV) 
products 

Ігво-о) Еіг + А0 0 |е ] 
reactonts 

Fig 4 Energy diagram for the Ba + N 2 0 -» BaO + Nj reaction The representative reactant energies (П] £ l r - 0 11 eV ( - - ) and 
О 38 eV ( ) have been drawn in the right panel of the figure and arc indiLdted Kith the addition of the exolhermicity Δ£>0 = 4 11 

eV (also plotted) as the energies totally available for products In the panel in the middle RKR-potenlial curves [8] of BaO, assigned 

vibralionâlly have been plotted to show possible final electronical and vibrational product stales Of all the electronic slates 
displaved only the A' ' II and b ЧП stales correlate for a large inlernuclear distance rBa 0 to the separated ground state atoms Baf'S) 
and 0 ( 3 P ) The energy of the Α' ι Π and b , I1 potential curves at г В а , 0 > 2 8 A is the lowest and it is this surface which is proposed 
to intermediale the release of the O alom from N2 to form the product bond with Ba already al large ( > 3 5 A) distances between the 
rcactanis The perturbations of the BaO molecule itself [8) in combination with the avoided curve crossings between the potential 
surfaces [4] are responsible among all possible electronic states as indicated in the figure The average energy released as internal 
energy of product molecules £,'„, has been found to decrease for increasing reaclant energy £'„, = 3 61 eV ( - - ) for Elr - 0 11 eV 

and £,'„, = 3 28 eV ( ) for F l r - 0 38 cV [11] 

Consider the potential energy curves of the 
various electronic states of BaO as determined by 
Gottscho et al [8] together with the energies of the 
Ba + NjO reaction in fig 4 At the interatomic 

distance rB 
• 34 A the attraction of the b 3 I1 , 

A' '11 potential curves overcomes the binding en
ergy of the N N - 0 bond and reaction becomes 
possible without an electron jump However, by 

dissociating the NN-O bond of a free linear 
Ν 20(Χ 'Σ 1") molecule one produces an О atom in 
an excited S slate instead of the ground Ρ stale, 
which is lower by 4 eV This barrier can be broken 
by disturbing the cylindrical symmetry around the 
molecular axis by the bending motion, allowing 
direct coupling to the dissociation channel of the 
О atom in the ground Ρ state It is just the Ρ state 
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of О which correlates with the attractive potential 
cunes of the (b 'Π A Ml) BaO states (see fig 4) 
and could form possibh the so-called reservoir 
state Even a rather small increase of the bending 
amplitude might possihl> lower the svmmetrv bar
rier lo break the N N O bond to vicld the Ρ stale 
of the О atom and therebv enhance the reaction 
probability confirming the observations The pres
ence of a high density of excited vibrational levels 
for the electromcalK excited a 1 ^ andA'Z stales 
and for the ground Χ ' Σ * state which are practi-
callv degenerate with those of the inlernieduling 
b 'И А 'Π reservoir stales (see fig 4) will induce 
an effective scrambling of the electronic signature 
of the nascent product due to the collisional per
turbation by the outgoing N molecule 

Moreover the results of fig 2 show that after a 
maximum at low £ I r σ, decreases with £,r both 
for я , = 1 and я , = 0 Parr et al [11] measuring 
ihe iranslalional recoil energv of all BaO product 
molecules for different collision energies bv seed
ing and heating the N ; 0 molecules observed that 
increasing F„ tends lo decrease the average en 
eigv disposed into the internal degrees of freedom 
of product molecules Two typical examples are 
displayed in fig 4 Since the value of Ε „, is 
expected to reflect the level of excitation of the 
new formed bond Ba-O the lowering of t n t 

decreases the ratio of state density for available 
electronically excited vibrational states to ground 
vibrational states ie the branching fraction to
wards chemiluminesccnce is expected to decrease 
for increasing Γ„ and can be held (partly) re
sponsible for the decrease of ahl, in fig 2 at 
increasing C„ 

In a beam-gas experiment Wren and Menzinger 
[141 з'*»0 measured the dependence of the rate 
constant for chemiluminesccnce /г,,,, together with 
the rate constant for Ba beam removal кл as a 
function of the temperature (7"N 0 = 298-591 K) 
of the Ν О gas In fig 5c we have replotted their 
results as a function of Г ч 0 and Fu Apparently 
the similar dependence of kh, and AT upon 
Л . o(£ii) suggests that (at least qualitatively) at 
low F l r σή, can be considered to reflect сл ( = σ κ ) 
When the smaller rotational energy dependence of 
σ, „ is ignored it becomes possible to calculate the 
observations of ref [14] for кНі,(ТК 0) using the 

OhvlA'] 

n, 1 1 2 

j Π] 0 lowJ 

Fig 5 In the upper panel (a) the estrapolateci ( ) and 

interpolated ( ) cross stetions ah ( « , = 0) and 
акЛпі = 1 ) a r e plotted as a function of £ l r for two threshold 

energies /•„, = () eV and £ t b - 0 04 eV In Ihe middle panel 

(b) the Bollzmann translalional energ) distribution of re 

actants is shown for the lowtsl and highest Ν О temperature 
7\. ; 1 ) - 300 К -> TM = 470 К and 7 , г 0 - 600 К > ГсГГ - 697 
К (7"B j —1000 К) In the Umesl panel (c) expenmenlal poinls 
of the rate constant for chermlumincscence khl, and the rate 
constant for barium removal Л г as measured by Wren and 
Mcnninger [14] are plotted as a function of 7 N 0 and Fit 

(lower and upper horizontal scales) The solid and dashed lines 
arc the calculated khr [from eq (7)1 from our measurements 
for £ l h — 0 eV and F lh = 0 04 eV respectively All the rate 
constants have been normalized equal to I at 7"N 0 = 298 К 
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extrapolated o ( l(w, = 1 1 = 2) and σΛι(η_ = 0) of 
fig 2 as input In fig 5a we have displaved these 
cross sections together with the annhtical extrapo
lation for ¿ I r s; Ü 08 eV according to the modified 
line-of-centers model σΛ>, = ( £ l r - ¿ l h ) : / £ | r gen
eralized by Levine and Bernstein [17] and with the 
graphical extrapolation of Eu > 0 22 eV following 
the trends measured in refs [14 20] Since a unique 
value for the threshold energy t,h does not fol
low From the extrapolation two extreme (and 
possible) values of Elh have been selected for the 
calculation of k,, (7V, 0 ) £,h = 0 eV and 0 04 eV 
These values are in agreement with E„ - 0 01 eV 
fitted empirically in a recent model calculation 

m 
In fig 5b we have plotted the Boll7mann en

ergy distributions of reactant translation 

/(с,,)-2( л ?;„) " W r ) ' : 

Xexp(-£, r/A7; r r) (6) 

for an effusive beam of Ba atoms (7"B, = 1000 K.) 
colliding in a cell filled with NUO gas al Us lowest 
(ΓΝ ( ) = ТОО К) and highest ( Г ч „ = 600 К) tem
peratures [14] The effective translational tempera
ture of the collision process is simply given by [49] 

^ ^ ( » ' B a ^ N O + ^ N 0 7 B J / ( ' " B , + ' " N „) 

The marginal conlnbution of the region of £,,.3* 
0 25 eV in fig 5b to ƒ(/·„) shows immediately the 
insignificance of the behaviour of the extrapolated 
σ 4 ι (£ 1 Γ ) at this region for the calculation of 
^A,(7"NO) The rate constant λ Λ ι ( Γ 4 0 ) is ob
tained by numerical integration as 

ΐ4,ΑΤΝ,ο)=Γ<ίΕι,/(Ε{,)(2Ει,/μγ
 2 

+ ( ΐ - Λ , . θ ) ' ' * . ( " 2 - 1 ) ] ( 7 ) 

In eq (7) the practical assumption has been made 
that all vibrationally excited levels of N,0 have 
the same reactivity as the dominantly occupied 
n2 = 1 state of the bending mode As fig 5c dis
plays so gralifyingly (all rate constants have been 
"normalized" equal to unity at 7"N „ = 298 K) the 
experimental dependence of £,,„ on 7"N 0 [14] is 

nicely confirmed by the calculation The domina 
lion of the bending mode dependence of σ,, (see 
fig 5a) explains whv the data are reproduced 
equally well b\ the slopes of A,,,(TV, 0 ) with £ l h 

= 0 eV (fig 5c ) or with £„, = 0 04 eV (fig 
5c - - -) The absence of an actual observation of 
a finite threshold energy and the slightly better fit 
of the solid curve lo ihe data favor the more 
simple choice of £,,, = 0 eV which was also taken 
by us elsewhere [40] 

After combining the absolute value of к , at 
TVj ( ) = 100 К [14] with the best relative value of 
the quantum yield Α,,,/Α , = 9 1 ± 1 4% [6] an ab
solute calibration for А„ДГЧ „ = 300 K) = (l 17 
+ 0 58) x 10 n rn/s results This value also 
calibrates the vertical σ, ,-axis as is indicated in 
fig 5a Assuming the quantum yield to be inde
pendent of £ I r the total reaction cross section o R 

is obtained directly after multiplying σ,,, with 
к t/kln = 1/0 093 At its maximum a (surpri¿-
inglv) large value for oR is found 32 A2 (110 A") 
for n, = 0 ( n 2 = l ) at £ l r = 0 14 eV (0 10 eV) 
When this calibration is done with £,,, = 0 04 eV 
instead of fIh = 0 eV all absolute values of σΑ, 
(<jK) have to be multiplied by 1 43 In this proce
dure the fact that £ l r was somewhat higher in ref 
[6] than in ref [14] was ignored because of the 
earlier mentioned insensitivity of kht./ky at low 

bxpenmental work [40] studying the effect of 
the orientation of N\0 is in progress An investi
gation of the polarization of the emission found 
to be anisotropic and dependent on reactant 
orientation carried out in relation to £ l r , is prom
ising in also providing more data on the mecha
nism in the course of the intriguing and prolonged 
"case sludy ' of the Ba + N 2 0 reaction 
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Translatlonal Energy Dependence of the Storie Effect: Oriented N20 + Ba 

N2 Reaction 

BaO* + 

H. Jalink, D. H. Parker,* K. H. Meiwes-Broer/ and S. Stolte 

Physics Department Unwersity of Nijmegen, Toernooiveld, 6525ED Nijmegen, The Netherlands 
(Received November 25, 1985) 

BaO chemiluminscenoe from the reaction of onented NjO with Ba is studied as a function of the relative collisional orientation 
and collision energy in a crossed-molecular beam apparatus A large stenc effect is observed which decreases with increasing 
collision energy in accord with the simple modified line-of-centers reaction model Tentatively the angular dependence of 
the action barrier Vt(y) has been determined 

Introduclloa 
Quantitative studies of the orientation dependence of chemical 

reactions, ι e the stenc effect, have recently been reported for the 
Rb + CHjI' and NO + Oj2 reactions This Letter reports pre
liminary results for the chemilummescent channel of the reaction 
of oriented and slate-selected N2O with barium and explores, for 
the first time, the dependence of the stenc effect on the collision 
energy 

ricctrostatic hexapole fields are used in this and the previous 
orientation studies to focus, state-select, and orient the molecule, 
in our case the i>2 • 1, J = I = Af = I rovibrational state of N 2 0 
seeded in a supersonic argon beam The vibrational angular 
momentum around the molecular axis induced by the bending 
mode V2 is denoted by quantum number / and causes a symmetric 
toplike rotational behavior By switching the polarity of an 
orientation field which follows the hexapoles and encloses the 
scattering region where an effusive beam of barium is crossed, 
the N2O precession axis can be oriented parallel or antiparallel 
(0 the relative velocity vector, thus directing the *0" end or (he 
"N" end of N¡0 toward the incoming barium atom The total 

* Visiting Professor permanent address Department of Chemistry, 
Umversiiv of California Santa Cruz CA 95064 

'ZWO Supporied Visiimg Scieniisi permanent address Depart mem of 
Physics University of Bielefeld D4800 Bielefeld West Germany 

chemiluminescence for heads (O end), tails (N end), and uno-
nented but state-selected collisions at several nozzle temperatures 
is measured to yield information on the reaction anisotropy A 
large orientation dependence, expressed in terms of a Legend re 
polynomial expansion, is found in this study favoring the heads 
orientation as expected, which decreases with increasing collision 
energies 

The Ba plus NjO reaction has received considerable attention 
in the past, due in part to its high cxoergicity (~4 1 eV) and 
resulting product electronic excitation Jonah et al3 reported 
chemiluminescence spectra in 1972, and many other workers 
including Menzmger/ Pruett.' Dagdigian,6 and Schultz7 and their 
co-workers have studied under conditions of single collisions vanous 
aspects of the chemilummescent channel of this reaction 
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Letters 

Ftfwe I. Scaiienng region of the molecular beam machine After state 
selection by the focusing hexapole field the N20 beam enters the "harp" 
onenlation field (hf). where it crosses a collimattd (c) ban um beam from 
an effusive oven (0) Chemiluminescence is viewed through the "harp" 
field by an optics system (I] - M and a photomultipher tube (pm) The 
desired preferential orientation of the N¡0 molecules is obtained by 
switching the appropriale de voltages on the electrodes of the "harp" field 

Herrn and co-workers* have investigated the ground-state re
action using a crossed molecular beam apparatus with electron 
impact detection and found the reaction to be single channel, 
direct, and mainly backscattcring in the center-of-mass frame 
Wren and Menzinger' (see also ref 6) compared the total and 
chemilummescent cross sections and found a linear relation (at 
least over the energy range of the present study), with chemilu-
minescence only a small fraction (~1%) of the total reaction 
Most of the product is believed to be formed in vibrationally hot 
ground-slate BaOV and although at present knowledge of the 
exact nature of the emilting BaO stale is stilt not established, 
rotationally hot excited states of Αί'Σ) and Α'{'Π) are believed 
to be the main contributors b9 

Experimental Section 

The basic apparatus has been desenbed previously2 and is shown 
schematically in Figure I with its modified scaiienng region NjO 
is premixed at 10% in argon and expanded through a resistivcly 
heated (300-470 Κ) 110-μΐη quartz nozzle The beam is then 
slummed and directed through an electrostatic hexapole Held (1 67 
m length, 7 mm rod diameter. 0-45 kV) and then through a 2-mm 
collimator into the scattering chamber Parallel plate guiding fields 
( I 0 m length, 200 У/cm) overlap the end of the hexapole field 
and the alignment fields enclosing the scattering region in order 
to maintain the J Л/ rotational quantum state selection provided 
by the hexapoles By wobbling2 the hexapole assembly at 2 5 Hz 
the beam is alternately focused off and on center at the Fixed 
collimator, giving a modulation in the scattering chamber of 
unfocused background beam, and unfocused plus focused 
(stale-selected) NjO An effusive banum beam from a resistivcly 
heated (1000 K) oven intersects the N 2 0 beam at 90° in the 
vertical direction, and chemiluminescence is collected perpendi
cular to the plane of intersection 

The orientation field consists of a pair of "harp" plates, a senes 
of 20 0 2-mm diameter wires spaced 2 mm apart and connected 
by a resistor chain biased to give a stepwise voltage gradient of 
~ 2 0 0 V/cm The two harp plates are spaced 10 mm apart 
symmetrically about the plane of intersection of the N^O and 
banum beams and tilled (typically 30° relative to the N 2 0 beam) 
to give an electric field pointing along the relative velocity vector 
Chemiluminescence is viewed through the harp field by a bialkali 
FMI (9893) photomultipler with f I S collection optics From 
the size of the collection zone and the collision energies used, the 
apparatus should be mainly sensitive to emission of the short-lived 
ACS) state (lifetime 350 ns) The outside surfaces of both the 
optical system and the oven shields are nonmetalhc to avoid 

<8)T Ρ Parr. A Frccdnun, R Behrens, and R R Herrn, J Chem Phys. 
67,2181 (1977) 

(9) R Anderson private communication 
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Figure 2. The orientation effect β,/σ0 vs ΕΊΛ The experimental points 
are displayed with error bars (I) together with a best fit assuming a 
sudden slenc dependent activation barrier V(y) which is parametrized 
by У * 0 048 eV and cos yf = -0 6 (see text) The solid curve (—) 
resulted assuming an ellipsoidal surface for ihc crossing radius Rt (a -
3 4 A and b = с = 2 3 A) The dashed curve (- ) assumed a spherical 
surface with R% * 3 0 A The displacement, dan = 0 04 J A. of the cerner 
of mass from the geometrical center of the N 2 0 axis and the rano be 
tween the moment of inertia of iNjO, Л and the reduced mass of the 
colliding reacia η ts, μ, Ι/μ = 1 21 A1 were also used as input parameters 
to the calculation 

ι η 1er fern ng stray fields A microcomputer processes the analog 
photomuliipler signal and controls the beam Dags and orientation 
field voltages 

Results 

When excited in the fj bending mode, NjO acts as a polar 
symmetric top and can be focused via the first-order Stark effect l 0 

Our apparatus is able lo seleclively focus the »2 = UJ- 1,1-
1, M = 1, and J = 2, / = I, Af • 2 stales" from the thermal 
population at the supersonic nozzle, which is 2 70 m upstream 
of the scattering center Results here are reported only for the 
/, /, M = (1,1,1) state, the (2,1,2) state giving data consistent 
with a proportionately less-oriented molecule with respect to the 
guiding ¿-field (cos (r-E) - ÌM/(J(J + I))) 

The degree of orientation and subsequent degree of anisotropy 
of reaction are most easily represented аь a expansion of Legendre 
polynomials 1Z For the (1,1,1) state, the onentational distribution 
ЩпЁ) of reactants is 

W{r-É) = P0(r-È) + 0 75/ ,
l( '-¿) + 0 25Яг(г-£) (1) 

where £ is the applied electric field direction and r the molecular 
axis, pointing from N lo О, which is antiparallel lo the N2O 
permanent electric dipole moment By analogy, the dependence 
of the chemilummescent reactive cross section σ*„(Γ·ίΓ) with ΰ, the 
relative velocity vector can be expressed as 

^ ( ^ r ) » <Wr.i? r) + σ,ΛίΓ-Ε,) + ofiiht,) + (2) 

where the a„ values (л =» 0, 1, 2) can be determined from ex
periment The accuracy of the present data allows determination 
of only the σ,/σα ratio, corresponding 10 the orientation effect, 
with 

aJ<fQ = (<7A„(heads) - ffA,(lails))/aAr(ground) (3) 

where ^.(heads) (<7A„(iail$)) is the chemiluminescence current 
measured with the orientation field voltage set parallel (anti-
parallel) to vt 

(10) Κ Η Kramer and R В Bernslein J Chem Phys , 42, 767 (1965) 
(11) H Jalinlt, F Harren D van de bnde, and S Stolle, manuscript in 

preparation 
(12) S Stolte, К К Chakravorty, R В Bernstein and D H Parker, 

Chem Phys 71 353 (1992) 
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¿¿»(ground) denotes the situation with a switched off orientation 
fields resulting, as m the case of NO,1 to an isotropic distribution 
of axis direction 

Figure 2 shows the σ^/σο r a t l 0 obtained for the range of 
translaiional energies, Eln available with the apparatus At lower 
nozzle temperatures, corresponding to lower collisional energies 
the NjO ΙΊ = 1 populaіюп limits the signal while hexapole voltage 
breakdown causes the higher velocity limit aja0 is maximal at 
our lowest collisional energy and decreases at higher energies, from 
1 03 ± 0 1 at 0 076 eV to 0 64 ± 0 04 at 0 135 eV 

These anisotropicity moments are substantial in comparison 
with orientation results for other systems " In the reaction of 
NO and ozone for example, a <Γι/σο value of 0 23 was found for 
N 0 2 chemiluminescence at 0 7-eV collision energy in a beam-gas 
study, while the crossed-bea m reaction of Rb and CHjI yielded 
a value of 1 53 for backward scattered Rbl product at 0 2-eV 
collision energy Large σ,/σο values were also found for reactions 
of К with other alky] halides " As a backseat te ring reaction 
N 2 0-Ba collisions should be most reactive for small impact pa
rameters, and one expects that such close encounters should be 
strongly affected by the molecular heads vs tails orientation 

Discission 

The onentation dependence of reaction probabihty can be simply 
analyzed in terms of an angle-dependent activation hamer, л(у), 
which surrounds the reactanl molecule as a hard shell located at 
a critical dislance, Rt, and directed toward the reactant atom 
The angle of attack y = arceos (r·)?,) can be defined at every ndge 
position vector, Rt Reaction takes place when, according to the 
line of centers model,14 sufficient kinetic energy is available to 
surmount the barrier potential ^ ( 7 ) This model, introduced by 
Smith," was later generalized by Levine and Bernstein (LB) 1 6 

to an arbitrary 7-dependent Ул(у) at a spherical surface (Ex
tensions to clliptically shaped surfaces have been provided by Evans 
et a l | T ) The LB treatment allowed a test of the ^ ( 7 ) "sudden" 
activation barrier model by comparing its results with a "known" 
system 1 e the H + D3 reaction (for which a full ab initio surface 
is available) Quasiclassical trajectory calculations were earned 
out by Bla is et al ," the resulting y dependence of the reaction 
probability as a function of Eu compared well wiih calculations 
via the LB model, using the known angle-dependent barrier 
function 

Dividing the reactive yield into two separate bins of more 
forward and more backward recoiling HD products, Bla is et al ' 8 

noted that the dependence of the reaction probability for a fixed 
bin deviated considerably from the behavior predicted by the LB 
model when y = arceos (г·)?,) was replaced by the initial (pre
pared) angle of attack yQ Ξ arceos (/•·£,) Since there is no ex
perimental evidence for a significant threshold in translational 
energy for the reaction between Ba + NjO, reactive encounters 

(13) S Stolte. Ber Bunsenges Phys CHrm,%t> 413(1982) 
(14) R D Levine and R В Bernstein "Molecular Reaction Dynamics", 

Oxford University Press, New York 1974 
(15)1 W M Smith. У Chem Educ 59 9(1982) 
(16) R D Levine and R В Bernstein Chem Phys Lett. 105 467(1984) 
(17) G Τ Evans, R S She and R В Bernstein, J Chem Phys 82 22S8 

(1985) 
(18) N С Biais R В Bernstein, and R D Levine, J Phys Chem 89. 

467 (1985) 

I etlers 

for broad-side oriented N ¡ 0 molecules colliding with Ba under 
a finite impact parameter В = Л, cannot be excluded beforehand 
Il is just here that a large difference between у (=0) and 7 0 (--'/г 
ir) appears and for this reason a simple computer program has 
been developed which calculates the position, £ a of (he intersection 
with the activation barrier using straight-line trajectories for the 
collision of a cylmdncally symmetric molecule having an ¡nmal 
angle of attack yQ and impact parameter В Al Ä, the program 
calculates if sufficient momentum is available lo surmount the 
barrier Vk(y), which has been taken in the form11 

yk(y) « K(l - cos y) for 0 < у < 7c 

- œ for 7,; < 7 < ir (4) 

Absence of a barrier is assumed at 7 = 0 σ*,(7ο) has been 
obtained by integration of the surmounting trajectories over the 
impact parameter range The ellipsoidal surface of R, has been 
estimated to have a semimajor axis a - ('/VsjO + r^ + r^*) 
and scmimmor axes b • с = {r,^ + r^*) Here r N j 0 = 2 32 A 
stands for the length of the intranuclear N Î O axes, r^ = 0 74 
A for the covalenl radius of О or N atoms, and гд,* = 1 53 A for 
the ionic radius of Ba*, which results in a = 3 4 A and 6 = 2 3 
A 

The fit of the Eü dependence of σ,/σ0 is shown in Figure 1 and 
found to reproduce our data for V = (0 048 ± 0 006) eV and cos 
7C = (-0 6 ± 0 1) as amsotropy parameters Changing the el
ipsoidal surface into a sphere with ra = 3 0 A, similar to the 
analysis of the stenc dependence of the CHjI + Rb reddion at 
fixed translational energy by Bernstein19 and Choi and Bernstein,20 

leads to a slightly different fit to the data, providing however, the 
same amsotropy parameters as given above 

In spite of the gratifying fit of ff|/ffo v s ¿ir- lhe amsotropy 
activation barrier parameters have to be considered to have a 
tentative nature The observed" dependence of a^iground) upon 
£„ cannot be predicted with the LB model Apparently (he 
branching process between chemiluminescenl and nonchemilu-
minescent products takes place in the exit channel and depends 
upon Eu In our analysis we assume that the branching fraction 
does not depend upon 70, as predicted by transition-state theory 
but not yet verified experimentally 

Several other features of this reaction desire better under
standing before a more final interpretation is possible The total 
translational energy available for reaction awaits better spectro
scopic characterization9 of the emitting state, for example Ex
perimental measurement of the cj dependence of the reaciants 
on ahr (*>;, is suggested to be a promoting mode for this reaction4) 
will be reported in a following paper " Analysis of the amsotropy 
of emission and its dependence on reactant orientation, also to 
be reported,11 could also provide more data on the mechanism of 
this interesting reaction 
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CHAPTER 5 

Polarized emission from the products of oriented reactants: The 
Ba+N20 - BaO*+N2 reaction 

H Jalmk, D H Parker," and S Stolte 

Department of Physics Unnersily of \ijmegen Toernooneld 6525 ED \ijmegen The Sitherlands 

(Received 28 July 1986, accepted 21 August 1986) 

When an atom and a molecule undergo a reactive colli
sion it is expected that the angular momentum vector J of 
the product molecule »ill be directed prefcrenlially » a h re
spect to the initial relative velocity vector v. This spatial 
"product anisotropy'" (which can be measured in a beam 
gas' ' or crossed beam geometry) has been obtained for a 
variety of reactions, providing intimate information on the 
corresponding reaction mechanism я '" Even more interest 
ing is to know how this product anisotropy is controlled by 
the initial colhsional orientation of reactants Does a sten-
cally favorable approach produce more (or less) product 
alignment than a stencally hindered collision'' In this com
munication we report for the first time such a polarization 
analysis of chemiluminescencc produced in the crossed 
beam reaction between Ba and N.O as a function of a pre
pared angle of attack γ„ of the Ν ,Ο molecule 

With an electric hexapole focuser an intensive beam of 
Ν,Ο molecules has been produced in the (JJ,M) = ( 1,1,1 ) 
state of the first excited bending vibration " " T h e selection 
of the M quantum number is transferred into the laboratory 
frame yielding a "precession" of the Ν,Ο axis r about the 
direction E of an electric "orientation field" at #-60' " 
\Er= cosò =MI/U ( 7 ' ) = 0 5 ] Three collision geo
metries have been miestigated, favorable (E 'if,, Ba ap
proaching towards the Ό " end of Ν,Ο), random (orienta
tion field grounded), and unfavorable ( £ l l i , , Ba 
approaching towards " N " end of Ν,Ο), providing 
с о Г ^ - О 5,0, and - 0 5, respectively The emitted chemi-

lumincscence is observed perpendicular to v, and filtered 
through a polaroid sheet, permitting direct measurements of 
the photon yields (1 e , relative total cross sections), for light 
polarized parallel (σ; ) and perpendicular (σ. ) to v, 

For the three orientations Fig 1 plots the measured «Гц 
anda, which have been normalized to σ,, ( = σ +2σ ),the 
oricntationally averaged cross section for total emission A 
strong steric efTecl ' ' is present for both cross sections which 
can be described b y " σ, (cos JO) — σ0, + o^P^cos γ„) 
+ σ2 P2(cos JO) + (' = ll or -L) Our data yield 

σ, /<τ0 — σ2 /σ0 = 0, so the apparent absence of <72, contri
butions suggests"' the linear behavior displayed in big 1 
Comparison of σΑ with σ shows that the luminescence is 
polarized strongly along v. Isotropic emission yields 
<7| = σ and completely polarized emission induces σ, = σ„ 
or σ,ι = 0 Because of favorable kinematics U N O = 890 
ms ', Г в > = 1035 К) the corrections due to velocity aver
aging over the effusive Ba beam distribution are estimated to 
be small (<5% 1 7 ) and are neglected 

To relate (Гц and σ to the directional properties or, 

more quantitatively, to the BaO* rotational angular momen
tum distribution w(j v,), knowledge of the symmetry of 
the emitting state is required BaO chemiluminescence ori
ginates from two diflerent excited electronic states, the 
A ' 1 ' state and the A '11 state which have radiative life
times of 350 and 9000 ns, respectively " " Due to the limited 
light collection area of our optics theshort-lived^ ' Σ ' state 
is predominantly detected Other authors'" find this to be the 
case for beam geometries similar to ours The predominance 
of the parallel Σ - Σ transition is in accordance with our 
observation that the measured polarization remains insensi
tive to applied (weak) magnetic fields or to decreasing the 
size of the collection area via an aperture in the optics train 

The alignment ?,(соь γ„) of the rotational angular mo
mentum distribution И^п,, (У £,) »uh У i r — c o s ) ' , de
pends on y0 ' ' From the Lengendre expansion 

W^t (j'vr) = 0 5 + ¿>,(cos γ„)Ρ,ΰ ί>,) + 

it follows that 

Yo(deg ) 

« s Y,, 

I It) 1 The steric behavior οΓσ (cos/, ) and σ ( c o s / ^ a l f - 0 1 6 e V 
Г о г В а - \ 0 ( л - I J - 1) .BaO" h M The alignmem Ρ (cos γ, ) of 
the angular momentutn οΓ BaO* has been елігасіеа and connects to the 
nght hand ordinate 
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Letters to the Ed tor 

Ρ (cos Гц) =\ d c o s j Wim otcosj )/>(cos>') 

— 0 4 i (cos χ, ) 

Thus for a parallel transition ( μ υ ) the alignment is simply 
given by4 

Ρ(αχγ0)= -2{σ ( c o s y j - c r (сочу0)]/[ст (cosy,,) 

-t- 2σ (cosy,,)] 

The resulting Ρ (cos γ{,) (Fig 1) can of course also be ex 
panded Ρ (cos γα) = - (0 15 ± 0 03) (0 19 + 0 05) 
Χ Λ (cosy, ) -

An interesting and conceptually satisfying trend is ob 
served for? (cos }, ) Favorably oriented reactants produce 
strong polarization — 0 1 as compared to the possible most 
negative value —05ГогУ perpendicular to ι Ρ (cos /,) 
approaches ¿ero ( almost isotropic ) for unfavorable collision 
geometries Because of our limited experimental informa 
Hon (three collision geometries only) »e do not (yet) at 
tach real significance to the appearance of Λ (cos ;, ) > 0 a t 
cos ) «, — 0 7 

Our reacton is not kmematically constrained as e g 
Cs + HI —CsI-i-H where all the initial orbital angular mo 
mentum L appears as rotational angular momentum/ ofthe 
products In such cases " ' Ρ remains always close to 
— 0 5 while in unconstrained reactions such as Ba 
+ N O —BaO* + N where the N molecule may carry off 

substantial angular momentum the measured (orientation 
ally averaged) values of Ρ are typically small — 0 1 to 0 Ί 

Our larger isotropic P-, value of 0 21 suggests that dynam 
ic effects place large amounts of rotational angular momen 
turn in the BaO* molecule This effect seems to be con 
firmed by spectral simulation of the BaO* 
chemiluminescence 

Even more exciting insight into the reaction mechanism 

comes from the observed Ρ dependence upon > 0 Apparent 
ly during the concerted motion leading from reactants to 
products a torque on BaO is exerted depending upon the 
angle of attack Further work especially on the translation 
energy dependence of Ρ (cos y0) is in progress 
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CHAPTER 6 

NOTES 

Experimental Verification of the Sign of the Electric Dipole Moment of N2O 

To our knowledge no one has given direct experimental proof of the sign ol the \ ; 0 electric dipole 
moment Ab initio calculations (1-3) suggest that the О end ofthe NjO molecule is negative and the \ end 
is positive ("NNO ) However as argued bv Reinan? el al (4) insertion of cvpenmcmal values for the 
perpendicular component ofthe molecular magnetic susceplibihtv # factors ¿''"V'NJ'O) = 0 07606(10) 
( ' ï ) and i r l T' 'V 6 0) - 0 07887(8) (4) into the relation (ή) 

ΛμN(^'l;,/Я,,, <Г/Я"')--2ме,-<1 

results in a dipole moment μ<, 0 •'2(4s)D which is noi in disagreement with the value Імгі| - 0 16 D 
obtained Irom Stark measurements [e g Rel (4)] but infers a charge dislnbution corresponding lo a NNO* 
polaritv In the above expression i;"' and Hu) stand tor the if factor and the rotational constant of the 
isotopie species ; I or 2 The vector d represents the displacement ofthe center of mass of isotope 2 with 
respect to Ihc center ol mass ol isotope I 1 he Iwo ι; values were measured in diftcrem molecular beam 
cleclnc resonance ( M BLR) machines and their use in the above expression produces a large relative uncertaintv 
\n μ,ι In contrast to the M BbR results Jovnerí/ü/ (7) after analv/ing the rotational spectra of cold \гО-
Ar Van der Waals molecules concluded a preference for a *NNO dipole moment with evidence which 
was considered reasonablv convincing but not indisputable 

In our apparatus an intense supersonic beam ot N2O molecules is produced bv means of an electric 
hcxapole focuser (Л V)inlhc(/ /V/) (I +1 +1) slates ol the first excited bending vibration (і'г - ^«9 
cm"') Following convention the quantum numbers J I \1 indicate respectpelv the total angular momentum 
its projections onto the molecular axis and the quantization axis given bv the electric held direction Since 
focusing of ihe selected molecules is induced bv a positive-linear Stark erteci for the (J I M) - (I ±1 +1) 
states μΛ will be oriented prelerentiallv a/i/iparallel to the direction ol the externallv applied electric onenta-
tion held l Bv means of guiding helds the nonuniform spatial distribution ol the electric held at the hcxa
pole is conveved as local quanli/alion axis adiabalicallv in the uniform onenlation held at the scattering 
region (У) 

Here the state selected molecular beam crosses at right angles an cflusivc Ba beam Ihe resulling chc-
miluminescence from the reaction Ba + N2O -• BaO* + V is measured bv a photomultiplier The direction 
of the onenlation held at Ihe scattenng region can be altered from parallel 10 ihe relative velocilv vr 
= ''NjO - 'в», ofthe collision partners 10 antiparallel just bv reversing the polaritv ot the applied voltage 
On reversing this polantv a strong eflcct upon the thcmilumine4enl vicld is found At the investigated 
range of collision energv (0 07-0 14 e\ ) we observe thai the chemilummescem mlensitv is tvpicall> more 
than a tactor 2 stronger for i *' i, than tor i * ì, For rebound reactions occurring between Ba t NjO 
(10 ! I) it has been shown that the reaction probabiliiv is enhanced (diminished) when Ihc (non)rcaclive 
end ofthe reaclant molecule is headed prclercntiall, along t, pointing in ihe direction ol ns collision partner 
(У2 IÍ) The reaction thus produces more chemiluminesccncc when the О end ofthe \гО molecule points 
toward the Ba atom which occurs for / " Cr Since the dipole moment μύ ofthe state selected molecules 
points prcfcrcntiallv anliparallcl to / and is dchned in the molecule lo pomi Irom to +. we conclude that 
the sign ofthe dipole moment is *NNO 
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CHAPTER 7 

WAVELENGTH DEPENDENCE OF THE BaO* PRODUCI CHEMILUMINESCENCE 
ON THE N 2 0 REACTAM ORIENTATION IN THE Ba + N 2 0 -. BaO* + N2 REACTION 
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and 
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Coarse wavelength analysis of chemilumincscencc from the crossed beam reaction of Ba with oriented N О reveals a distinct 

dependence of the BaO* final product internal energ) distribution on the initial collision geometra Favorable ( Ba approaches 

'he "O end of N^O) and unfavorable (Ba approaches the N end of N ()) orientations are compared at two collision energies 

Reactions taking place in the unfavorable orientation produce BaO* with relativclv higher internal energy than reactions via the 

favorable orientation The sleric effect depends strongly on the wavelength and it is more pronounced at a higher collision energy 

1. Introduction 

Polanyi [ 1 ] showed many years ago how different 
features of the potential energy surfaces determine 
the efficacy of reactanl translational/intcrnal energy 
in promoting reaction as well as the modes of energy 
disposal in reaction products A related topic is the 
influence of the collision geometry at reaction on 
product energy disposal Here, the anisotropic 
(stenc) pan of the potential energy surface is probed 
Although such information is experimentally even 
more difficult to obtain, it should eventually prove 
as useful in helping to decipher the micro-mecha-
msms of chemical reactions 

A few studies of product internal energy distri
butions resulting from non-random collision geom
etries have been reported [2-5] Retlner and Zarc 
[2], for example, dispersed chemiluminescence from 
CaCI' produced in réactions of HCl and Cl: with 
aligned metastable Ca, and Wittig and co-workers 
[3] obtained LIF spectra of OH resulting from pho-
todissociation-initiated intramolecular reactions of 
НВг-СОд van der Waals clusters 

In this paper chemiluminescence from BaO* pro

duced in the crossed-beam reaction of Ba with ori
ented NjO is observed through a series of cutoff and 
bandpass fillers to yield coarse information on how 
the product internal energy depends on the orien
tation Wc use hexapole electrostatic fields to stale-
select and orient a single rovibrational level of N : 0 
prior to reaction In distinction to the aforemen
tioned pioneering studies the angle of attack of the 
atom on the molecular axis is controlled in the pres
ent experiments Orientation (comparison of heads 
versus tails reactions) provides more direct chemi
cal information, and as we show later in the text, 
much stronger effects than alignment (end-on versus 
sidc-on collisions) 

Many aspects of the intriguing "case study" 
BaO + N20->BaO* + N2 reaction have been investi
gated over the past years An update on this system 
was given in a recent paper [6], wc mention here only 
a few relevant results The reaction is exceptionally 
exoergic (4 1 eV), producing BaO mainly in high 
rovibrational levels of the ground electronic state [ 7 ], 
along with a smaller fraction ( «9%) of electroni
cally excited species [8] Pair et al [9] determined 
in crossed-beam studies of the ground state channel 
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that the reaction is direct and backscattermg at low 
collision energies, and that increasing the collision 
energy results in a decrease in internal energy of the 
BaO product 

Wren and Menzmger [ 10] found also at low col
lision energies that chemiluminescence directly 
reflects the total reactivity Using similar experi
mental conditions as our study. Cox and Dagdigian 
[8] assigned the nascent chemiluminescence to the 
BaO Α 'Σ ' state Other studies [11-13] which col
lect the emission from regions further away from the 
reaction zone also suggest the Α 'Π slate is directly 
produced Our apparatus is sensitive to the short
lived A state (r = 350 ns), since the longer-lived A 
state ( τ - 9 μ8) can leave the detector field of view 
before fluorescing 

We have previously determined the chemilumi
nescence cross section for several rovibrational slates 
of the (unonented) N : 0 reaclant [6], as well as the 
orientation dependence of the chemiluminescence 
[14] over a range of collision energies The chemi
luminescence polarization has also been found to 
vary with the N ; 0 orientation [15] Гог background 
on the experimental methods and related studies we 
refer the reader to recent reviews of oriented mole
cule reactions [16] and the general topic in molec
ular stereochemistry [17] 

2. Experimental 

The apparatus has been described in detail pre
viously [6,16] Basically, an electrostatic hexapole 
slate selector focuses a beam of Ν,Ο in the (J, I, M) = 
(1, 1, 1) state (/ is the c : bending mode quanlum 
number) to the crossing zone of an effusive Ba beam 
"Harp" fields are used to direct the N : 0 in "favor
able", random, and "unfavorable" collisional ori
entations with respect to the incoming Ba atom The 
resulting chemiluminescence is detected by a bialkali 
cathode photomuluplier (EMI 9893B) A micro
computer processes the output of the lock-in counter 
set to the 2 5 Hz modulation frequency of the hex
apole "wobbling" driver and repetitively cycles the 
three orientations 

Improvements in the Ba oven and signal process
ing system have allowed observation of the chemi
luminescence through a series of bandpass and short 
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wavelength cutoff colored glass filters through the 
400-525 nm region The three orientations were 
measured for 200 s each over a 100 mm time span 
for each filler lo obtain acceptable signal-to-noise 
ratios After correction for the photomuluplier spec
tral response, the signals from adjacent cutoff filters 
were subtracted and then combined with the signal 
from a bandpass filter to produce a histogram-type 
spectrum 

The collision energy was raised by increasing the 
Ν,Ο nozzle temperature from 150 to 200=C and 
adding He to the carrier gas The two chosen ener
gies represent the apparatus limits for dispersed che
miluminescence At lower collision energies the 
emission is too weak to allow filtering, while at higher 
N.O velocities ihe hexapole field is nol strong enough 
to focus the (1, 1, 1) state 

3. Results 

Fig I shows chemiluminescence spectra, cor
rected for the photomulliplier tube response, for the 
three experimentally prepared Ba-NUO reaction ori
entations at a collision energy of 0 lOSandO 162eV 
The two sels of spectra are scaled to each other at 
490 nm in the randomly onenled collisions curve 
The total (undispersed) chemiluminescence cross 
section at 0 105 eV is 1 5 times larger than at 0 162 
eV [6] Overall, the spectra arc in rough agreement 
with previously reported (but non-state-selectcd) 
spectra [8,12] Much more light is produced by the 
favorably oriented reactanls compared to the unfa
vorable case, especially in ihe 490 nm region Inter
estingly, an experiment comparing spectra collected 
directly above and downstream from the scattering 
center identifies strong bands in this region with the 
short-lived A state [13] The dependence upon reac-
tant alignment can be obtained by comparing the 
spectrum of unonented N ; 0 and the spectrum of 
averaging a favorable and an unfavorable onenla-
lion [16] In all cases (except at /. = 490 nm in panel 
b of fig I ) the effect induced by alignment has been 
found to be significant 

Fig 2 shows the orientation dependence of the 
chemiluminescence spectrum for 0 105 and 0 162eV 
collisions Plotted is σ,/σο versus the emission wave
length where CT1/CT0=[/(favorable-/(unfavor-
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chemilummescenee 

Λ00 іЪО 500 550 
wavelength(nm) 

Fig 1 Coarse BaO* chemilummescenee spectra produced in ihc 
B a + \ 0 ( l I I ) - B a O * + \ rcaclion using selcacd collision 
gcomeines (i) favorable (Ba approaches the O enüofN ) 
upper cur\e ( A ) c o s , , , - ! (») random middle c u n e ( · ) 
cos,,, - 0 and (in) unfavorable (Ba approathes ihc N end 
ofN.O) lower curve ( • ) cos , - - | and collisions of 0 105 
and 0 162 eV translalional energies The two sels arc scaled lo 
each olher at 490 nm random orientations tor landomlv on-
enied reactanis I I times more total (integrated) emission is 
produced at 0 105 eV than at 0 162 cV The point at 400 nm »as 
obtained with a 50 nm fwhrn bandpass filter while the other points 
arc differences in total signal from adjacent (closed svmbob 20 
nm gap) and nearbv (open svmbols 40 nm gap) colored glass 
cut-off fillers The spectra have been corrected for the ЬыІЫі 
cathode photomultipher spectral icsponse 

able) ¡//(random) with /the signal le\el These data 
are more accurate than the histogram spectra of fig 
1 since each collision geometry was repetitively 
measured with the same filter At these two collision 
energies the unfiltcred (total) chemilummescenee 
yields σ,/ιτ0 values of 0 86 and 0 64 [ 14] respec
tively, in accord with the integrated, uncorrected 
spectra 

A very' strong orientation dependence is apparent, 
especially at higher collision energy where σ,/σ,, 

400 450 500 550 
emission wavelength (nm) 

Fig 2 Wavelength dependence ot σ /σ the oricniation moment 
ol the reaction anisotropv for BaO* chctmluminescence The 
bandwidth dt each wavclenghl point is described in fig 1 

ranges from nearly zero (no difference in the two 
orientations) for light produced at 400 nm to very 
strong (σι/σα= I 0) differences at the longer wave
lengths Similar trends are observed at the lower col
lision energy, although the difference in the blue end 
of the spectrum is less pronounced Again, favorable 
reactions produce strong chemilummescenee peaked 
in the 490 nm region while the emission produced by 
reactions via the unfavorable geometrv is much 
weaker and spreads to shorter wavelengths Exam
ining fig 1, the mam effect of increasing the collision 
energy is a decrease in signal from the favorable ori
entations in the blue region of the spectrum Overall, 
the randomly oriented spectrum shifts slightly to the 
red at the higher energy We equate the higher energy 
emission to more highly excited Bau molecules. 
again, most probablv in the A ' l " stale Further
more. we assume thai the higher energy emission 
corresponds from energy balance, to molecules with 
lower recoil energy Increasing the translalional 
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energy of the reaction then causes a relative decrease 
in the internal energy of the products, in accord with 
the observations of Parr et al. [9] 

4. Discussion 

Before speculating on the origin of the dramatic 
orientation dependence of the chemilumincscence 
spectra, a few of the many complexities of this sys
tem should be pointed out. First of all, a complete 
analysis of the nascent BaO* chemilumincscence 
spectrum is not yet available, thus assignment of the 
full emission spectrum to a single electronic state, 
resulting from a single (non-adiabatic) reaction 
channel may not be justified Next, a mechanism 
which accounts for the main features of the chemi-
luminescence reaction is also lacking [6]. An elec
tron jump model has been proposed [10] but does 
not satisfactorily account for the enhanced reactivity 
of Ν,Ο excited in the c, bending mode [6]. Finally, 
while the experimental control of the collision geom
etry represents a major step towards the ideal exper
iment. several compromises still exist which hinder 
a clear cut explanation of the observations. These 
experimental parameters are illustrated in fig. 3. 
which plots the cosine of the experimentally selected 
initial angle of attack on the Ν,Ο axis, cosy,,, versus 
the angle-dependent barrier to reaction [14,18], 
V(cosyr), and the actual range of "favorable and 
unfavorable" orientations of the NiO (1, 1, 1) state 
[16]. 

The wide range of initial attack angles shown in 
fig 3 is a consequence of selecting the ( 1, 1, 1 ) stale. 
Because of its low quantum numbers this state pre-
cesses with a low average angle of attack, cos 7,,=0.5, 
and with a distribution (fig 3) extending into the 
"unfavorable" region for "favorable" onemaiions, 
and vice versa. A substantial fraction of the "unfa
vorable" chemiluminescence thus arises from 
"favorable" collisions In addition, only the initial 
angle of attack is experimentally selected, impact 
parameter averaging will further spread the actual 
angle of attack at reaction, γ, [18]. Larger impact 
parameters even for perfect "heads-on" reactions 
( cos ya = + 1 ) results in actual angles of attack closer 
to "sidc-on" (cos-/ r=0). 

Three features of our observations are most dis-
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V(cosYr)(eV) -P(COSY0) 

COSYr ΟΓ C O S Y D 

Ftg 3 Simplified oncnlalion angle -/„ dependcnl energy and 

probabiluv dislnbulion diagram for the Ba ι Ν,Ο (1,1,1) 

.BaO* * N,. 1 (cos, ,) is the angle dependem barrier to reaction 

obtained from stene measurements [23] ^ ( C O S A , ) IS the range 

of initial collision orientations of the (I, I, I) stale where ;'„ is 

the angle between the N ; 0 molecular axis and vr the relative 

velocity vector of the collision The two collision translation 

energies measured in this experiment, 0 105 and 0 162 cV are 

shown in relation to I (cos / r) 

tinctive: the spectral shifts between favorable and 
unfavorable collisions, the rapidly increasing orien
tation dependence towards longer emission wave
lengths, and finally, the changes in behavior with 
increased collision energy. We offer a very simplistic 
explanation of these features based on the energy dif
ference between the angle-dependent barrier to reac
tion (fig. 3) and the collision energy Collisions with 
(line-of-centers) energy that increasingly exceed the 
barner-lo-reaction may lead to proportionally higher 
translational energy in the products. "Favorable" 
collisions experience lower barriers to reaction and 
will thus produce longer-wavelength emission while 
"unfavorable" reactions cross higher barriers more 
slowly, leading to lower recoil, and thus higher inter
nal excitation of BaO* 

Favorable orientations are able to react at smaller 
impact parameters than unfavorable orientations 
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[18], because of the substantial cone-of-no-reaction 
( cos /, < — 0 44 ) due to the N-N group, the Ba must 
avoid in attacking from the back end of N : 0 Reac
tions occurring at small impact parameters are of 
course more sensitiv e to stenc effects The rising ori
entation dependence towards longer emission wave
lengths may partially reflect this impact parameter 
sensitivity 

At the lower (0 105 eV) collision energy in the 
unfavorable case, the largest possible values of b do 
not have the requisite line-of-centers energy to over
come the reaction barrier This may account for the 
larger stenc effect al 400 nm for 0 105 eV compared 
to 0 162 eV collisions Further interpretation of the 
translational energy dependence of the chemilumi-
nescence orientation dependence requires, however, 
a better understanding of the general excitation func
tion for this svstcm Ba + N,0-»BaO* + N2 falls in 
the class of reactions with a maximum in the exci
tation function [19], our measurements are in the 
post-maximum region This decline in reactivity has 
been ascribed to several effects including recrossing 
[20] and the centrifugal barrier to reaction [21] 
Chemilummescence from the favorable geometry 
reactions is most attenuated al 0 162 eV as seen in 
fig I, especially in the blue end of the spectrum 
Schcchter and Levine [22] have observed in ori
entation-dependent trajectory calculations for the 
H + Hi reaction that recrossing affects the hcads-on 
reaction more than the side-on reactions Incorpo
ration of this recrossing behavior into our angle-
dependent line-of-centers kinetic model [18] may 
yield some qualitative insight on the observed 
changes in the chemilummescence with collision 
energy Orientation-dependent partitioning between 
product internal energy and recoil are highly dynam
ical attributes of the reaction A less speculative 
interpretation will certainly require a realistic poten
tial energy surface 

At present the strongest conclusion concerns the 
before-and-after dynamics of the reaction Orienta
tion of the Ν,Ο is a "before" process, the molecule 
is controlled in the laboratory frame by applied elec
tric fields long before the approach of the Ba atom 
That such a strong "memory" of this initial orien
tation carries through into the product final internal 
energy distribution is quite surprising, but is consis
tent with our previous observations on the correla

tion of product rotational polarization with the initial 
N Ï O orientation Apparenlly, orientation [23] of 
Ν,Ο by the highly polarizable Ba atom during the 
timescale of the collision is not appreciable In addi
tion, the magnitude of the orientation dependence 
seen in fig 1 is also dramatic A factor of almost four 
difference results from the two wide-ranging orien
tation geometries (at 490 nm), compared to at best 
a 15% difference in the chemilummescence spectra 
for the two alignments in the HCl + aligned Ca* 
study [2] Apparently the initial collision geometry. 
especially the orientation, is a sensitive probe of the 
Ba-i-NiO reaction dynamics Correlations of reac-
tant orientation and product energy partitioning will 
eventually offer direct topographical insights on the 
potential energy surface for this reaction 
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ABSTRACT 

The steric dependence of the cherailuminescent Ba + NjO -• BaO + N2 reaction 

is investigated using crossed molecular beams and electrostatic hexapole 

fields to orient NjO. Excitation functions are determined for fixed-geometry 

collisions of Ba with two different single rovibrational states of NpO 

(ПрИ,J=1 and n2=1iJ=2). Special attention is paid to deconvolution of the 

chemiluminescence signal from velocity spreads, spectral and polarization 

distributions and saturation of ¿-decoupling. Strong energy-dependent steric 

effects are seen which differ in detail for the J=1 and J=2 states. Simple 

step and linear opacity functions are used to obtain the angle of non-reaction 

as a function of the translational energy. An angle-of-attack dependent 

line-of-centers kinetic model is used to estimate anisotropic barriers to 

reaction for the two states. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Direct Investigation of the steric effect, the reactive amsotropy of a 

molecule, requires controlling the collision geometry of a gas-phase 

bimolecular reaction. In 1965, Bernstein and Kramer [1] introduced an 
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electrostatic hexapole molecular beam method which effectively prepares a beam 

of molecules in a non-ranaom distribution of orientation with respect to a 

scattering partner from a crossed atomic beam. Hexapole orientation techniques 

have been refined in the past few years to allow quantitative study of 

oriented molecule reactions [2-8]. In this paper we report the most complete 

measurement of the steric effect to date, for the cherailuminescent reaction 

Ba + NjO -> BaO + N2· We determine excitation functions for three Ba - NjO 

collision geometries: "favorable" where Ba approaches the "0"-end of N
2
0, 

"unfavorable" where Ba approaches the "N"-end and, for reference, "random", 

where all other collision variables remain fixed but the NpO orientation is 
ft 

allowed to randomize before the collision occurs. The BaO emission yield is 

measured at each collision geometry over a range of translational energies, 

for the J=1 and J-2 rotational levels of the П2=1 bending vibration of NjO. We 

correct the chemiluminescence signal for polarization selectivity and spectral 

response of the photomultiplier, velocity spreads caused by the effusive Ba 

beam and imperfect orientation due to saturation of {.-decoupling. A full 

theoretical analysis of the resulting excitation functions 13 not yet 

possible, due in part to the complex nature of this "case-study" reaction. 

In a previous publication [9] we reported orientation-averaged excitation 

functions for the ground state (<J> - 2) NjO reactant and the J=1 and J=2 

rotational levels of the n,»! bending vibrational mode. Preliminary 

measurements of the steric effect for the ^ О , ПрИ.ЛИ state [10], have been 

reported, along with studies of the polarization [11] and coarse spectral 
ft 

features [12] of BaO emission from reacting with oriented N,0. More extensive 

background information can be found in references [9] and [ІЗ.ІЧ] on the 

Ba + NjO reaction, and in reference [6] for details on hexapole orientation 

experiments. 

To produce oriented NjO we first pass a seeded supersonic ^ 0 beam through 

a 1.665 meter hexapole field assembly. Molecules m the bending vibrational 

mode (with vibrational angular momentum, I) are focused via the first order 

Stark-effect, to a point 2.85 meters downstream from the nozzle source where 

the Ba beam crosses. Owing to the low rotational and translational 

temperatures of the supersonic expansion, pure (J.i-I.M) state beams are 

focused. Parallel plate "guiding" fields following the hexapole fields 

maintain the (J,Î,,M) state selection up to the scattering center where 

"orientation" fields tilt the reference field direction, usually either 

parallel or antiparallel to ν , the relative velocity vector of the incoming 
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reactants. 

Figure 1 displays the angular momentum vectors defining the oriented 

NjO - Ba collision. The left hand side of Fig. 1, shows the ^ O rotational 

vectors (J,i.,M) « (1,1,1), and ¡Ϊ
η
, the NpO permanent dlpole moment which is 

directed antiparallel to the molecular axis, ?, pointing by convention [8] 

from N to 0. Both precess about the applied field direction, E, yielding an 

average value for the orientation with respect to E, given by 

cose • 2.M/(J(J+1)) where θ is defined as the angle between Ρ and Ê. Reversing 

Ь flips the molecular axis. In this way the preferred direction of the 

molecular axis can be controlled spatially. Grounding the orientation field 

allows recoupling of the Stark-separated ¡l-doubled levels of NjO (see Section 

3.2.14) causing a complete loss of M, thus orientation. 

A Ba atom approaches ^ O in the "favorable" orientation along ν in 

Fig. 1, "unfavorable" corresponds to a reversed E. By experimentally setting 

E-t-t or t+ to ν the pre-collision angle-of-attack, Ύ
η
, of Ba on the NpO axis 

at long distances is simply Θ, or ΐ80
ο
-θ, respectively. The impact parameter, 

b, however is not controlled, thus the angle-of-attack at reaction, У (= the 

reaction angle), is smeared somewhat [8]. A spherical (or elliptical) shell 

surrounding N2O represents the position of the barrier to reaction which the 

Ba atom must surmount. In Fig. 1 Y is shown at this shell for a single b. 

The molecular axis precesses at an average orientation, cose, about E with 

a distribution [15,16], Pjj,
M
(cose), which is quite broad for low J values. 

For the case that M=J one obtains ([15], Eq. (1.1.27)): 

f

J U<°"" · Ψ 1ШШШТ ^ Ά Μ > ' - i » » · · · < • » 

Figure 2 plots Pj£j(cose) for the (1,1,1) and (2,1,2) states. In spite of 

their wide range these θ distributions can be simply characterized [7,15], 

particularly the (1,1,1) state, in terms of a short Legendre moment expansion: 

P.. .(cose) =· Σ С Ρ (cose) (2a) 

JÍJ η η 

where С represents the isotropic contribution, C. represents orientation, C-

alignment, etc. For the (1,1,1) and (2,1,2) states one obtains 
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Figure 1. (a) Diagram of pertinent vectors defining the orientation of N2O 

excited in the П2=1 vibrational bending mode. Here Î, the orbital quantum 

number, combines with N, the end-over-end rotation quantum number, to give the 

total rotational angular momentum J, J = Ï + N. The projection of J on an 

external electric field, E, is given by M. The molecular axis, r, is directed 

opposite to the dipole moment, μ . Both precess around E at an angle 0, where 

the distributions for two (J,S,,M) states are plotted in Fig. 2. (b) As the Ba 

atom is approached at a relative velocity, ν , and impact parameter, b, a hard 

sphere (or ellipsoid) centered around N2O defines the angle-of-attack at 

reaction, γ . By setting E++ or ++ to ν the value for the intial angle-of-

attack at long distance, γ ( = γ if b - 0), is either cose or cös(l80o-e). 
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1 1 
P

l n
(cose) = —Р

0
(соз ) + -¡f-P^cose) 

-1-Р_(соз ) 
i) 2 

(2b) 

and 

Р
01
_(соз ) = — РЛсоз ) + —РЛсоз ) 

212 2 0 ¿ 1 lt P2 ( C 0 S e ) 

•jP3(cose) - yP^cose) (2c) 

Hexapole state selection can provide a preference orientation ("heads" vs 

"tails") as well as alignment ("end-on" vs "side-on") information, i.e. both 

odd and even η > 0 values are produced at a fixed collision-geometry, while 

laser-photoselection methods [17] offer only the alignment moments (C
n
 with η 

even). As shown later in the text orientation effects turn out to be much 

stronger than alignment effects for this reaction and also in investigations 

of other reactions studied so far [8]. 

Figure 2. The probability func

tion, Р(соз ), of the precession 

angle, , between the molecular 

axis, r, and electric field, E, for 

two NpO rovibrational states, 

(J.e.M) = (1,1,1) and (2,1,2) where 

Ì. is the quantum number of the ν -

bending mode. The average angle, 

cose = <P
1
(cose)> = ÄM/(J(J+1)) 

yields 1/2 and 1/3 for the (1,1,1) 

and (2,1,2) states, respectively. 
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The paper is organized as follows. Part 2 describes the apparatus and 

experimental methods, particularly the orientation field and the degree of 

state-selection. The results and analysis section. Part 3» takes the raw data 

through successive deconvolutions and corrections to the final fixed-

onentation excitation functions of the (1,1,1) and (2,1,2) NjO reactants. 

Sterlc opacity functions at a few selected collision energies are derived for 

both J states. Two model opacity functions are compared with the experimental 

data and we estimate an angle-dependent barrier to reaction using a simple 

kinetic line-of-centers model [18-21]. The basic features and implications of 

the excitation functions are discussed in Part ^. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

Since most of the apparatus is described in detail in a series of past 

publications [6-12] we outline here only the recent changes and improvements. 

Fig. 3 shows schematically the three main components of the Nijmegen crossed-

beam focusing machine: the hexapole oriented NjO beam, an effusive Ba beam and 

the chemiluminescence detection system. The original rectangular collimators 

above the Ba oven have been changed to circular openings positioned to give a 

beam divergence of 3°, thus a diameter of t mm at the scattering center, 58 mm 

from the oven orifice. Collimator cs in Fig. 3 limits the locased t¡20 beam to 

2 mm in diameter at the crossing zone, yielding a scattering volume, Д , of 

roughly 2x2x4 mnH. 

A polaroid sheet placed in the optics train determines the polarization of 

the BaO emission [11]. Because we vary the collision energy over a wide range 

it is most convenient to measure the polarization with a three-point rotation 

scheme [24] that provides the magnitude and angle of polarization. 

Polarization effects are explicitly treated in a subsequent paper [25]. In 

this study the collected chemiluminescent intensities correspond to the total 

yield of light and are averaged over all possible directions of polarization. 

To analyze the chemiluminescence spectrum generated with oriented 

reactants [12] the polarization filter is replaced by a series of bandpass and 

colored glass cut-off filters. "Favorably" oriented reactions produce a more 

red-shifted spectrum than "unfavorably" oriented reactions. The bialkali 

cathode of our photomultiplier (EMI 9893B) is less sensitive in the red, 

requiring an enhancement of the "favorable" signal over the "unfavorable". 
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Figure 3. Schematic view of the Nijmegen oriçntation machine; sizes are in mm. The 

following abbreviations are used: so: heated quartz NjO source, ρ=Π0 um; 2 skimmers, 

P.-0.78 mm, p
2
=1.75 mm; ss: electric hexapole state selector; gf: guiding field plates; ch: 

chopper; cs : collimator scattering chamber, p=2.0 mm; ef : extra field; hf: harp orientation 

field plates; c: 3 circular collimaters spaced 7.5 mm apart, p
4
 = 5.0 mm, p..=p =2.0 mm; o: 

barium oven, T=-1000 K; l^ljj: lens-system, f=1.5; p: polaroid sheet; prat: photomultiplier; cd: 

collimator detector chamber, p="2.0 mm; io: ionizer; qmf: quadrupole mass filter; pm: particle 

multiplier. The inset shows details of the scattering chamber collimator. 



Tnese corrections are described in Section 3-2.2. 

The procedure for varying the collision energy is similar to our previous 

unonented study [9] except the velocity selector is not used on tr.e ̂ 0 bedm. 

Leaving the Ba oven constant at 1000 K, the NjO velocity is varied by changing 

the nozzle temperature and composition of the carrier gas. Only two gas 

mixtures are needed to cover the 0.08 - 0.17 eV range: 10Ï N20/90? Ar (heated 

in steps from 220C to 1750C) and 10? Ы20/ч5% hr/45% He (heated in steps from 

22
0
C to 200

o
C). By heating the quartz nozzle for the ^O/Ar mixture to 175

0
C 

velocity overlap with the room temperature N^O/Ar/He mixture is achieved. 

Heating of the source has the beneficial effect of increasing the П2=1 bending 

mode population and the J=2 population. The focusing curve, i.e. the focused 

beam intensity measured by the quadrupole mass filter (Fig. 3) plotted versjs 

the hexapole voltage reflects the ^ O rotational temperature and velocity [6]. 

As explained in previous studies [6,9] in collecting such a focusing curve the 

collimator, cs, in front of the scattering zone is temporarily replaced by a 

circular diaphragm, cd (2 mm p), in front of the mass detector (see Fig. 3). 

Focusing curves for the Ν-,Ο/Ar beam using 22
0
C and 150

o
C nozzle temperatures 

are shown in Fig. 4. The extractea rotational temperatures are 3.0 К and 6.8 К 

respectively. At source temperatures above 100
o
C the stagnation pressure, PQ, 

is raised to 500 torr for the J=1 state. This provides a higher intensity and 

even better cooling of the beam. For the J-2 state the focused intensities 

observed at PQ - 300 torr and 500 torr are about the same. The increase of 

beam intensity due to the raise of stagnation pressure turns out to be 

counteracted by the depopulation of the J=2 state due to increased rotational 

cooling. Even at the higher nozzle temperature complete separation of the J=1 

and J=2 states is found. Improved alignment of the hexapole and beam axis 

also eliminates the previously observed [9] "dip" in the modulated beam 

signal. 

Turning now to orientation of the state-selected N^O beam we describe the 

guiding and "harp" orientation fields and the special construction of the 

diaphragm shown in position in front of the scattering chamber in Fig. 3. The 

guiding plates consists of two metal plates (20 mm wide) having a total length 

of 1 m. Between the hexapole and the collimator, cs, the plates are spaced 

20 mm apart. Because the N2O beam is well defined at cs, the plates between 

the collimator and the harp orientation field are spaced 10 mm apart. The 

voltage on these smaller spaced plates is divided by two to obtain the same 

electric field strength as between the wider spaced plates. 
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Figure 4. Focusing curves of a 10Í ^O/Ar mixture. The enhancement of the 

intensity on the mass detector, ΔΙ, by focusing with the hexapole divided by 

the intensity of the non-state-selected (V = 0 kV) beam, IQ, is displayed as a 

function of the hexapole voltage, V, on a logarithmic scale for two soarce 

temperatures at a stagnation pressure of 300 torr. The (J,Î,,M) values of 

individual resolved rotational states are labeled. 
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The diaphragm, es, in front of the scattering region Is made of two metal 

plates each containing half of the diaphragm. The two plates are mounted 5 mm 

apart in such a way that the NoO beam "sees" a hole of 2 mm in diameter. The 

upper plate of the diaphragm is electrically connected to the upper guiding 

plate and the lower diaphragm plate to the lower guiding plate thus 

maintaining an electric field inside the diaphragm. 

bach harp plate is made from 21 parallel wires (p = 0.1 mm) spaced 1.5 mm 

apart over a 30x36 mm
2
 rectangle, viewed from above in the lower portion of 

Fig. 5. The two harps are spaced 9.0 mm apart equidistant from the scattering 

plane. Also shown is the reaction volume, defined by the 2 mm ρ focused NjO 

beam and the 1 mm ρ upwards pointing Ba beam. A resistor network connecting 

the fields is designed to vary the angle between E and ν during the 

experiment. Two resistors, Rĵ  (see Fig. 5), connect each end of the field 

plates, while the field pins themselves are connected by 1.0 ΜΩ series 

resistors, R//. To avoid high field gradients the front end (facing the ^ 0 

source) is at ground, and applying typically -36ОО V, ground or +36ОО V 

(|E|-1135 V/cm) at the opposite corner of the harps select the "favourable", 

"random" and "unfavorable" collision geometries. To suppress the difference 

between the two harps Rĵ  is shortened. By making Rĵ  =» « one obtains "side-

on", E J. ν , because both harps act as condensator plates (see Fig. 5). The 

entire harp assembly is tilted 33° from the NpO beam to match E with ν at 

0.10 eV collision energy. Small corrections for the mismatch of E and ν at 

other collision energies are described in Section 3.2.3. The upper portion of 

Fig. 5 plots the calculated field voltages (compared to an ideal flat plate 

condensator) present at the center of the NpO beam (i.e. half-way between the 

two harp plates) for E -L ν and E // to ν . The electric field is calculated 

by solving (matrix inversion) the line charges on infinitely long wires from 

the relation between the voltage, the capacity and the line charges of the 

wires [26]. The total electric field is found by a summation over all the 

line charge contributions of each separate wire. As expected, the E -L ν case 

(one plate at V, the other at ground) is nearly homogeneous with only a small 

fall-off at the edges of the assembly. For positions closer to one of the 

plates (not shown) oscillations due to the discrete wire structure start to 

show up weakly. With Ït+v (or Et+v ) the calculated field strengths at the 

scattering region (shown as the shaded region in the lower panel) are near 

ideal (E c a l c - 0.943 E a p p l l e d , where E a p p l l e d is defined as V divided by the 
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length of harp field, 3 cm, see Fig. 5). This correction factor is used m 

Section 3.2.^ to quantitatively model the Stark-effect uncoupling of the i-

doubllng in the oriented n2=1,J=
:
1 and П2=1 ,J"2 states. 

Without taking precautions the applied field strength would drop to zero 

between the guiding field and the entrance of the harp field. To maintain a 

field a single plate, ef, is inserted between the guiding plates and 

orientation field, having the same potential as the upper guiding plate, but 

tilted to give an electric field parallel to the orientation electric field. 

E(harpfield) j E (condensa tor) 

Figure 5. The calculated electric 

field of the harp plates parallel 

or perpendicular to ν at the 

center of the ^ O beam divided by 

the electric field of an ideal flat 

plate condensator. At the lower 

part a schematic view of the harp 

field is given. The wires 

(p = 0.1 mm) spaced 1.5 mm apart 

are represented by the dots. Each 

wire is connected by a resistor, 

V/ 1.0 Ma, and the plate ends by 

a resistor, R^, whose value 

determines the angle between E and 

ν . The two harp fields are spaced 

9.0 mm apart. The scattering 

region is shown by the shaded area. 

See text for more discussion. 

Finally, the experimental procedure is as follows. First the Ba oven is 

heated slowly (in 1V
2
 hour) from room temperature to 1000 K. Then the ^ 0 beam 

is generated and the nozzle temperature and hexapole voltage are set to focus 

the desired state at the scattering center. For each orientation 

chemiluminescence is measured alternately at 2.5 Hz with the hexapole 

"wobbled" on-line with the beam axis (focused beam plus background signal) and 
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off-line (background only). A digitial lock-in (5C1 Brookdeal) subtracts on-

and off-axis signals to give the focused-only signal. The orientation 

measurements are done for two different series; (i) "favorable, random, 

unfavorable, unfavorable, random, favorable", and (li) the "random" replaced 

by a "side-on" orientation. During the measurements the orientation field is 

kept at 113b V/cm and the guiding field at 300 V/cm. Each orientation is 

measured 100 times with a 2 sec counting time yielding a total measuring time 

of 200 sees and each series is repeated 3 times. All individual 2 sec 

measuring points are stored on a floppy disc. Averaged values and eror bars of 

the total of 600 points for each orientation are obtained after rejecting 

individual 2 sec points outside 2 standard deviations. At a given 

translational energy each measurement is repeated at least 2 times, yielding a 

total measuring time of 3 hours. The two series are normalized to each other 

by the "favorable" (strongest signal) orientation. Typical counting rates are 

200 counts/sec. A minicomputer (Apple lie) processes the digital lock-in 

signal and switches the appropriate voltages on the harp field and guiding 

plates. The guiding plates also change polarity as the orientation field 

switches from + to - (or - to +), to maitain symmetry with respect to the 

extra field plate between the guiding plates and the orientation field. 

3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

3.1. The chemiluminescent intensity as a function of orientation 

and translational energy for npH.J»! and np^l.J^ 

The main data, collected with the procedures described in Section 2, of 

relevance to this paper are given in Fig. 6. For purpose of normalization the 

photomultiplier counts, I(cosY
n
), belonging to a specified orientation are 

divided by the counts, IQ, obtained for "random" orientation. This ratio 

I(cosY
n
)/lQ is plotted versus the average translational energy, E

t r
, of the 

colliding reactants for the n
2
=1,J=1 and п

г
=1,J=2 states of the NjO molecule. 

E
t
 is calculated from: 

hr - h{vK20
 +

 ^ В а ^
 W i t h μ = шВа\0/ітЪа +

 ^ O
5 ( 3 ) 

The value of ^
 0
 as a function of the source temperature, T

a
, and beam 
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Figure 6. Direct steric data. The measured chemiluminescent intensity, 

I(CÖSY 0) with here cösï = cöse<vr-Ê>, of "favorable" (cösY = 1/2 or 1/3), 

"side-on" (cösY- = 0) and "unfavorable" (cösY. · -1/2 or -1/3) divided by the 

chemiluminescent intensity of "random" (non-oriented) NpO, IQ, as a function 

of the average translational energy, Etr,, for two NpO rotational states, 

(J,Î,,K) = (1,1,1) and (2,1,2). Smooth curves are drawn through the data 

points. The measurements were done at field strengths of Eu--^ - 1135 V/cm 

a n d Eguiding - 300 V/cm CV g u l d i n g = 600 V). 
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composition is obtained from the ratio of hexapole voltages, V (= voltage 

between neighboring rods) as 

v., „(TJ - -
 1 

'N
2
O

v
's' 

ν (1 =22
0
C) v

N
2
O

w
s ' 

V(T
s
) 

V(T =22
0
C) 

s 

2 

(4) 

where v
N
^

0
(T

s
=»22

o
C) = 556 m/s for 10Ï N20/90ï Ar has been measared earlier [9] 

with a slotted disk velocity selector. For comparison also the value 

VN o^ Ts = 2 2° c^ f o r 10* N2 0 / i 4 5' 6 Ar/45% He obtained with this procedure together 

with the relevant beam temperatures and speed ratios are listed in Table 1 . 

Assuming an effusive Ba beam one calculates for a Maxwell Boltzmann 

distribution at TBa=1000 К the most probable velocity, a
B a
, yielding 

<v2
a
> - (4/,)a2

a
 « v 2

a
> * - 392 m/s). 

Table 1. Beam conditions at a stagnation pressure PQ = 300 

torr and source temperature Τ = 22°C. 

Mixture 

10? Ν
2
0/90ϊ Ar 

10Ϊ N20/45í Ar/U5í He 

Vg [m/s] 

556 

702 

S 

14.3 

16.2 

т
// С« 

Ч.0±0.5 

5.0±0.5 

T
rot С « 

3.0±0.5 

И.0±0.5 

The statistical error bars of K C O S Y . J / I Q are shown in Fig. 6 only when 

they are larger than the size of the symbols (± 0.02). This is the case only 

for the J=2 state, because of its weaker focused beam intensity (see Section 2 

and Fig. 4). 

Systematic errors induced by the detection system must also be considered. 

By measuring the chemiluminescence intensity with a variable ins at the 

intermediate image point of our collection optics we confirm the majority of 

emission is from the 2x2x4 mm^ scattering volume, indicating a predominant 

sensitivity to the short-lived (τ - 350 nsec) Α Σ* BaO state. At the measured 

[22] BaO recoil velocity, BaO produced in the longer-lived (τ · 9 ysec) А И 

state will travel -3 nun within one fluorescence lifetime [23]. These longer-

lived states are thus more likely to leave the detector field-of-view before 

emitting. We have also found that the steric effect does not depend on the 
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size of the ins. At a viewing area of 2 mm in diameter the same steric effect 

is measured as at a 6 mm in diameter viewing area at E
tr
, =• 0.10 eV. 

3.2. Instrumental corrections and deconvol'itions to transform 

intensities into cross sections. 

To determine most accurately the actual excitation function for oriented 

NpO and the orientation effect for the П2=1 .JH and П2=1 ,J"
,
2 states, several 

translational energy and orientation dependent deconvolJtions and corrections 

of the experimental data presented in Fig. 6 are necessary. First in 

Section 3.2.1 <σ, (E.. ) . > is deconvoluted from the wide Boltzmann 
hv tr random 

velocity distribution of the effusive Ba beam to yield a. (E,. ) . . Then 

hv tr random 

<o. (E,. ). > and <o
1
. (E,. ) , > are deconvoluted for the velocity spread to 

hv tr fav hv tr unfav
 J K 

yield excitation functions versus E
t r
. In Section 3.2.2 the chemiluminescent 

intensity is corrected for polarization [25] to yield the total 

chemiluminescent intensity. Furthermore, correction is needed for the spectral 

response of the bialkali photomultiplier. This is carried out in this section 

from measurements [12] of the wavelength dependence of the steric effect at 

two translational energies. In Section 3.2.3 the Legendre moments are 

•+ •* -*• 

extracted and corrected for misalignment between ν and E due to the v-

velocity spread by using the deconvoluted excitation functions for a 

"favorable" and "unfavorable" orientation. Then finally in Section 3.2.1) the 

odd moments of the steric effect are corrected for their lack of saturation at 

the applied harp electric field strength. From these corrected Legendre 

moments the deconvoluted total cross section for a "favorable", "side-on" and 

"unfavorable" orientation divided by the cross section of a "random" 

orientation is obtained as a function of E
t
 . 

3.2.1. The effects of kinetic averaging on the excitation function 

Considering the high speed ratio (Table 1 ) of the ^ 0 beam and the 

additional velocity narrowing by fine tuning the hexapole voltage (Fig. Ό it 

is reasonable to deconvolute <σ (E. ).>, with ι being a "favorable", "random" 

or "unfavorable" orientation, for only the velocity spread of the effusive Ba 

beam. The <o. (E,. ).> is calculated by numerical integration (in 16000 steps) 
hv tr ι 

over E^r, of с (E.. ) (from 0.0 eV to 0.1 eV): 
tr hv tr 
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<ah (E^J) = ^ (5) 
nv tr 1 Œ, 

[ ν f(E
D
 )(m

n
 /y)dE. J г Ba Ba tr 

E . 
min 

where f(Eg
a
) is the Maxwell Boltzmann distribution of the translational energy 

of the Ba atoms at Τ » 1000 К, Eg
a
 =

 l
4m

R
 vi: thus the collision energy, E

t
 , 

is simply given by E =
 1
^1

JV
M η

 + E
B

 v/mBa' M
i

n l m a l
 collision energy occurs 

for E
B a
 = 0, i.e. E

m l n
 - V2\iv?, . The (m

Ba
/y) term comes from a change in 

integration variable from E
B a
 to E

tr
,. The denominator of Eq. 3 is simply the 

average relative velocity. 

To recover с (E,. ) _, first a smooth curve (Fig. 5a of [9]) has been 
hv tr random 

drawn through the experimental points, which posseses a threshold energy of 

E
t h
 = 0.0 eV and at its low energy side is extrapolated according to o

h
 -

(E
t r
 - E

t h
)

2
/E

t r
 from [19]. Then this smoothed curve is taken as input for 

σ. (E. ) . to calculate with Eq. 5 <σ, (E. ) . >. Thereafter a new 
hv tr random

 H
 hv tr random 

с,. (Е^ ) ^ is constructed by multiplying the "old" o,_ (E.. ) . with 
hv tr random

 J K J β
 hv tr random 

о,. (E^ ) . /<σ. (E. ) . >. Above a translational energy of 0.10 eV the 
hv tr random hv tr random ^ 

result of this integration agrees well with the experimental data. At 0.09 eV 

the maximum is at the right height but the calculated <σ. (E. )_ . > curve 

hv tr random 

does not drop below 0.09 eV. By choosing E
t h
 » 0.02 eV, which falls between 

0.0 eV and 0.01 eV with the lower value favored by [9] and 0.01 eV by [32], 

and a higher maximum for σ. (E. ) . (middle dotted curve in Fig. 7) the 

hv tr random 
result for <σ,_ (E.. ) . > (middle solid curve in Fig. 7) agrees within the 

hv tr random 

error bars with the experimentally observed data [9]. Functions more sharply 

peaked and extrapolated to higher thresholds also fit the data adequately. 

This procedure remains rather insensitive for the actual threshold, because 

the crossed beam geometry (which gives a lowest integration value 
E
min "

 0 · 0 ^ 4 e V a t E
tr

 = 0
·

0 8 e V
)

 d o e s n o t Probe E
tr "

 0 e V
· 

The excitation functions of a "favorable" and "unfavorable" orientation 

are obtained by multiplying <σ
1
. (E. ) . > with the measured ratios of J f J a

 h v
4 tr random 

Fig. 6. Between 0.054 eV and 0.08 eV and at translational energies higher than 
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(J,l,M)= (2,1,2) 

1 
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Etr(eV) 

Figure 7. The measured (solid line), <oh (
E
tr)i

>> a n d deconvoluted (dotted 

line), a. (E )., chemiluminescent excitation functions for "favorable" (upper 

curve), "random" (middle curve) and "unfavorable" (lower curve) collision 

geometries for the J=1 and J-2 rotational states of the bending mode, П2=1, of 

NpO. The interpolated and extrapolated portions as well as the experimental 

points are from ref. [9]. For the deconvoluted excitation function of a 

"random" orientation a threshold energy of E th 
0.02 eV is used. The 

calibration of the chemiluminescent cross section is taken from our previous 

results [9]. 
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0.165 eV for the J=1 state and 0.12^ eV for the J-2 state the values are 

extrapolated from Fig. 6. For the next step as with the "random" orientation, 

<σ. (E. ) > is deconvol ited for the "favorable" and 'unfavorable" 
hv tr ι 

orientations. After comparing the ratio of o
u
 (E,. ) of a "favorable" or 

hv tr ι 

"unfavorable" orientation and σ. (E. ) . it is found that within '\ .5% the 

hv tr random 

deconvoluted ratios are the same as the experimentally plotted ratios in 

Fig. 6. The conclusion from this calculation is that the ordinate E
t
 in 

Fig. 6 may simply be replaced by E
tr
,. 

3.2.2. Deconvolution of the total chemiluminescent yield for its bpectral 

and polarization dependence 

As mentioned previously, both the polarization and spectral features of 

the chemiluminescence are found to depend on the initial collision geometry. 

At two collision energies, 0.105 eV and 0.162 eV, the emission spectrum 

generated by "favorable", "random" and "unfavorable" collisions of Ba with NjO 

molecules in the ПрИ,J=1 state has been analyzed [12]. After correcting for 

the photomultiplier spectral response the total signal ratios IJ-^/IQ and 

I
u n f

.
a v
/I

0
, change by factors of 1.02 and 0.92 repectively, at 0.105 eV and by 

1.03 and 0.94 at 0.162 eV with an estimated error of 3%. We correct the data 

of Fig. 6 (J=1 state) by linear interpolation or extrapolation of these 

measured factors. 

The chemiluminescence polarization for the J=1 state has been measured 

over the whole collision energy range of Fig. 6 [25]. "Favorable" reactions 

are found to produce light strongly polarized parallel to ν while 

"unfavorable" reaction products are much less polarized [11]. By viewing at 

right angles to ν the detector "misses" one of the perpendicular components, 

effectively overdetecting the "favorable" yield and underdetecting the 

"unfavorable" yield. This correction has the opposite (but not quite 

cancelling) effect as the wavelength correction. The deconvoluted 

polarizations [25], Pĵ  (corrected for the effusive Ba beam velocity spread, P^ 

is always within 8$ of <P
i
>), are used in

 l
'

t o t
( E

t r
)

i
 - (1 -

 p

i

/
3 ) o

h v
( E

t r
)

i
 to 

find the corrected total signal ratios I ^ I Q = » ^ ( Ε ^ / ο ^ ί Ε ^ ) ^ ^ . On 

the average, the change in I^^/IQ is less than 1$ (lowered) while
 I

u
n
f

a v

/ I
o 

is raised by less than 2%. For the J-2 state due to its weak signal both the 

chemiluminescent spectrum and polarization could not be measured. 
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3.?.3. Deconvolution of vectorial quantities 

In the deconvolutions used so far the actual signals corresponding to the 

"favorable" and "unfavorable" collisions have been treated as scalars. Vector 

corrections in directional properties such as induced by imperfectly aligned 

orientation fields are conveniently and accurately handled in terms of the 

moments of the experimental orientation signals instead of the signal levels 

themselves. The selected state ((1,1,1) or (2,1,2)) is characterized by its 

value of cose and P...(cosY0) , the probability distribution of cosyQ (similar 

to Eq. 1), but now related to the situation cosY. = i. In order to extract 

information about the unknown otcosï.) from the measured o(cosY0=i) one 

expands o(cosYn) in a Legendre series [27]: 

o(cosTn) = Σ ο Ρ (cosYn
)

(
 (6) 

о
 n

 η η O l 

The chemiluminescent cross sections, u(cosïn=l) of a "favorable", "side-on", 

"random" and "unfavorable" orientation are related to the chemiluminescent 

cross section for a single initial angle-of-attack oicosY.) as follows [27]: 

o(cosY0=i) = ƒ a(co3Yc|)PJ)lJ(cosY0)idcosT0 (7a) 

Inserting Eq. 6 into Eq. 7a yields: 

o(côsYn=i) = l о <P (COSY )> (7b) 

υ
 n

 η η ο ι 

Since the spatial distribution of the molecular reactant axis, l·, for the 

selected state (J.l.M) posseses azimuthal symmetry around E, one can apply the 

addition theorem of Legendre polynomials [15]. P(cosY
0
) is seperately averaged 

over cose and ν -Ê [27]: 

<P (C037n)>. - <P (соэ )><Р (ν ·Ε)> (8) 

η 0 1 η η Г 1 

Inspection of Eq. 8 shows that ν - Ê mismatch of orientation ι is taken 

account by the term <P
n
(v ·Ε)>.. Insertion of Eq. 8 into Eq. 7b leads to the 

final result: 
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o(cosY 0 -i) = Ζ ση<Ρη(οο3θ)><Ρη(νΓ > ·Ε)> 1 (9a) 

with 

<P (соз )> - ƒ Ρ (соз )Р
т
„
T
(cos8)dcose 

η η JxJ 2η+1 
(9b) 

and 

ƒ Ρ (ν - Ε ) ^ (Ε,. ).ν f(E
D
 )(т

п
 /v)dE^ ' η r hv tr ι r Ba Ba

 H
 tr 

<P (ν ·Ε)>, 
η r i 

(9c) 

^ " h v ^ t r ^ V ^ B a ^ ^ a
7
^ ^ 

E . 
min 

where the C
n
 (see Eq. 2a) are calculated from [27] and the values of 

<P (соз )> for the (1,1,1) and (2,1,2) states are given in Table 2. The 

values of <Ρ_(ν ·Ε)>( are different for a "favorable" and an "unfavorable" 
II Г *· 

orientation because the deconvoluted excitation function of a "favorable" 

orientation is more strongly peaked as for an "unfavorable" orientation (see 

Fig. 7). о are experimental numbers, extracted from the measured "favorable", 

"unfavorable", and "random" signal levels, I, as: 

2<Р
1
(соз )> 

fav unfav 
(10a) 

S 

a
 ϋ

0 

(10b) 

2<P-(cos9)><P
0
(v •Ê)> 

2 2 r a 

I, + I , fav unfav 
(10c) 

where a1 is the anisotropy of reaction, S corrects for the saturation 

dependence (Section 3.2.Ό, <P (cose)> for the average orientation angle 

(Table 2) and <P ($ •Ê)> being the average value of a "favorable" and 
η r a 
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"unfavorable" orientation, <P (γ •!)> - '/,[<? (̂  •Ê)>i. + <P (̂  •&)> „ ] 
η r a

 2
 η r fav η r unfav 

For the J-1 state the values of <P
1
(v ·£)>, range from 0.985 at Ë,. = 0.080 eV 

to 0.973 at Ë = 0.165 eV, and for <P2(vr-Ê)> from 0.956 to 0.923. For the 

J=2 state the values for <P (ν ·Ε)> (with η=·1 or 2) turned out to differ only 

η r a 

0.3Ϊ from the values for the J=1 state. As seen from Eq. 2 and 9 the (1,1,1) 

state contains only three moments, σ
η
, σ

1
 and σ

?
, thus only three 

measurements, If
a v
,
 I

unfav
 a n c l

 *0
 a r e n e e d e c : l t 0

 fully probe the basic 

(orientation and alignment) reaction anisotropy. 

Table 2. <P
n
(cos9)> calculated from Eq. 9b. For the (1,1,1) and (2,1,2) 

state <P
n
(cose)> » 0 for η > 2 and η > 1 respectively. 

(J,Î,,M) <Р
0
(соз )> <Р

1
(соз )> <P

2
(cose)> <Р

3
(соз )> <Рі

)
(соз )> 

(1.1.1) 1 1/2 1/10 о о 

(2.1.2) 1 1/3 -1/7 -1/7 -2/63 

The (2,1,2) state, however, has five moments, σ
π
 - σ,,. The І^

а
 + I

u n
f

a v 

combination (and also ^sKje-on^ probes the even moments, o- and au, while 

'''fav ~ ^unfav
 t h e oc

'^ moments, σ
1
 and σ,. The five moments can not be 

determined independently so two approaches are used to solve this problem In 

our first approach we ascribe all differences in the J=1 and J»2 results to 

the first (and strongest) moments σ. and a?. We simply Ignore σ, and Ои. One 

piece of evidence that this is reasonable is that by including the o¡, moment 

in the calculation which relates "side-on" and "random" we find a dlscrepency 

which is not there if we ignore σ̂ .. 

A second piece of evidence for rejecting a¡, is that it yields an 

unphysical high value of σ^/ο« - -2.0 ± 1.0 (compare with the results of 

Section 3.6). Furthermore, <Р
1
|(соз )> is small compared to the other moments 

(see Table 2). 

The second approach follows the one used in the Rb + СН-Д study [27] which 

assumes each rotational state reacts the same and that different (J,5,,M) 

states just probe different parts of the opacity function. Thus σ./σ« is 
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expected to be the same for J=-1 and J=2 and the difference in the J-1 and J=2 

results is due to the higher moment o./u.. We thus solve ο,/σ« via: 

a
3 I f a V

 "
 I u n f a v

 - 2<Р
1
(со

3
 )> ^ 1 

h 1 0
0 

MOd) 

and 

σ
3 1

 e

 a
3 

<P
3
(v

r
-E)>

a 

S -̂ - (10e) 

after plugging in the J=1 value for a^ÖQ. For the J=2 state the values of 

<P-(v ·Ε)> range from 0.920 at Ë = 0.081 eV to 0.869 at Ë = 0.124 eV. In 

this approach σ̂  can be calculated by plugging in the J-1 value of ο,/σ
η
. 

Because of the aforementioned reasons this last substitution seems 

unrealistic. This second approach may argued to be invalid for Ba + NpO since 

we have found that the J=2 state around 0.09 eV translational energy is 20Í 

more reactive [9] (i.e. σ. is different) as the J=1 state. In other words, if 

σ. is different then σ. and σ
?
 are likely to be different. Some other contra 

evidence to the validity of the second treatment will be discussed in Section 

3.2.5. 

It is useful to express reactivity results by either of these Legendre 

polynomial based approaches because i-doubling affects the odd moments only. 

Mixing of + and - M does not change alignment while it diminishes the 

orientation. We model the î,-doubling for the J-1 state quite succesfully by 

calculating o. for partially mixed states (next section). The σ. and σ^ 

moments show the same theoretical saturation behaviour. Our analysis brings 

the odd moments up to full scale by extrapolating to the situation where 

saturation is achieved. 

3.2.4. Corrections for saturation of ¿-decoupling 

Accepting that state-selection by the hexapole fields is complete, as 

evinced by the focusing curve (Fig. 4), questions remain on the purity of 

(J,!,M) of NpO as it passes the lower voltage guiding and orientation fields, 

transferring M to the laboratory and center-to-center collision frame. It is 

P? 



possible to experimentally confirm that the applied field strengths are high 

enough to maintain state selection (practically, just M is in doubt), by using 

the reaction itself to probe the average precession angle of the molecular 

axis, i.e. by determining the reactive anisotropy, a /σ
η
 as a function of the 

applied voltage. Mixing, or "flips" of +M and -M, transitions M •» M - 1 , or 

misalignment of E with ν drive the "favorable" and "unfavorable" reactivities 

towards the unoriented signal, IQ. Full retention of the orientation for a 

(J,Î,,M) state can be checked experimentally by the appearance of (or approach 

to) a maximum reactive anisotropy with increasing applied voltage on the 

guiding or orientation fields. This behavior can be predicted from the known 

N2O molecular parameters as shown previously [8] and in more detail in this 

section. "Flips" are avoided by smooth overlaps of the different fields [19]. 

Mixing of ±M U-doubling) is the main rotational coupling effect in N2O [28] 

at zero applied fields. Stark splitting uncouples this Ä-doubling effect [28] 

to a "saturation" limit where pure (J,i.,M) states are recovered. Since the 

high field strength of the hexapole assembly ensures complete uncoupling of 

Ä-doubling, the orientation field voltage must be high enough to retain this 

uncoupling. 

"Heads" and "tails" orientations are mixed by 5,-doubling, while at 

fields £ 100 V/cm alignment remains unaffected. As shown in [28], for E < 100 

V/cm hyperfine couplings start to dominate the Stark-effect and lead for the 

focused NpO molecules, just as for NO in [6], to essentially isotropic 

distributions of the molecular axis (at E - 5 V/cm). High voltages are 

required to saturate the orientation moment, while alignment terms are already 

fully saturated. Stark-effect uncoupling of i,-doubling in NjO for the 

orientation moment, <соз >, follows from calculating the expectation value of 

cose for a two-level model [29]: 

<соз > = m 
J(J+1 ) 

x
d

( J )
 ? 

t,
Stark 

ЛМ 
J(J+1) 

(11) 

where the λ .(J) λ .J(J+1) term is the i-doubled splitting energy, λ. 11 .875 

MHz for N2O (n
2
=1) [28] and E

s t a r
|

<
 the Stark splitting energy, E

s t a r
|

<
 · 

[Ï,M/J(J + 1 )]μ Ε (μ = 0.173 D [28]. Comparing at a given <соз > the 

(J,!,,M) - (1,1,1) and (2,1,2) states, E
h a r p 

larger than E
h a
 for the J=1 state. 

for a J-2 state must be 4.5 times 
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Fig. 8 illustrates the effects of too low guiding field voltages on a./σ
η
. 

Here the orientation fields are near saturation (for the N^O П2=1 ,J=1 state 

reactant), forcing uncoupling of i-doubling. Below -200 V on the guiding field 

plates (-600 V for J=2) a significant drop in a./Of, is seen. At 

buiding "
 0 V t h e r e

 remains
 a n

 appreciable orientation effect. Inspection of 

Fig. 3.5 of [28] shows that the F=0, F=2, F-1 and F=-2 states of the upper λ 

level connect uniquely to states which exhibit at high E the strongest 

positive Stark-effect. Thus part of the orientation is conserved even for 

switched-off guiding fields. 

OI/OQ
 —
' 1 ' 1 ' 1 ' г 

Eir=0105eVl 

f Ï 

(1.1.1) 

, !—t— ' — t — U 7 

j-r' иг Л 
(2,1.2) 

0 I 1 L J ι L 
iOO 600 800 

Vguidmg field ( V ) 

Figure 8. The anisotropy of 

reaction,
 a

i
/
<'r,>

 f o r t h e t w 0 

rovibrational states of Ν,Ο as a 

function of the voltage on the 

guiding plates. Smooth curves are 

drawn through the experimental 

points. The guiding plates are 

spaced 2 cm apart, thus 

E
guiding -

 0
·

5 v
guiding·

 D u r i n
e 

this measurement the field strength 

on the harp plates was kept at 

1135 V/cm. 

Eq. 11 allows a quantitative prediction of the orientation field voltage 

dependence of a /o
n
: 

<cos9> 
σ
0
 σ

0 

m 
J(J+1 ) 

lls-1 (12) 

where OI./OQ is the saturation corrected anisotropy of reaction. Fig. 9 shows 

the measured a./o» as a function of the electric field at Ë • 0.10 eV for 1 0 tr 
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the J=1 and J=2 states and the calculated behavior, fitted by a least-squares 

computer routine through the experimental data. For the J-1 state reaction 

bq. 12 gives an asymptotic oi./o
0
 (i.e. "saturation'^corrected) value of 

О.ЭЧЦ ± 0.006, and an excellent fit to the data. Using the same procedure and 

parameters for the J=2 data yields an extrapolated a,/an oí 1 .38 ± O.OI4 with a 

less satisfactory (but acceptable) fit through the data. From an earlier 

measurements of the J-1 orientation dependence on the collision energy at 
Eha = 694 V/cm and the measurements of Fig. 6 at E h a r D =1135 V/cm it is 

confirmed that the ratio of S./OQ at these two field strength does not depend 

on the translational energy. S (at E h a =1135 V/cm) of Eq. 12 yields 

1.109 ± 0.007 and 2.38 + 0.06 for the J=1 and J=2 state respectively. 

αι/θο 

1500 

E (V/cm) 

Figure 9. Saturation curves of 

the amsotropy of reaction, a./aQ, 

as a function of the calculated 

electric field of the harp plates 

for the two rovibrational states of 

N
2
0. The solid curves fitted 

through the experimental points 

using Eq. 12, have asymptotic 

values of α,/σ« = 0.944 ± 0.006 for 

J=1 and a/o0 = 1.38 ± 0.04 for J=2 

at £
t r
 = 0.10 eV and E

g u l d i n g
 = 300 

V/cm. The correction factors for 

saturation, S, are 1.109 ± 0.007 

and 2.38 ± 0.06 for J=1 and J=2 

respectively. 
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CbJ т . ' т 

ID 

Ivr-EI 

Figure 10. (a) The chemiluminescent intensity, KcosY ), of an "out-of-

plane" orientation divided by the chemiluminescent intensity of "random" 

(non-oriented) N^O is plotted versus the absolute value of the cosine of the 

"out-of-plane" angle for the two rovibrational states of NpO. 'COSY.' stands 

for the intial angle-of-attack when È // ν . The actual angle-of-attack is 

given by COSY = соз < ·Ε>. (b) The anisotropy of reaction, а./о^ is 

calculated using Eq. 10a. The straight (hand-drawn) lines do not go through 1 

(panel (a)) and 0 (panel (b)) because of a 3° misalignment between Ê and ν . 

The measurements were performed at Ê » 0.10 eV, Eharo "1135 V/cm and 

Eguiding - 300 V/cm. 
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3.¿.5. The chemiluminescent yield dependence of an "out-of-plane" orientation 

Now assuming that (J.i.M) selection is saturated or corrected for in the 

"favorable" and "unfavorable" geometries, a check , whether "random" is fully 

random, is possible. To do this we compare the results for the "side-on" 

geometry (described m the experimental section) with those obtained for the 

"random" case. Inspecting Eq. 9a, I(E J. ν ) differs from the desired IQ by 

^-side-on "
 I
0 ^

1
 ~

 0 , 0
5

 ΰ2'°Γ? ^
1
? · ^)· Independent measurement of Op/Og 

using Ε // ν and Eq. 10c allows this comparison, which agrees almost 

perfectly with the measured ^тНе-оп
 a s 3 h o w n l n fiß· 6. The "side-on" 

orientation is not affected by saturation, because it probes only even 

moments, nor by smearing effects caused by the spread in Vg. because the 

orientation of a "side-on" is perpendicular to Vn . 

The orientation field resistor network (Fig. 5) can also be used to verify 

that the "harp" plates are parallel to the collision plane. By varying R^, E 

can be rotated from "side-on", E -L ν , to "favorable/unfavorable". Fig. 10 

shows the results for an "out-of-plane" orientation for the (1,1,1) and 

(2,1,2) state at E
t r
 = 0.105 eV and a constant electric field strength of 

1135 V/cm to avoid saturation effects. ^-i/Vn 1 з
 extracted using Eq. 10a. The 

initial angle-of-attack is given by COSY » cose<v ·Ε>. Fig. 10 shows that 

within the error bars the dependence upon the "out-of-plane" angle is linear 

and thus dominated by the first moment, ο,,/σ-. The plates are indeed parallel 

to the collision plane within 3°, a mismatch well within the experimental 

error bars, and not further corrected for. 

3.3. The total chemiluminescent cross section as a function of the initial 

angle-of-attack and translational energy for Пр-1,J=1 and nj'I.J
5
^ 

The a
1
/a

n
(E

t r
) and a

?
/o

n
(E

t r
) moments of the excitation function for J»1 

and J»2 are shown in Figs 11, 12 and 13, where in Fig. 13, following the 

second procedure of Section 3.2.3,
 Oo^'3n i s

 added to the analysis. These 

moments are used via Eq. 9a (with <P
n
(v •Ê)>1 = 1 ) to reconstruct the total 

signals I f a v, ^unfav
 а п й I

side-on·
 w h l c l 1 a r e

 shown for both J-state reactants 

in Fig. ΙΊ. If one uses the second approach of Section 3.2.3 for the J=2 

state (adding σ..), the resulting I
f a v

 and I
u n
f

a v
 turn out within the error 
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15 

IO 

05 

-0 5 

(Jl.MMun 

к ̂
І. 

σ,/οο 

i-U. 
^и-, 

t 

It' 

008 010 012 ΟΙΑ 016 oie 

EtríeV) 

Figure 11. The orientation, o./o-, and the alignment, Op/an, dependence for 

the П2=1 ,J=1 state of N
2
0 versus the translational energy, E

tr
,. The moments 

are corrected for velocity smearing effects due to the large spread In v
B
 , 

the wavelength and polarization dependence of the detection system and 

saturation of the σ. moment. The angular dependent line-of-centers potential 

(b) of Fig. 19 is used to calculate the curves (beat fit (b) from Table 4) 

through the experimental points. 
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05 
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-10 

(J,l,M) = (2,112) 

№ш 
У 

Oí/Op 

[02/Op I 

Ρ 06 ΟΙΟ 012 OK 

Etr(eV) 

Figure 12. The same as Fig. 11 but now for the n 2 »1,J=2 s t a t e of N 2 0. The 

moments a re not correc ted for wavelength and p o l a r i z a t i o n dependence, but a r e 

however corrected for smearing e f fec t s by v B a and s a t u r a t i o n . All d i f fe rences 

in J=1 and J»2 are ascr ibed in the f i r s t moments σ1 and σ». The angle 

dependent l i n e - o f - c e n t e r s p o t e n t i a l (e) of Fig . 19 i s used t o c a l c u l a t e the 

curves (best f i t (e) of Table 4) through the experimental p o i n t s . 
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bars to be the same as if one uses o. and o
?
 only. These two approaches differ 

slightly because the σ_ has a bigger correction factor <P
n
(v ·Ε)>. 

Ο,/Οο 

10 

05 

- 0 5 

-10 

05 

-0 5 

-10 

π 1 1 1 г 
[сМоо] 

ч * + + * + + 

ti 

ою 

-i-i 

012 

; Г 
L_ 

f02|OÔ] 

Гоз/Оо] 1 

ок 
Etr(eV) 

Figure 13. The same as Fig. 

12 but now ο 4 /σ η i s included by 

using ο./αη of the J-1 s t a t e 

(Fig. 11) and Op/o,, of the J=2 

state (Fig. 12). The angular 

dependent line of centers po

tential (f) of Fig. 19 is used 

to fit the data. 

The J="2 state is not corrected for detector polarization or wavelength 

sensitivity since information is unavailable on these two (somewhat 

cancelling) effects. For the J=1 state the correction for polarization and 

wavelength sensitivity is always smaller than 9%. For the J=2 state these 

corrections due to the orientation are expected to be smaller because at the 

used orientation field strength the J=2 is 42Í saturated while the J-1 is 90Ϊ 

saturated. The saturation correction (Fig. 9) is dominant (for only the odd 

moments σ./σ« and ο,/σ
0
) for the J=2 state, but much smaller for the J=-1 

state. The average corrections for <P (Φ ·Ε)> are about 2%, for <P (ν ·Ε)> 

about 7Ϊ and for <P-(v ·Ε)> about 12%. Comparing Fig. 6 and 14 the overall 
j r a 
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deconvolutions and known corrections are never greater than 21 % for a J=l 

state and H2% for a J=2 state from the raw If a v, IUnfav
 d a t a · ^^e error bars 

plotted in Fig. 14 have increased mainly because of the wavelength correction 

which introduces an estimated error of 3%· 

O(COSYO)/OO( 

20 -

-i 1 1 r 

15 

10 

05 -

i COSY0î 
• CÖSY 0 = 

Δ COS Yb* 

OCÖSYcr 
V C O S Y 0 = 

" 2 1 
-1/2J 

0 
-1/3J 

»(1.1,1) 

>(2,1,2) 

H-H-H 

ΐ,Β-ί-Β δ-ο-α-Β g-D 

0 08 010 012 OU 016 ош 
Etr(eV) 

Figure 11. Deconvoluted steric data. The caption is the same as in Fig. 6, 

but now the total chemiluminescent cross sections are plotted, calculated from 

Fig. 11 and 12 and Eq. 9a (with <Ρ
η
(Φ ·Ε)> - 1) . The plotted points are 

corrected for velocity smearing effects due to the large spread in Vn
a
 and 

saturation of the σ
1
 moment. The data points belonging to the J-1 state are 

also corrected for the wavelength and polarization dependence of the detection 

system. 
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3.1. Orientation fixed excitation functions for П2=1tJ-1 

Deconvolution of the steric effect in a Legendre expansion (Eq. 6) allows 

the extraction of excitation functions at different angles-of-attack by 

multiplying ^ / O Q
 a n

d
 a2/°o w i t h t h e

 deconvoluted excitation function 

<I
h\)

(E
tr

)
random

 ( = σ
0

) o f F l g
·
 7 a n d U 3 l n g Ec

l·
 6
·
 I n F i

e· ^ excitation 

functions for the J=1 state for three orientations, "heads-on" (COSY = 1), 

"side-on" (cosY
0
 > o) and cosY

0
 = -1/2, are plotted. The pure "heads-on" 

orientation shows a strong energy dependence while for cosY
n
 - -1/2 

orientations the chemilurainescent cross-section is almost independent of E
t
 . 

This strong energy dependence is discussed in Section H. 

Ohv(cOSYo)(Â2) ι г τ ι г 

25 

20 

15 

10 

Ο,Ι,ΜΜΙ,Ι,Ι) 
4COSYo=1 

• cosY0=0 
τ cos-^)=-1'2 

К 
fai V L 
',,'Witts 

J . 
008 010 012 OH 016 01Θ 

Etr(eV) 

Figure 15. Deconvoluted 

steric excitation 

functions for "heads-on" 

(COSYQ = 1 ) , "side-on" 

(cosY
Q
 = 0) and cosy. -

-1/2 for the n
2
-1,J"1 

state of N2O calculated 

from the Legendre 

moments, c-i/op. and θρ/σ
η 

(Fig. 11), Eq. 9a (with 

<Pn(vr-Ê)> - 1) and the 

deconvoluted excitation 

function o h v ( E t r ) r a n d o m 

of Fig. 7. Smooth curves 

are drawn through the 

plotted points. 
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3.5. Stenc opacity functions for n2-1,J=1 and П2=1 ,J=2 

at different translational energies 

In the previous section deconvoluted excitation functions are calculated 

using the Legendre expansion (Eq. 6). One can also calculate directly 

Legendre-based opacity functions, expressed as o(cosY
n
)/o

n(
 as a function of 

the initial angle-of-attack. For the J=1 and J-2 states opacity functions at 

three selected collision energies are shown in Fig. 16. The panels (a), (b), 

and (c) result from the Legendre moments presented in Figs. 11, 12 and 13, 

respectively. The upper panel plots PCcosY.) versus cosY
n
 of the NjO J-1 

reactant. At low translational energy (0.08 eV) the opacity function of the 

J-1 state shows a concave up behavior because σ
?
/σ

η
 is positive. At higher 

energies the curve becomes concave down because σ,,/σ,. has changed sign. The 

orientation effect decreases as the collision energy is increased. For the J-2 

state (panel (b) and (c)) the dependence is always concave down and shows 

almost no energy dependence. For all three panels of Fig. 16 it is observed 

that the chemiluminescence cross section for a pure "heads-on" (cosï - 1) 

divided by the ehemiluminescent cross section for a "random" orientation, 

decreases as the collision energy is increased. For the J=l state the 

truncated (Pn(cosYn) - 0 for η > 2) Legendre based function satisfies the 

criterium of remaining positive (within the error bars) over -1 < cosY < 1. 

Negative reactivity values indicate that higher moments of P(cosY
n
) must be 

determined, i.e. the expansion has not converged. This is the case for the J=2 

state. Ignoring the σ, moment, and assuming the two J states reactions are 

described by separate opacity functions, leads to negative reactivity for the 

more "unfavorable" collision geometries (cosY- < -0.6). The second approach In 

accounting for the σ
4
 moment yields slightly better behaved opacity functions 

as seen in Fig. 16c. Experimental data corrections for the J-2 state are 

dominated by the extrapolation to saturation. A smaller saturation adjustment 

for the odd moments of this state steric reactivity yields acceptable (non-

negative) P(cosY-) functions. 
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Figure 16. Legendre moment based 

steric opacity functions for the 

nj"!|J=1 (panel (a)) and no'liJ=2 

(panels (b) and (c)) states of N2O 

at three selected translational 

energies as a function of the 

intial angle-of-attack. The panels 

(a), (b) and (c) are obtained using 

the Legendre moments of Fig. 11, 12 

and 13 respectively and Eq. 6. At 

the bottom of panel (c) typical 

error bars are plotted for the 

cases studied. 
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3.6. Step and linear opacity functions 

To construct opacity functions which do not go below zero two models are 

tested. The first one is the step function model and has already been used in 

[27] and [30]: 

I(x) „ - I , for χ < χ SI 
step f с 

= 0 for -1 S χ < χ
 ( 1 3 ) 

с 

The second model is the linear model, introduced in [4,31] and also tested in 

[27]: 

l(x)
l l n
 - I

f
[(x-x

0
)/(l-x

c
)] for x

c
 < X Ê1 

(14) 
= 0 for χ S χ

 K ' 
с 

where in both models χ - cosï-, If the reactive intensity for a pure "heads-

on" (x = 1) and xc the cut-off value for the initial angle-of-attack. Both 

models have one adjustable parameter, xc, which is extracted for different 

collision energies in the following analysis. 

In the step function model the value of xc falls between -1 and +1, while 

in the linear model xc can go below -1 . If χ falls between -1 and +1 the 

expressions given in [27] can be used to calculate the moments for both 

models. For x
c
 < -1 , x

0
 is now the extrapolated value where the linear 

function crosses the χ-ахіэ, the following relation [6] is used: 

" η "
1
?

1
 ^

 I ( x
>lin

P
n

( x ) d x ( 1 5 ) 

The results are simple polynomials in x
0
 listed in Table 3 and the first few 

moments are plotted for the two models in Fig. 17. The expressions for σ 

(η =• 1 - 4) as a function of x„ are solved to yield x,, as a function of σ . In 

the upper panel of Fig. 18 the dependence of x
c
 on E

t r
 is plotted by using the 

results of Fig. 11 for J-1 which relates o-/aQ, o~/aQ and E
t r
. Only a few 

points of ^p/CfJiin could be plotted because at elevated E
t r
 σ-,/ο» becomes 

negative, while σρ/σ
0
 for the linear model is always positive (Fig. 17). 
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Figure 17. Relation be

tween the empirical one 

parameter step and linear 

opacity functions and their 

Legendre based moments as a 

function of the cut-off 

angle, Ύ , parameter. Once 

γ is determined from the 
с 

experimental data for the 

lower moments <3-[/an anc
' 

σ
2
/σ

0
 (see Fig. 18) the 

contribution from higher 

moments can be read from the 

graph. The expressions used 

in the calculation of these 

moments are listed in Table 

3. 

Table 3. The Legendre moments as a function of x
c
 calculated from [27] 

and Eq. 15. 
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For J-2 the combination of I
f a v

 - I
u n f a v

 probes the odd moments of a 

Legendre expansion, σ
1
 and o,, and If

a v

 +
 I

u n
f

a v
 the even moments, σ

?
 and o,.. 

To model the experimental data of J-2 the experimental ο./σ« has to be 

compared with ο./σ- - S/TCO./OQ) (see Table 2) of the models and the 

experimental ο /σ
0
 with o2/aQ + 2/9(Ок/о

0
) of the models. In the lower panel 

of Fig. 18 the results for J=2 of Fig. 12 are plotted for both models. Again 

no values for x
0
 could be determined for the even moments of the linear model. 

Although for the step function model the values of x
c
 for σ./σ,. and σ-Ζο« 

are not in perfect agreement with each other, the trend is reproduced. For J-l 

σ,/σ. drops as x_ becomes more negative meaning higher barriers leading to a 

1 0 ^ 

reaction are surmounted as E
t
 is Increased. Fig. 18 can be visualized as a 

"potential" (E
t r
) as a function of cosy.. At a certain translational energy 

the Ba atoms experience a hard wall at a cut-off angle Ύ which becomes larger 

as the collision energy is increased. ο
?
/σ

0
 changes from positive to negative 

as x
c
 is made less positive meaning at low E

t r
 "ends-on" reactions are favored 

versus "side-on" reactions. At higher E
tr
, this effect is reversed. For the J-2 

state of Fig. 12 a different energy dependence is observed. The steric effect 

is almost insensitive to E^-. The two curves of o./o-, and ο
?
/ο

η
 are almost in 

agreement with each other. The linear model predicts larger cut-off angles 

and a dependence on E
t r
 which is stronger than the step function model. 

Although in both the step and linear models x
c
 is largest at the lowest 

collision energy, the dependence on Et- is small. The step ("painted-sphere") 

function provides a slighly better fit to the data than the linear ("shaded-

sphere") function model. The results for o./o,, are, because of the smaller 

error bars, more reliable than the α,/σ- results. A 114° cut-off angle is 

found in the step function model for σ./σ- of the J-1 state at E
t r
 - 0.13 eV. 

Comparing to У - 127° from a linear opacity function [27] of the 

Rb + oriented СН-Л reaction at 0.13 eV collision energy, we find the Ba + N
2
0 

reaction is almost equally sterically hindered. 
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Figure 18. Translational energy dependence of the cut-off angle extracted 

from the experimental data, using simple one-parameter step and linear 

empirical opacity functions. The upper (lower) panel results from Fig. 11 

(12) and the polynomials of Table 3. Smooth curves are drawn through the 

plotted points. 
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3.7. The angle dependent line-of-centers model 

The preceeding Legendre and empirical opacity functions are functions of 

Y
n
, the initial angle-of-attack, which can vary strongly because of impact 

parameter averaging from Ύ , the actual angle-of-attack (see Fig. 1). 

Deviations are largest for large impact parameters and elliptically shaped 

target molecules [21]. In the ADLCM treatment a spherical or elliptical shell 

surrounds the ^ O molecule and collisions by Ba at this shell are evaluated as 

to whether their line-of-centers energy overcomes an empirical angle dependent 

barrier to reaction. In almost all of the fits we assume a two parameter 

V(cosY ), employing a cut-off angle, Y (V(cosY ) = » for COSY < cosY ) and a 
г
 0

c г г с 

slope, V, describing a line that decreases to no barrier to reaction for the 

"favorable" collision approach (cosY ->· 1),V(cosY
n
) - V(1 - C O S Y . ) . 

V(cosY
r
)(eV) 

Figure 19. Optimal activation 

barriers, V(cosY ), as a function 
r 

of the angle-of-attack at reaction, 

Y , from a least square computer 

fit to selected moments of the 

experimental data (all collision 

energies) using the ADLCM. The 

(a) - (f) activation barriers refer 

to the curves shown in Figs. 20, 21 

and 13. The relevant parameters 

are listed in Table 4. 
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In cases where this potential did not give a desired fit a three parameter 

potential was used, γ a constant term V
0
 and a slope V

1
 , V(cosY ) =• V

0
 + 

V^osY.. The shape of the reaction surface surrounding ^ O is also adjustable 

from spherical to elliptical. V(cosY
r
) is our (collision energy Independent) 

one-dimensional (Ύ ) potential surface for reaction. Equally simple, our 

dynamics on this surface is the line-of-centers criterium. At a given 

collision energy all possible impact parameters are evaluated at each possible 

initial angle-of-attack to yield the Legendre moments, σ . Assumption of the 

overly simplified line-of-centers model for the reaction dynamics over our 

extended energy range is obviously flawed (no account is taken for the decline 

in the excitation function) but still informative as shown in this section. 

Oi/OOr 

to 

05 

(J,l,M)=( 1,1,1) 

^-4 
| O i / O o | 

H-t-n 

008 010 012 OK 016 0І 

Etr(eV) 

Figure 20. Fits using the 

activation barriers (a) and (b) of 

Fig. 19 to the experimental data on 

the J»1 state of Fig. 11. The 

parameters of the ADLCM fit are 

listed in Table H. Recrossing 

behavior (Fig. 15) is not accounted 

for in this treatment (see 

Fig. 22). 
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As a first step, о /aQ for the J=1 state of Fig. 11 is fitted for d 

sphere. The potential (a) is plotted in Fig. 19 and the O./OQ and Op/oQ curves 

in Fig. 20. Adding <J
?
/o

n
 to the fit gives the same result as fitting o./o

n 

only, because the error in o-/o~ is much larger as for o./o-, thus the fit is 

dominated by σ./σ-, A better fit is obtained by choosing the ellipse axis as 

a free parameter. The result ((b) in Fig. 19) is a slight oblate for NjO, a 

lower slope compared to a sphere but the same γ for both. Also in this case 

results adding σρ/σ
η
 to the fit in the same outcome as fitting ο-Ζσ« only. 

The same fitting procedure is followed for the J=2 state. In Fig. 21 the 

curves (c) show the result of a fit for σ-,/σ- (from Fig. 12) with a sphere 

around NjO. The fit for o../o
Q
 is perfect but for σ

?
/σ

η
 there is a large 

discrepancy. Fitting o^/aQ and σ,/σ« with a sphere is hardly satisfactory 

(curves (d) of Fig. 21). A three parameter potential gave the same result. By 

using the ellipse axis of N2O also as a fitting parameter and the three 

parameter potential a good fit is obtained (curves (e) of Fig. 20). A prolate 

shape of NpO gives the desired σρ/ο
η
 and with an almost constant but high 

barrier and a large cut-off angle the observed ο,/οη dependence is matched. 

The results of Fig. 13, with o./aQ, O-ZOQ and O ^ O Q I f
o r
 the «J-2 state are 

well fitted by the two parameter potential (f) of Fig. 19. The best fit is 

found for a prolate because of the negative value of Op/o-. A higher barrier 

compared to the J»1 state is found because the orientation effect for the J=2 

state is bigger (Fig. 12) as for the J»1 state. The parameters and 

characteristics of these fits are listed in Table 4. 

Adjusting the reaction shell from an oblate to a prolate ellipsoid gives 

the most flexibility in fitting the Op/o
0
 behavior. Prolate shells yield 

negative θρ/σ
η
 ("side-on" > "end-on"). As discussed in the next section, 

however, this accommodation of V(cosT ) to higher moments may be misleading to 

recrosslng effects. In other words the fitting of θρ/σ
η
 should not be 

emphasized. We suggest potential (a) in Fig. 19 is the best overall. 
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Figure 21. Fits using the 

activation barriers (c), (d) and 

(e) of Fig. 19 to the experimental 

data on the J-2 state of Fig. 12. 

The parameters of the ADLCM fit are 

listed in Table 4. Recrossing 

behavior evident in Fig. 7 is not 

accounted for in this treatment 

(see Fig. 22). 
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Table I. The parameters of the activation barrier, 

V(cosï ) - V(1 - COSY ) for (a) - (d) and (f), and for (e) 
Г r 

V(cosY - V
n
 + V.cosï , with for both barriers cut-off 

r 0 1 г 

angle, x
c
, and the ratio of the ellipse axes with r

a 

pointing along the molecular axis of NjO. The quality of 

the fit is defined as 1/ml [(o(exp) - a(calc) )/err I', 

with o(exp) the experimental moment and o(calc) the 
η η 

calculated moment, m = N - к with N the number of fitted 

experimental points and к the number of parameters used in 

the fit, and err
n
 the error of a(exp) . (a) and (b) refer 

to J-1 and (c) - (f) to J-2. For (e) we have found V
0
 = 

0.073±0.003 eV and V
1
 = -0.001±0.003 eV. 

parameters q u a l i t y V _eVJ 

of f i t 

"0 
( a ) V , x n 

( a ) ,х„ 

0.50 

L 
"o 
Π 

"о 
о, 

"ô" 

°о 

0o 

ο 0 

Öo 

0o 

l i 
' " o ' 

' " o ' 

"o 
3 

"o 

(b) 

(b) 

(c) 

!d) 

(e) 

( f ) 

ν.χ.,-s· 
c r b 

Г 

« . - е . — 
c r b 

V.x 0 

v , x c 

νο.ν , .χο, 

v , x c , ^ -
c г ь 

л 

0.36 

o.sa 

0.36 

1.9 

0.66 

0.90 

0.063+0.001 -0.45±0.0Ζ 1 

0.063±0.001 -0.15±0.02 1 

o.o56±o.ooi -о.чз±о.ог о.ез±о.оз 

0.056±0.002 -0.ЧЧ±0.0? О.вЗіО.ОЗ 

0.065±0.001 0 .00±0.02 1 

0.068 -0.ЧЧ 1 

see capt ion -0.2±0.1 1.Ч±0.1 

0.087±0.006 -0.15±0.09 l.l(7±0.09 
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Ij. DISCUSSION 

The Ba + NpO reaction falls in a class of systems exihibiting a maximum in 

their excitation function [9,32]. Past threshold the reaction cross section 

first grows rapidly as the stenc barrier is overcome by the increasing line-

of-centers energy, then falls due to another process which is often labeled 

recrossing in trajectory simulations [33]. 

At the lowest collision energy (below 0.09 eV) the experimentally and 

average-cosY- corrected data show strong stenc effects, i.e., a large 

difference in the "favorable" and "unfavorable" signals especially considering 

the broad range of cosY. (Fig. 2). Furthermore, the stenc effect is roughly 

similar for J-1 and J=2 reactants, both in the overall magnitude (Fig. Ik) and 

the σ- moment (Figs. 11 and 12). Differences in the σ- moments are apparent in 

Figs. 11 and 12 even at the lowest collision energies. 

In the post-maximum region the steric effect decreases rapidly (Fig. 14) 

due mostly to the decline in the "favorable" signal, as most clearly seen in 

the orientation-deconvoluted excitation functions of Fig. 15. "Heads-on" 

collisions drop strongly while cosY. = -1/2 collisions remain effective as E
t r 

is elevated, in accord with recrossing of the barrier due to repulsion by the 

N
2
 group. Repulsion is strongest for "heads-on" attack and avoided in "side-

on" or "back-side" approaches. The activitation barriers, V(cosY ), are 

deduced by the ADLC model without considering recrossing. The overall 

reactivity, σ
η
, approaches an upper limit under this assumption, as shown in 

Fig. 22 for barriers (a) and (e) of Fig. 19 using the corresponding fitting 

parameters of Table 4. While the maximum of the actual excitation function is 

at 0.09 eV, the model function reaches full value only above O.HO eV for 

both J=1 and J-2 reactants. Potential (e) is chosen as an extreme example in 

that it best fits the highest moments of the steric data while failing to 

reproduce σ.ζΕ^), even the reaction threshold. Recrossing by most attenuating 

"heads-on" collisions affects most the o_ moment since declining "heads-on" 

component causes "side-on" collisions to become more efficient relative to 

"end-on". This effect even reverses the sign of σ
ρ
 above 0.10 eV for the J=1 

state. We thus recommend the σ, optimized potentials (a) and (c) for J»1 and 

J-2 reactants, respectively. 
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Oo(arb units) 

0} 04 

E.ríeV) 

Figure 22. The total cross 

section, on, as a function of E t r, 

calculated with the ADLCM for the 

potentials (a) and (e) of Fig. 19. 

The two curves are normalized to 

each other at 0.40 eV. 

Potentials (a) and (c) should remain useful in spite of their incorrect σ
η 

behavior. Fig. 18 shows that the cut-off angle Y of the one-parameter step 

and linear opacity functions does not shift markedly as E
t r
 is elevated. In 

addition an empirical recrossing adjustment [3
1
*] to the ADLCM yields similar 

barrier parameters (as expected, V becomes slightly larger to account for the 

loss of "heads-on" collisions). V(cosY ) mainly reflects the σ with η > 0 

г η 

moments of reactivity, the shortcoming in modeling the σ
η
 moment are more 

dynamic in origin. We believe (a) and (c) reasonably reflect the 

amsotropicity of the Ba + ^ O reaction. Comparing (a) with V(cosï ) deduced 

from earlier (convoluted) measurements we find the actual steric barrier is 

even more anisotropic, and is furthermore more constrained overall than the 

barrier deduced for the Rb + СНЛ reaction [21]. 

Several interesting differences are seen in the steric behavior of the J-1 

and 2 reactants. At E
t r
 - 0.09 eV, corresponding to the maximum reactivity, σ

η 

for J=2 exeeds σ
0
 for J=1 (Fig. 7) while suprisingly, σ.. for J-1 is slightly 

smaller than σ. of J-2 (Figs. 11 and 12). The σ- moments differ (Figs. 11 and 

12) but recrossing effects make their interpretation more difficult. Most 
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importantly, orientation effects are much stronger than alignment effects for 

both states. This is also directly confirmed experimentally by the linear 

behavior of the out-of-plane reactivity (Fig. 10). 

An extremely large cross-section corresponding to reaction at -9 A 

distance is found for perfect "heads-on" collisions at 0.09 eV. Such a large 

σ,_ is physically unrealistic and suggests that σ.. .. (determined by beam 
nv tot 

attenuation [13]) is overestimated, or less likely that the fraction of 

chemiluminescent product is underestimated in previous calibrations [13]. An 

orientation-dependent σ. (Α Σ
+
 state) chemiluminescent quantum yield, while 

not necessarily expected, may also account for the large value of 

0
hv

( c O S
V

1 )
· 

"Reorientation", or the twisting to more aligned angles-of-attack induced 

by precollision reactant interactions, appears not to play an important role 

at oar collision conditions as is apparent by comparing the J=1 and J=2 

results. Since the average orientation angle of J»2 is 2/3 that of J«1 , 

reorientation should induce an overcorrection of the steric effect for J-2 

relative to J=1 , i.e., under conditions of severe reorientation σ-,/α. is 

expected to be a factor of 1.5 stronger for J=2 than for J-1. 

The mam result of these measurements are the orientation dependent 

barriers to reaction (Fig. 19), which reflect the anisotropic part of the 

potential energy surface for reaction. Our ADLCM analysis treats only entrance 

channel features and is most appropriate for attractive (early barrier) 

systems. Several aspects of product selectivity can be rationalized using such 

steric barriers, including the product internal state distribution and 

rotational angular momentum alignment [35]. Bernstein et al. [36] have also 

discussed other mechanistic insights V(cosY ) provides. 

In summary, we have described in detail an advanced determination of the 

steric effect for the Ba + N-,0 reaction. On the reactant side, the internal 

state selection is ideal, the velocity selection is very reasonable and the 

control of collision geometry while state-of-the art is quite rough. Only one 

(minor) product channel is monitored, with good electronic state specificity. 

Nothing is known about the Np product. The most detailed insights on the 

reaction derive from a somewhat imperfect ADLC model which is the best 

available tool at present. More sophisticated methods of analysis may be 

forthcoming considering the renewed and vigorous activity in the fields of 

molecular stereochemistry [37,38]. 
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CHAPTER 9 

REACTANT ORIENTATION - PRODUCT POLARIZATION CORRELATIONS: 

COLLISION ENERGY DEPENDENCE IN 

THE Ba + N20 -<· BaO* + N2 REACTION 
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Katholieke Universiteit Nijmegen 

Toernooiveld, 6525 ED Nijmegen, The Netherlands 

David H. Parker 

Department of Chemistry 

University of California Santa Cruz 

Santa Cruz, CA 95064, USA 

ABSTRACT 

The correlation between reactant collision geometries and product angular 

momentum alignments are determined over a range of collision energies for the 

Ba + NpO •* BaO + Np reaction. Hexapole fields state-select and orient a beam 

of NjO in a single (J,Ä,M) = (1,1,1) rovibrational state. The polarization of 

BaO emission resulting from the crossed beam reaction with Ba atoms is 

measured. "Favorable" collisions, where Ba approaches the "0"-end of NpO, 

produce strong polarization perpendicular to the initial relative velocity 

vector while "unfavorable" collisions produce nearly isotropic emission. At 

high collision energies both effects are more pronounced. Orientation 

averaging obscures these energy dependencies. We discuss these results in 

terms of the orientation dependent barrier to reaction. 
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1 . INTRODUCTION 

Directional factors are important in all aspects of a reactive atom-

molecule collision. Reaction is promoted, for example, by specific collision 

orientations (the steric effect), and products are often generated with 

angilar momentum, J', polarized with respect to, ν , the initial relative 

velocity vector. Herschbach and coworkers [1] have outlined the many 

mechanistic insights directional property measurements can provide. In 

particular, the extent of J' polarization, i.e., the (v -J') correlation can 

be related to the degree and timing of repulsion between separating products 

[2]. Entrance channel features such as an orientation-dependent barrier to 

reaction can be deduced from oriented reactant (i.e., controlled J-v ) studies 

[3]. Taken together, the influence of reactant orientation on product 

polarization - a three-vector (J,ν .j') correlation - probes the concerted 

motions collision partners follow in transforming to products. 

We have recently reported a strong (J,ν ,J') correlation in the 

Ba + oriented NoO •» BaO + Nn reaction [5]. At one collision energy the 

polarization of BaO chemiluminescence was measured for collision geometries 

with Ba approaching the "0"-end of N
2
0 ("favorable"), "N"-end of N

2
0 

("unfavorable") and unoriented NjO ("random"). A beam of NjO in a single 

rovibrational state (J,£,M) = (1,1,1) of the v2-bending mode is produced by 

electrostatic hexapole fields and crossed with a Ba beam. Details on 

orientation can be found in ref. [4]. Briefly, the molecular axis of NjO, r 

(with r pointing from N to 0), precesses at an angle θ around an applied 

electric field, E. The average θ depends on the rotational state selected by 

the hexapole, соз = iM/(J(J+1) = 1/2 for the (1,1,1) state. By switching the 

polarity of the voltage on the "harp" orientation field, E can be made tt or 

++ to ν , yielding in a "favorable" or "unfavorable" orientation repectively. 

By setting Ê +t or t+ to ν the initial angle-of-attack is cosï =• 1/2 for a 

"favorable" orientation and -1/2 for an "unfavorable" orientation with Ύ
η
 the 

angle between г and ν . "Side-on" alignment, cosï» = 0, is made by putting 

E J. ν . "Random" orientation occurs when we state-select the (1,1,1) 

rotational state but apply no voltage on the harp field. "Favorable" 

collisions were found to produce BaO with J' predominantly perpendicular to 

ν while "unfavorable" collisions yield an almost unpolarized BaO J' 
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distribution. 

In this paper we extend these measurements to a range of collision 

energies and discuss the results, as far as possible, in relation to the 

recently reported reactant orientation specified BaO emission spectrum [6] 

and excitation functions, σ. (E
t
„) L7,8], with σ. the emission cross section 

hv ь" hv 

and E
t r
 the collision energy. 

A large body of information has accumulated over the past two decades on 

this highly exoergic "case study" reaction. Recent papers [7~9] have 

summarized the current understanding, we will mention here only a few facts 

pertinent to the polarization measurement. The reaction produces mainly highly 

excited ground state BaO [10], roughly 9% [11,12] of the total yield is 

chemiluminescent A E
+
 and Α Π BaO . The chemiluminescence yield follows the 

total reactivity over our collision energy range [11]. Herrn and coworkers [13] 

studied the ground state channel, and found that BaO is baokscattered at low 

collision energies, progressing towards forward scattering accompanied by a 

decrease in BaO internal energy as the collision energy is elevated. A red-

shift in the BaO emmision spectrum is confirmed at higher collision energies 

[6]. Our light detection optics-system images only a small region at the 

scattering zone and is thus sensitive mainly to the short-lived (τ = 350 nsec) 

BaO Α Σ state. The long (τ = 9 psec) lifetime of the Α Π state ensures that 

most BaO Α'
1
Π state product leaves the collection zone before emitting. 

Zare and coworkers [14] measured a ¿ 3Ϊ polarization of emission of BaO 

perpendicular to ν in an early beam-gas study. Our crossed-beam experiment 

avoids most of the geometric averaging of the beam-gas setup, selects a single 

(J = 1) rotational state of ^ 0 rather than a (high J) thermal sample and again 

discriminates against the perpendicular (Α Π •* Χ Σ
+
) transition. Stronger 

polarization is thus expected in our study. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

The apparatus is described in detail in previous papers [4,9]. Briefly, 

the Nijmegen focusing machine has three components: the state selected and 

oriented Ν^Ο beam, an effusive Ba beam and the emission detection system. A 

seeded N^O beam is generated from a quartz nozzle source {p = 110 μιη) and 

focused by an electrostatic hexapole field in the (J,Î,,M) = (1,1,1) state of 

the ^"^fidins mode, n^H , at the entrance of the scattering region which is 
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shown in Fig. 1. 

Two "harp" plates, spaced equidistant from the scattering plane, control 

the collision geometry [8]. The reaction produces chemiluminescence which is 

viewed through the harp fields by a lens-system/photomultiplier (EMI 9893B). 

Output from the photomultiplier is processed by a photon counting system and 

averaged by a microcomputer which also controls the various field voltages and 

polarizer positions. 

Figure 1. Scattering region of the Nijmegen molecular beam machine. After 

state selection by the hexapole of the (1,1,1) state the NpO beam enters the 

"harp" orientation field (hf) where it crosses a collimated (fb » 5.0 mm, 

Ρ·| = Pp * 2.0 mm) Ba beam from an effusive oven (o). Chemiluminescence is 

viewed through the "harp" field by an optics-system (1
1
 - 1^) and a 

photomultiplier (pm). A polaroid sheet in the optics-system rotates in steps 

of 60° to obtain the polarization. An extra field (ef) plate maintains an 

electric field between the "harp" orientation plates and the quiding plates 

(not shown). 
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A polaroid sheet placed in the optics train is used to determine the 

degree of chemiluminescence polarization. Because the laboratory direction of 

the relative velocity varies with the collision energy, a three point rotation 

scheme [15] is used that provides the polarization magnitude and direction 

with respect to a reference angle simultaneously. The reference angle is 

calibrated to the Ba beam by running a Ba+bulk NpO (P - 1·10 torr) beam gas 

experiment. We find that the polarization always lies along the calculated 

relative velocity vector (see Section 3-1·)• also independent of the initial 

collision geometry. The absence of polarization bias in the optics-system is 

confirmed by lowering a fluorescent source, shaped to the size of the crossing 

area of the two beams, between the two harp plates. After 12 hours in the dark 

the phosphorescent paint on this source emits photons at about the same 

intensity as produced by the reaction. 

The experimental procedure is as follows. After the Ba oven has reached a 

temperature of 1000 K, the NpO beam is generated and the hexapole voltage is 

set to focus the (1,1,1) state at the scattering center. As in ref. [8] the 

collision energy is varied by changing the nozzle temperature and fraction of 

He in the He/Ar carrier gas. For each orientation (determined by the harp 

field polarity and polarizer position) the chemiluminescence is measured 

alternately at 2.5 Hz with the hexapole "wobbled" on-line with the beam axis 

(focused beam plus background signal) and off-line (background only). A cycle 

to measure the polarization consists of three 60° rotations of a polaroid 

sheet. The intensity at each position is measured 25 times for 2 sees and each 

cycle is repeated 16 times to achieve an acceptable signal to noise ratio. The 

average intensity for each position is averaged after rejecting any 2 sec 

points outside 2 standard deviations. 

3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

3.1. Kinematic deconvolution of polarization 

The emission polarization is calculated from the signals, I (n=1,2 or 3), 

for the three polarizer positions using [15]: 

< p >
 2 [I

1i
(I1i-I2i) + I2i(I2i-I3i) + W1!!""2

 m 
1 " ^ i + I 2 i + I3i 
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where i is a "favorable", "side-on", "unfavorable" or "random" orientation. 

The polarization values, <P >, are lowered by the velocity spread of the Ba

beara. To correct for this the deconvoluted polarization values, Ρ , are 

extracted by solving: 

ƒ (P
i
co

S 2
a)o

h v
(E

t r
)

i
v

r
f(

E B a
)(m

B a
/

P
)d

E t r 

E 

<P.> - Ρ <cos2a> - - ^ (2) 
I l QD 

E 
min 

Here Ρ, is assumed to stay fixed in the averaging of the numerator of Eq. 2 

over E
t
_, and α is the angle mismatch of a particular ν with 

(v ) " v.. „ - <v„ >2vr, . The N-jO molecular beam can be considered to be 
г rms N.O Ba Ba ¿ 

essentially monovelocity [8] and for the effusive Ba beam at T=1000 К one 

2 i/ 

obtains: <v„ >'2 » 392 m/s. f(E
D
_,) describes the associated Maxwell Boltzmann 

Ba ва 

distribution of the translational energy of the Ba atoms: Eg
a
 = î̂rn- ν' . Thus 

the collision energy ,E is simply given by: E
t r
 • '̂у ̂  + E (p/m

B
 ) with 

μ =
 ra
Ba

m
N 0^^

m
Ba

 +
 "Ή 0^· ^

l l e m
^

n l m u m
 collision energy occurs for E

B a
 - 0, 

i.e., E
m l n

 » /¿μν£ .. The deconvoluted excitation functions, σ. (E. ) , at 

orientation ι in Eq. 2 have been taken from Fig. 7 of ref. [8]. 

The resulting polarization correction factors, 1/<cos2a>, are slightly 

different at each translational energy and for each orientation (because the 

o
h
 ( E

t r
)

1
 are different for each orientation) and range from 1.060 (1.058) at 

E
t r
 - 0.088 eV to 1.047 (1.047) at E

t r
 » 0.163 eV for a "favorable" 

("unfavorable") orientation. The corrections of "side-on" and "random" 

orientations have values which turned out to be the averages of the aforegiven 

numbers. 

In Fig. 2 the deconvoluted polarizations, Ρ , are plotted as a function of 

E
t
 for "favorable", "unfavorable" and "random" orientations. The "side-on" 

polarization is not plotted but yields within the experimental error bars the 

same results as the "random" orientation. 
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polarization (%) 

0.0Θ 0.10 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.1 

Etr(eV) 

Figure 2. The deconvol^ted (for velocity spread by v
B
 ) polarization as a 

function of the translatlonal energy for "favorable" (COSY. - 1/2), "random" 

(cösï0 = 0) and an "unfavorable" (c5s4Q - -1/2) orientation of the 

(J,S,,M) - (1,1,1) state of ti20. Straight lines are drawn through the 

experimental points. 
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The polarization of the beam-gas experiment yields: <P> = (5.4 ± 0.3)% at 

P
N 0

 =
 1Ί0 torr. This is a factor of two larger than measured by Jonah et 

al. [14]. The polarization found at E
tr
, = 0.10 eV for the non focused (direct) 

beam (for which 90* of the NjO molecules are in the ground vibrational state 

with an average J-2) yields. <P> = 13.5 ± 2.0)?, which is the same as for the 

n2="1,J = 1 "random" oriented NpO beam. At one collision energy, Е^г = 0.10 eV, 

it is checked that the polarization does not depend on the viewing area by 

placing an iris in the optics train. A viewing area of 2 mm in diameter gives 

the same polarization as a viewing area of 6 mm in diameter. This 

corraborates our assumption that only the Α Σ
+
 state is detected by our 

apparatus. Furthermore an applied (small) magnetic field at the scattering 

zone also had no effect on the polarization, again adding evidence for the 

Α Σ
+
 state transition. 

3.2 Transformation of polarization into alignment. 

The measured polarizations, Ρ , for each orientation are, because of the 

distribution of a selected orientation [8], averaged over a wide spread in 

angles-of-attack. To deconvolute for this distribution the intensities, I// 

and !_!_, emitting polarized light parallel and perpendicular to the relative 

velocity, ν , are calculated from: 

ί/Ζ^Λ - 7
(1 +

 Pi' ^ t r ' i
 ( 3 a ) 

^tr'i • 7
(1
 - V

 n \ r h
 ( 3 b ) 

and because of cylindrical symmetry around ν : 

WVi - i/Z'Vi + ^ \ г \ - 7 ( 3 " V I ( E t r ) i ( 3 c ) 

where Ι(Ε, ) (» I,, + I,) is monitored by the photomultiplier. Following the 
tr 1 ' ' -'• 

given procedure in Section 3.2.2 of ref. [8] the intensities ^//^tr\
 a n d 

Ιι(Ε^ ) are corrected for their spectral dependence. Again, similar to the 
-
1
· tr ι 

procedures of Section 3.2.3 and 3.2.4 of ref. [8], the first three moments of 
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the Legengre expansion about the initial angle-of-attack, così-, have been 

determined and corected for imperfect alignment of the orientation field and 

incomplete decoupling of i-doubling. Of course the higher order effects 

induced by the influence of the polarization onto these corrections have been 

ignored. The resulting Legendre series can be expressed as a dependence of a 

(with ρ = // or J.) upon COSY leading to: 

° p
( c o s

V
 = σ

0ρ
 +
 °1p

P
1

( C 0 3
V
 + 0

2 p
P
2

( O O S
V
 +
 * " '

 W 

As explained in ref. [14] higher order moments than those given explicitly in 

Eq. 4 can not be extracted for the selected (1,1,1) state. To avoid modeling 

and because of the well behaved pure Legendre expansion of the opacity 

function, o(cosY
0
)/o

0
 (as shown in Fig. 16 of ref. [8]) for the total 

reactivity, we assume that o-.tcosYp.) and o^icosY.) are fully represented by 

the terms in Eq. 4. The results for v^ and o
x
 are plotted in Fig. 3 for 

three selected tranalational energies as a function of the initial angle-of-

attack with o,,(cosY
n
) and oj^cosY.) normalized to o

0
 - σ,, Q + 2o± Q, the 

onentationally averaged cross section for total emission. The unphysical 

behavior of slightly negative opacity may be completely Ignored. 

Now that the cross sections are deconvoluted for the initial angle-of-

attack the average alignment, P_(cosY
n
), can be calculated from o.-icosY.) and 

Oĵ cosY ) for a parallel transition, Α Σ
+
 -• Χ Σ

+
, using: 

„ „ ( c c y - o,(c
0
sY _

 1
_

z
_

i
W

n i ( 5 ) 

0//
(cosY

0
) + OJ.ÍCOSYQ) 0 3 _ <C0S2Y,> 

where the second expression comes from ref. [16]. Here COSY' (» $ ·3') and the 
г 

polarization are a function of COSY.. With P.(cosY
ni
 = 3/2<cos Y > - 1/2 one 

obtains: 

O-.tcOSY.) - Oj^COSY ) 

P,(cosY
n
) =- -2 — Ц Si — V— (6) 

2 0 o
//
(cosY

0
) + 2o_

1
(cosY

c|
) 

The resulting curves for P
2
(cosY

n
) are also plotted in Fig. 3. The calculated 

error bars below cosY
n
 - -0.5 become large because the σ,, and σ̂  curves 
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o(cosYo)/oo -P
2
(cosY

0
) 

Figure 3. The sterlc behavior of а.ЛсозУ^.) and oj/cosY») at three selected 

energies, normalized to σ
0
 - a,. Q + 2o± 0 . The average alignment, Ρ (cosY ), 

of the rotational angular momentum of BaO has been extracted (Eq. 6). The 

( ) curves are calculated according to Eq. 6, while the (-·-) curves are 

extrapolated. The error bars at соз7
п
 - 1/2 and -1/2 represent the calculated 

errors in the curves. 
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almost coalesce. The ( ) curves are calculated curves according to Eq. 6. 

Because the error bars approach the value of Pj itself, the curves are 

extrapolated ( ) for cosY < -0.5. 

The actual distribution, W ,, (ν ·3'), normalized as: 

cosY
n
 r 

+ 1 

ƒ W
c o s Y

 (cosY')dcosY' = 1 (7) 

of product angular momentum around ν can also be expressed in a Legendre 

"cosY^V
3
'

5
 - 7

( 1 +
 5P

2
(cos

V
P

2
(v

r
.a·) • - - ·) (Θ) 

Values of Ρ (cosïn) with η > Ч can not be extracted from a one photon emission 

process [16]. 

In Fig. 1 Ρ (COSYQ) resulting from two selected (deconvoluted) collision 

angles are plotted versus E
t r
, "favorable" (cosY. » 1/2) and "unfavorable" 

(cosY
n
 = -1/2). It is important to note that overall product alignment of the 

angular momentum observed experimentally reflects the product 

O ( C O S Y
0
) - P

2
( C O S Y

0
) i.e.: 

+ 1 

ƒ 
-1 

<P
2
(cosY

0
)>

i
 « ƒ P2(cosY0)0(co3Y0)PJ)lM(cosYû)dcosYc| (9) 

with PT.M(cosY-) the distribution of ? around tf . The experimentally found JIM 0 г 

<P^(cosY„)> j is plotted in Fig. Ί and shows that the weighted average of 
2 0 random 

a "random" orientation is somewhat smaller than P_(cosY„)„ 

2 0 fav 

H. DISCUSSION 

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the utility of orientation-controlled 

experiments. "Heads-on" (COSY. » 1) collisions result (Fig. 3) in increasing 

J' alignment (towards 3 ' -L ν ) while "unfavorable" (cosY- = -1/2) collisions 
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Figure 4. The average alignment, Ρ (COSYQ), of the rotational angular 

momentum of BaO is plotted as a function of the translational energy for two 

selected fixed orientations and "random". Straight lines are drawn through 

the plotted points. 
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yield decreasing alignments (towards isotropic) as E
t r
 is elevated. No 

indication of these dramatic effects is provided by the (typical) "randomly" 

oriented signal (Fig. 4). 

The "heads-on" behavior is most interesting in that the strong alignment 

is not due to kinematic constraints. In a A + BC(J) •» AB(J') + С reaction 

where J and J' are the reactant and product rotational angular momenta, 
-• 

conservation of total angular momentum, J , requires that: 

3
total * W

 +
 V • ̂AB-C

 +
 ^ A B

 ( 1 0 ) 

where L and L are the orbital angular momenta of reactants and products 

respectively. Since the J=1 NjO state is selected, ILI >> 131 thus the 

correlation (v ,J') reflects the partitioning of angular momentum between L' 

and J'. Simons [2] has reviewed the topic of (v ,J') correlations. Repulsion 

between fragments (as in late energy release) increases |L'|/(|L' + J'|), 

tending to diminish the (v ,J') correlation. In the "spectator stripping" 

limit, IL I << IJ I thus L - J . Since L lies perpendicular to ν , J must 

also lie perpendicular to ν , consequently P_(v -J') » -1/2. 

Alignment behavior similar to that of the "unfavorable" case is also 

uncommon. Simons and coworkers [2] have observed an increasing P
p
 with E

tr
, in 

the Ar + Np excitation transfer system. They ascribe this trend to a 

preference for non-linear collision geometries at low collision energies. De 

Vries et al. [17] have reported isotropic, and even positive P_(v -J') values 

(J' // ν ) at the lowest translational energies for several metastable rare 

gas plus alkyl halide atom transfer systems. At higher collision energies the 

alignment approaches the P-iv -J') = -1/2 limit, i.e., J ' J. ν . They suggest 

that the low collision energy behavior is caused by sideways scattering 

reactions accompanied by repulsive energy release. 

An angle-dependent barrier to reaction, V(co3ï ), has been deduced from 

the oriented (1,1,1) reactant chemiliminescence excitation functions [8]. A 

linearly increasing barrier with zero threshold energy at cosY = +1 reaching 

0.09 eV at Ύ = ï = 117° is predicted. Beyond Ύ» an infinite barrier is 

assumed, i.e., V(co3Y ) - » for Ύ. > Ύ . "Favorable" collisions experience a 

low barrier and may react via "stripping" type dynamics. As the collision 
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energy is elevated the "favorably" induced emission polarization does approach 

the L •* J "stripping" behavior. "Unfavorable" collisions, however tend to 

experience a higher barrier and react around "side-on" angles-of-attack. At 

higher collision energies the reactive collisions become even more "side-on" 

in nature. "Side-on" collisions appear to correlate with late energy release 

and thus less product alignment. 

Polarization of chemiluminescent products from oriented reagent has been 

addressed by Prisant et al. [18] using the electron jump DIPR-DIP model. As 

discussed in detail elsewhere [9], the electron-jump model fails to account 

for the enhanced reactivity of vibrationally excited NpO. Electron affinity 

arguments of the electron~jump model predict a reactivity increase an order of 

magnitude smaller than the observed value. Nevertheless, the general trends 

predicted by Prisant et al. are confirmed in our data. "Colinear" approaches 

are predicted to result in higher product polarization than "side-on" 

approaches in accord with our observations. 

A unique or more quantitative explanation of the observed correlation is 

not yet possible. More information is needed on the BaO excited electronic 

structure, and especially on the reaction mechanism, including explanation of 

the declining excitation function at high E t r. These data hopefully will 

stimulate efforts to produce a realistic potential energy surface for 

reaction. At this early stage the most important point is that, in this 

reaction at least, a strong "memory" is retained in the product channel of the 

reagent collision geometry. 
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Samenvatting 

Bij een chemische reactie wordt door een botsing of een andere 

vergelijkbare wisselwerking op een gecoördineerde wijze een binding van een 

reactant molecuul verbroken en een nieuwe binding van een product molecuul 

gevormd. "Electron jump" mechanismen die zo4 η gecoördineerd reactieproces 

teweeg kunnen brengen, zijn gepostuleerd en door metingen bevestigd 

(Nobelprijs Scheikunde 1987). De stand, of wel oriëntatie, die de botsende 

reactant-moleculen t.o.v. elkaar moeten innemen om de reactie te doen 

plaatsvinden, is experimenteel niet bekend en vormt onderwerp van speculatie. 

Door nu de orientatie-afhankelijkheid van de reactanten van een chemische 

reactie te onderzoeken, kan een bijdrage geleverd worden in het begrijpen van 

het reactieproces op moleculair niveau. 

De onderzochte reactie Ba + NpO -> BaO + hv + Nj is een zgn. 

chemiluminescente reactie. Een deel van het gevormde BaO bevindt zich in een 

eenmaal electromsch aangeslagen toestand. Onder uitzending van een foton 

vervalt het BaO naar de grondtoestand. De fotonen intensiteit is een maat 

voor de reactie-waarschijnlijkheid. 

Door in een vacuum opstelling een moleculaire N^O bundel met een atomaire 

Ba bundel te kruissen, is de afhankelijkheid van de chemiluminescente 

botsingsdoorsnede van de translationele energie gemeten voor NjO moleculen die 

zich in de vibrationele grondtoestand bevinden. De invloed van de 

translationele energie op de chemiluminescente botsingsdoorsnede blijkt klein 

te zijn. 

Met een zespool kunnen de rotationele toestanden (J,i,M) = (1,1,1) en 

(2,1,2) van de eenmaal aangeslagen V2~kniktrilling (n2"1). m het 

strooicentrum gefocusseerd worden. Uit deze metingen volgt dat de 

chemiluminescente botsingsdoorsnede voor NjO moleculen in de eenmaal 

aangeslagen kniktrilling circa vier maal zo groot is als voor NjO moleculen in 

de vibrationele grondtoestand. Bovendien is de chemiluminescente 

botsingsdoorsnede sterk gepiekt rond een translationele energie van 0.09 eV en 

neemt snel af wanneer de botsingsenergie verhoogd wordt. Verder blijkt de 

reactie-waarschijnlijkheid ook af te hangen van de rotationele toestand van 

het N2O molecuul. De chemiluminescente botsingsdoorsnede van de П2=1|J*2 

toestand is circa 20Ï groter als die van de n2»1,J=l toestand. 
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Het NpO molecuul dat een lineaire structuur heeft (N-N-O) kan door een 

electnsch veld in het reactie-centrum aan te leggen, georiënteerd worden. 

Door de precessie van de NpO-as rond het electnsch veld ontstaat een 

gemiddelde hoek, Θ, die afhangt van de rotationele toestand waarin het N^O 

molecuul zich bevindt, cose » Í,M/J(J+1), en bedraagt respectievelijk 60° en 

70.5° voor de n2=1,J=1 en njH , J = ¿ toestanden. De reactie-waarschijnlijkheid 

is nu onderzocht als functie van deze orientatiehoek en de translationele 

energie. De orientatiehoek kan gevarieerd worden door m.b.v. een speciaal 

ontworpen "harp" orientie veld de hoek tussen het electnsch veld en de 

relatieve snelheid van de reactanten te variëren. Het blijkt dat de reactie-

waarschijnlijkheld voor een Ba atoom dat een N2O molecuul van de "0"-zijde 

benaderd circa vier maal zo groot is dan van een Ba atoom dat een NpO molecuul 

vanaf de "N"-zijde nadert. Tevens blijkt dit stensche effect voor de 

n2=:1,J=1 af te nemen als de botsingsenergie verhoogd wordt. Voor de n2:"1,J*2 

toestand is de invloed van de translationele energie kleiner als voor de 

n2=»1,J"1 toestand. Met een eenvoudig ontwikkeld model is voor beide J 

toestanden de hoekafhankelijkheid van de activatie-barriere voor het NjO 

molecuul berekend. De activatie-barriere is de minimum energie die het 

botsende Ba atoom en NjO molecuul aan elkaar moeten overdragen om een reactie 

(formatie van BaO) te kunnen geven. Hoewel de metingen goed door de berekende 

activatie-bameres gefit worden, wordt een eerder gemeten afhankelijkheid van 

de chemiluminescente botsingsdoorsnede voor met georiënteerde moleculen van 

de translationele energie niet meegenomen. Het model kan dus geen goede 

voorstelling geven van de werkelijk gemeten grootheden, maar kan wel een beeld 

geven voor de interpretatie van de metingen. 

Het blijkt dat de oriëntatie van het NpO molecuul ook invloed heeft op de 

energetische toestand waarin het BaO gevormd wordt. Met kleurfilters in de 

optiek is de golflengte afhankelijkheid van de fotonen als functie van de 

orientatiehoek bij twee translationele energieën onderzocht. De kleur van de 

chemiluminescentie is meer naar het rood verschoven wanneer de "0"-zijde van 

het N2O molecuul met het Ba botst dan wanneer de "N"-zijde voorop met het Ba 

botst. Hieruit volgt dat ook het oriëntatie effect afhankelijk van de 

golflengte is. Beide voorgenoemde effecten nemen toe wanneer de 

translationele energie verhoogd wordt. 

Met een polaroid plaatje, in plaats van de filters in de optiek, is de 

polarisatie van het produkt molecuul BaO bestudeert als functie van de 

orientatiehoek van het reactant NpO. Uit deze polarisatie kan de uitrichting 
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van het rotationeel impulsmoment van BaO berekend worden. Het blijkt dat de 

uitrichting sterker wordt wanneer het NpO molecuiil met de "0"-zijde voorop met 

het Ba botst dan wanneer het NpO molecuul met de "N"-zijde voorop met Ba 

botst. Dit effect is groter bij een hogere botsingsenergie. 

De hiervoor beschreven gemeten effecten die door het oriënteren van het 

NjO molecuul optreden, kunnen nog met voldoende verklaard worden. Het is 

waarschijnlijk dat deze effecten door de hoekafhankelljke activatie-barnere 

geïnduceerd worden. Het is onze hoop dat deze discrepancie zal leiden tot 

nieuwe theoretische modellen die de gemeten effecten zullen kunnen verklaren 

en lelden zal tot een verbeterd inzicht in de fysica van reactiemechanismen. 
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Errata 

page 58. Eq. 1: "P^P-Ê)" should be "'¿Рд^-Ё)" 

page 59, l ine 1: " ί (ground)" should be "л (ground)" 

page 62. Une 1: "WCO5ï,0" should be "WcosT " 

page 91. l ine 1= <r¿\-E)>a - Κ<?η1\·ϊ)>ΐά, * l < V % - Ê ) > u „ f . » | 3 

1 
page 92, Eq. lOd: Ì1 

2<Р,(созв)> 

I - I a fav unfav „,„ , . . . 1 ; 2<Р,(созв)>— 

page 94, l ine 6: "Fig. 3.5" should be "Fig. 2" 

page 109, l ine 12; page 110, l ine 2 and 3: "COST " should be "cos'ir " 
и г 

page 117, réf. [ 8 ] ; page 134. réf. [ 1 ] : "Chem. Phys." should be "Phys. Chem." 
page 133. l ine IIb: "Ar + N2" should be "Ar* • N2" 

page 133, l ine 3b: "Y " should be "Ύ " и с 

page 133, Une 2b: "Y" should be "Y " 




